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1 YEAR GUARANTEE 

ALL PTS BRANCHES are wholly owned subsidiaries of PTS ELECTRONICS, INC: (NO FRANCHIS- 
ES!) and report directly to the Home Office in Bloomington, Indiana. Only this way can we guar- 
antee the same quality-PRECISION TUNER SERVICE-that made PTS the leader in this field. 
PTS is proud to be the only tuner service to publish a TUNER REPLACEMENT PARTS CATALOG. 
(New 4th Edition; over 100 pages of tuner blow-ups. Tuner-antenna coil-and shaft replacement 
guides available for $2.00.) 

WE OFFER MORE. 

SERVICE IS EVERYTHING WITH US. 

WE ARE DYNAMIC AND FAST. 

TRUSTWORTHY. 

YOU AND US -A TRUE PARTNERSHIP. 

11ELECTRONICS, 
CIN . is 

recommended by more TV manufacturers 
and overhauls more tuners than all other 
tuner services combined! 

Color Black & White Transistor 
Tubes Varactor Detent UHF 

All Makes 

VHF, UHF $10.95 
UV-COMBO 17.95 
IF -SUBCHASSIS 12.50 

Major parts and shipping 
charged at cost. 

(Dealer net!) 
over 4000 exact tuner replace- 
ments available for $14.95 up 

(new or rebuilt) 

P1:-nUmBER OflE 
(NOT A FRANCHISE COMPANY) AND STILL TRYING HARDER! 

...for more details circle 119 on Reader Service Card 



GTE Sylvania, Electronic Components Group, 100 First Avenue, Waltham, MA. 02154 

lntrodudnc 

aTVset only a 
TV technician 

could love. 
Ultra -portable CK3000 Test Jig. 
Under 25 lbs.-easy to tote from job to job. 
The handle's not just for show! 

Ready to use. Fully pre -tested. 
A complete unit including 13V in -line 
slotted -mask CRT with x-ray 
inhibiting glass. 

Accessories included: 
Two 70° adapters; two 
90° extensions; six 
yoke -programmer 
plugs; audio leads; 
four convergence 
ballast plugs; Set -Up 
and Instruction 
Manuals. 

The big book. CK3000 
Set -Up Manual lists 
over 7000 models, 49 
brands. And we're 
constantly updating 
it. Just mail the 
registration card. 

Adapters. You can 
buy kits for the seven 
most popular brands 
and discrete adapters for 
42 more. Many old adapters 
can be used, too-don't throw 
them away! 

30kV and more. A must for today's 
sets. Anode meter's big 50µA 
movement makes it easy to monitor 
voltages to 35kV-more than in any 

TV set you'll meet. 

Patented yoke 
programmers let you 
match CK3000's yoke 
to six different 
deflection outputs. 
Three for tube and 
hybrid, two for 
transistor sweep, one 
for SCR sweep. 

Dual focus connec- 
tions. Built-inalternate 
focus supply for 
testing both 4.5kV 
and the new Black - 
Matrix 7.1 kV. 

See the CKS000 Test Jig at your Sylvania distributor's now! D SYLVANIA 
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410 to 1 

you'll find 
the 

devices 
you need 

here. 

Over 103,200 devices can be replaced by 250 
RCA SK Series types. That's 410 to 1! Best ratio in 
the industry. Which means the odds are, SK is 
your best, fastest way to get what you need. With 
minimum inventory. 
And RCA provides the 
top qualityyou'd expect 
from a top manufac- 
turer of OEM devices. 
Same strict AQL stand- 
ards, same strict Direc- 
torofQualityAssurance. 
Get SK devices and 
your free 1975 SK 
Series Replacement 
Guide from your local 
RCA distributor. 

It's OKifit's SIC 

RCA; 
sk series 

top of the line 
1975 

replacement r.. 

guide 
over 103,000 

...for more details circle 123 on Reader Service Card 
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PUBLISHER'S MEMO 

NEWCOM '75 SHOW HAS GREAT EXPECTATIONS 

A record - breaking attendance of over 8000 is anticipated for the 1975 NEWCOM Show 

in Las Vegas May 6, 7 and 8, at the Las Vegas Convention Center. A comprehensive 
seminar program supports a growing exhibitor roster: 213 exhibiting companies; 357 display 
units; 20 conference units; 7200 square feet of arena space. 

Most of our readers are aware of the fact that every spring - usually in early May - our 

industry holds its annual manufacturers, distributors and representatives convention, 
known as National Electronics Week (NEW). This vital industry show gives manufacturers 
the opportunity to introduce their latest equipment and components (parts) to distributors 
in attendance - who, upon return, will be passing this important information on to you- 
the end user of the products unveiled at this show. 

NEWCOM '75 is devoted to professionalism in electronics parts and equipment 
distribution. Supported largely by participating manufacturers, NEWCOM offers them 

an opportunity to exhibit their new products along with their regular line. This show is 

arranged by the Electronic Industry Show Corporation, a non - profit organization. This is the 

fourth consecutive year that it has been held in Las Vegas. Next year it will be in 

New Orleans. NEWCOM '75 promises to be the greatest show of its kind. If you should 
plan on attending, be sure to look us up. 

The electronic servicing industry can expect a good sales outlook for the balance 

of 1975, despite the economic climate at present. The economic outlook had called for 

a sluggish first quarter, a slow pickup in the second quarter and a promising improvement 
in the second half of 1975. 

As I have stated in the past, it is unfortunate that the bulk 
of our 70,000 readers, who are professional electronic technicians and service dealers, 
cannot attend functions such as the NEWCOM Show, since you are the key people 
responsible for the tremendous growth of our industry through the years. 

To provide you a preview of some of the many new products which will be introduced 
at NEWCOM '75, we have included in this issue a special new products section titled 
"NEW AT NEWCOM." (The new products of those manufacturers who were unable to 

release information to us in time for inclusion in NEW AT NEWCOM will be covered 
in the New Products department in upcoming issues of ET/D.) 

Each product in the NEW AT NEWCOM section is "keyed" to the Reader Service Card 

in this special NEWCOM show issue. And you can be sure that your requests for further 
information will receive priority action from each manufacturer. 

As reported in my memo in the February issue, the manufacturers whose products 
you use in your servicing or which you sell or install are fully aware of the problems that 
face us all today. They are gearing up strongly so that we can look forward to an impressive 
and successful turnaround in our industry, which, at present, is still the most viable in 

the electronics industry. 
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Heath's new power supplies 
set new performance standards 

Choice of four DC outputs: 0-7.5 V, 
0-15 V, 0-30 V or 0-60 V 
31/2 -digit or 31/2" meter readout 
Constant voltage and constant cur- 
rent operation 
Remote voltage and current pro- 
gramming 
Precise load and line regulation- 
±0.05% voltage, =0.1% current 
Complete output protection 
Remote sensing automatically 
compensates for lead voltage drops 
Available factory assembled or in 
easy -to -build kit form 

Heath's versatile new 2700 -Series DC 
power supplies do much more than just 
provide the right voltage and current- 
they set new standards for precision and 
ease of operation. 

Digital or analog readout. These power 
supplies are the first in their price range 
to offer a choice of readouts. The digital 
models have two -decade autoranging to 
provide high resolution for low voltage 
and current settings. 

Constant current and constant voltage 
operation. And it's true constant current, 
not simple current limiting. Adjust two 
controls to get the voltage and current 
you need. Ard if one supply doesn't deliver 
exactly the output you require, just con- 
nect them in series or parallel - with no 
loss of regulation! 

Remote programming and sensing. For 
systems use and remote applications, both 
voltage and current car be programmed. 
And all supplies provide remote sensing 
at the load to automatically compensate 
for voltage drops due to long leads and 
connectors. 

Output protection. You don't have to worry 
about these power supplies. Short circuit 
operation or accidentally applied high 
voltages can't harm them. 

All 2700 -Series power supplies are avail- 
able in easy -to -build kit form or completely 
factory assembled and calibrated. Either 
way you get a power supply that offers 
more performance per dollar than any- 
thing the competition can offer. Send for 
the latest Heath catalogs and get complete 
details. 

Model Readout 

Maximum 
Rated Output 
Volts Cur. Price* 

IP/SP-2700 Analog 60 V 1.5A $169.95 kit 
$255.00 assem. 

IP/SP-2731 Digital 60V 1.5A $219.95 kit 
$340.00 assem. 

IP/SP-2710 Analog 30V 3.OA $169.95 kit 
$255.00 assem. 

IP/SP-2711 Digital 30V 3.OA $219.95 kit 
$340.00 assem. 

1P/SP-2720 Analog 15V 5.0A $169.95 kit 
$255.00 assem. _ 

IP/SP-2721 Digital 15 V 5.0A $219.95 kit 
$340.00 assem. 

IP/SP-2730 Analog 7.5V 10.0A $169.95 kit 
$255.00 assem. 

IP/SP-2731 Digital 7.5V 10.0A $219.95 kit 
$340.00 assem. 

a- 
' HEAT,' COMPANY 

I Dept. 24-04 
E 

Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022 

1 

Send my free '75 Heathkit Catalog. 
D Send my free Heath 

Assembled Instruments Catalog. 

N e+ne 

Title 

AOtlreSs 

Ciy r State 'fiZip HAit. elMER RRtEES, E o.e. FACTOR, TIE -323 
LPRICES 4 sPECIPtCATIONS SUBJECT TO OHANr3E WITHOUT NOME. 
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JS.S 

Ways 346 
Save nO 

Instruments! 
EICO's Test Instruments line 

is the industry's most 
comprehensive because each 

instrument serves a specific 
group of professional needs. 

You name the requirement- 
from a resistance box to a 

VTVM, from a signal tracer to 

a scope, from a tube tester to 

a color TV generator, etc., you 

can depend on EICO to give 

you the best professional 
value. Compare our latest 
solid state instruments at your 
local EICO Electronics 
Distributor, he knows your 
needs best-and serves your 
requirements with the best 

values! 

"Build -it -Yourself" and save 

up to 50% with our famous 
electronic kits. 

For latest EICO Catalog on Test 

Instruments, Automotive and Hobby 

Electronics, Eicocraft Project kits, 
Burglar -Fire Alarm Systems and name 

of nearest EICO Distributor, check reader 

service card or send 50¢ for fast first 
class mail service. 

EICO-283 Malta Street, 
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11207 

30 years of service to the Professional 
Serviceman. 

EICO 
...for more details circle 106 on Reader Service Card 
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LETTERS 

A TECHNICIAN SHORTAGE? 

On page 4 of the November 1974 
edition of ET/D, Frank Steckel, an 
EIA/CEG advisor and university pro- 
fessor, is quoted as stating that "more 
than 30,000 technicians are needed 
now to service the growing number of 
consumer electronics products." 

I'd like to know where these jobs are. 
They surely are not in Illinois and In- 
diana. Very little advertising for con- 
sumer electronics technicians has ap- 
peared in Chicago and Indianapolis 
papers during the past two years... 

Some service technician jobs that 
are advertised require the ability to 
complete 16 repairs a day or require a 
license which only a television en- 
gineer could pass. (Most of the indi- 
viduals who do have an Indiana 
TV/radiò repair license received it 
under the grandfather clause of the 
license law and, consequently, did not 
take any kind of written test.) 

I don't think your magazine is in 
touch with the man in the field, who is 
under constant pressure to fix 16 sets a 
day or complete 8 service calls a day. 
The pressure is intense, and there is 
little help from newspapers and 
magazines that are out to prove that 
most repairmen (particularly those 
who service TV) are crooks. 

I don't understand why anyone 
would want to enter the consumer 
electronics service field...even if open- 
ings in it do exist. 
Larry K. Shanklin 
Crawfordsville, Indiana 

The comment by Frank Steckel to 
which you refer was made by Mr. Stec- 
kel in a speech at the opening cere- 
monies of the Electronic Opportunity 
Training School in Chicago and was 
subsequently included in a report of the 
opening in the News Of The Industry 
department of the November 1974 issue 
of ETID. 

Publication in ETID of yours, Mr. 
Steckel's or anyone elses comments 
does not mean that the editorial staff of 
ETID agrees with the substance of the 
comments. The decision to include or 
not include an individual's comments 
in the News Of The Industry, Elec- 
tronic Association Digest and Letters 
departments is made by the editor on 
the basis of relevancy and availability 
of space, not on the basis of whether the 
editor agrees or disagrees with the sub- 
stance of the comments. 

I share your skepticism of Mr. 
Steckel's statement that 30,000 
additional technicians are needed now 
to service consumer electronic pro- 
ducts. I have not seen any data or other 

evidence that indicates a consumer 
electronic technician shortage of this 
magnitude. However, I have seen data 
which tend to indicate that the demand 
for competent consumer electronic 
technicians is increasing and probably 
will continue to increase until man- 
ufacturers achieve electronic and 
manufacturing technologies which 
permit them to profitably produce con- 
sumer electronic products whose relia- 
bility and/or serviceability characteris- 
tics are improved sufficiently to offset 
the continuing increase in the need for 
service which is attributable to the in- 
crease in the number of units in use. 

The demand for consumer electronic 
technicians is directly related to the in- 
cidence of need for service, which, in 
turn, is dependent on 1) the numbers 
of consumer electronic units in use, 
2) the reliability and serviceability of 
the units in use, and 3) the cost of unit 
replacement compared to unit repair. 
As the numbers of units in use increase, 
the incidence of need for service also 
will increase unless 1) improvements 
in reliability reduce the incidence of 
need for service sufficiently to offset the 
increase in service need resulting from 
more units in use, and/or 2) ad- 
vancements in electronic and manufac- 
turing technologies make possible 
economies which, when passed along to 
the consumer, reduce unit costs to 
levels that make unit replacement more 
attractive than repair. 

All of the "evidence"I have seen indi- 
cates that the numbers of consumer 
electronic units in use will continue to 
increase in the foreseeable future. Con- 
versely, I have not seen any "evidence" 
which indicates that there will be suffi- 
cient improvement in product reliabil- 
ity to offset the increase in need for ser- 
vice resulting from increases in units in 
use. Nor have I seen any conclusive evi- 
dence that significant numbers of 
"nonrepairable" consumer electronic 
products will be introduced within the 
next five years or so. - The Editor 

Perform a 
death -defying act. 

Eat less saturated fat. 
Give Heart Fond 



Another advance 
in tube 

technology 
from RCA 

RCA, the leading 
manufacturer of receiving 
tubes, offers you advanced 
types to satisfy the needs 
of the replacement market. 
We can do this because 
RCA has unique design 
capability that comes 
only with years of tube 
design and manufacturing 
experience. This means 
that when you install RCA - 
made tubes, you're selling 
quality tubes with the 
newest and best inno- 
vations in design and 
performance. 

A dynamic approach to 
receiving tube technology, 
geared to the rigorous de- 
mands of the replacement 
market, RCA's exclusive, 
new 6MJ6/6LQ6/6JE6C 
brings added reliability to 
horizontal deflection cir- 

cuits, the most critical in 
your customer's set. Manu- 
factured exclusively by 
RCA, this new rugged hori- 
zontal output tube with the 
integral envelope -top -cap 
assembly,which totallyelim- 
i pates loose top -cap prob- 
lems, represents another 
significant advance in tube 
technology from RCA. 

You can be certain that 
RCA will continue to lead 
the way in the receiving tube 
business. After all, your 
tube business is our tube 
business and we expect to 
share this high volume 
business with you fora long 
time to come. 

See your RCA distribu- 
tor for all of your tube needs. 

Rugged Features of the 
6MJ6/6LQ6/6JE6C 

Integral -Envelope -Top - 
Cap Assembly 

Rigid Cage 

Stable grid alignment 

Excellent Heat Dissipation 

RC" 
RCA/Electronic Components/Harrison, N.J. 07029 
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NEWS OF THE INDUSTRY 

GE To Phase Out Portable Phono By Year End 

General Electric's Audio Electronics Products Department has announced that it will 
discontinue the production and marketing of portable phonographs, including Show 'N 
Tell, by the end of this year. 

The reason for the phase out, according to a GE spokesman, is that the portable 
phonograph business has been declining substantially for a number of years and finally 
has reached a volume level that makes continuation "uneconomical." 

Senate Studying Repeal of Fair Trade Laws 

Senator Edward Brooke (R -Mass.) has introduced a bill (S.408) which, if enacted, 
would repeal the authority of states to enact and enforce fair trade laws. Substantial 
bi -partisan and administration support reportedly should lead to quick Senate approval. 

Federal Warranty Law Effective July 4 

A compromise version of the Magnuson -Moss Warranty/Federal Trade Commission 
Improvement Act was signed into law by the President on January 4 and will become 
effective on July 4. 

Included in this law are minimum standards for disclosure and designation of con- 
sumer product warranties. It also provides for new consumer recourses for breach of 
warranties and service contracts. 

Under the new law, the Federal Trade Commission has until January 1976 to issue its 
rules on warranties. 

TV Sales Slump Continued In January, Phono Sales Up 

Total television sales to dealers during the first 4 weeks of 1975 were 26.2 percent 
below levels achieved during the same period in 1974, according to statistics compiled by 
the Marketing Services Department of the Electronic Industries Association. 

The only consumer electronic product categories which showed increased sales to 
dealers in January 1975, compared to January 1974, were portable, table, compact and 
component phonograph systems (up 42.7 percent) and FM home radio (up 10.6 percent). 

These and other consumer electronics unit sales to dealers are revealed by the follow- 
ing EIA statistics for January 1975/1974: 

JANUARY 
TELEVISION 1975 1974 CHANGE 

Monochrome 284,950 379,240 -24.9 
Color 401,029 550,309 - 27.1 
TOTAL TELEVISION 685,979 929,549 - 26.2 

RADIO 
AM 329,304 436,365 -24.5 
FM 681,423 616,258 + 10.6 
TOTAL 1,010,727 1,052,623 - 4.0 
AUTOMOBILE 573,025 816,057 -29.8 
TOTAL RADIO 1,583,752 1,868,680 -15.3 

PHONOGRAPH 
Portable & Table* 155,126 108,678 +42.7 
Console 33,892 44,498 -23.8 
TOTAL PHONOGRAPH 189,018 153,176 +23.4 

*Includes compact and component systems. 

PTS-Philadelphia At New Address 

The Philadelphia branch of PTS Electronics, Inc., Indiana -based TV tuner repair 
company, has been moved to a new, larger facility at 1742-44 State Rd., Upper Darby, Pa. 
19082. 
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GE Number Three In Overall TV Market Says GE Exec. 

Fred R. Weliner, general manager of General Electric's TV Receiver Products Depart- 
ment, in a report published in MART magazine, stated that GE achieved an estimated 
1.5 percent increase in its share of the color TV market in 1974, moving GE into a "solid 
No. 3 position" behind Zenith and RCA in combined color and monochrome TV sales. 

NESDA Salutes RCA TV Advertising 

The House of Representatives of the National Electronic Service Dealers Association 
(NESDA), in a semi-annual meeting in Yonkers, N.Y., on January 25, passed unanim- 
ously a resolution which commends RCA for its recent TV product advertising in which 
TV technicians appear. 

Richard Glass, executive vice president of NESDA, commenting about the resolution, 
said that the association is pleased that the ads refer to technicians "as `technicians' 
rather than ̀ servicemen' and that in each case they are attired professionally and each is 
wearing a necktie." 

New York City Home Entertainment Service Regulations Now In Effect 

A set of rules and regulations which govern the business practices of home entertain- 
ment electronic servicers went in effect in New York City on February 24. 

The rules and regulations, issued by the New York City Department of Consumer 
Affairs, include the following stipulations: 

A servicer who is an authorized warranty repair agent for a manufacturer can not 
refuse to provide a consumer service on that manufacturer's product. 

Before beginning a repair, a servicer must provide the customer with a written, signed 
estimate which includes the following: 

a) a list of all parts to be replaced and their costs, plus a general description of the 
labor to be performed and the total labor cost 

b) a statement of all additional charges, if any, including the cost of the esti- 
mate, pick up and delivery charges, service - call charge, and storage and 
installation charges 

c) the estimated delivery date (or range of dates) 
d) a statement that the "final" cost of repairs (including tax) will not exceed the 

estimated cost by more than 20 percent 
e) the servicer's warranties and guarantees on parts and labor, including any related 

manufacturer's warranties and guarantees honored by the servicer, 
A servicer must inform the customer of his service -call charge, if any, before making 

the service call 
All removed parts must be returned to the customer unless 1) the removed part is 

rebuilt and reinstalled by the servicer, or 2) the customer signs a written statement 
waiving the right of return. 

When the servicer replaces a picture tube, the servicer must indicate on the customers 
"final bill" the grade of the replacement picture tube, either by a verbatim written 
description or by use of the appropriate grade code stipulated by the rules and regula- 
tions. 

A servicer must warrant or guarantee all individual parts replaced for a minimum 
period of 90 days and labor for such repairs for a minimum period of 30 days after the 
repaired item is delivered to the customer. 

A servicer must carry sufficient insurance to protect against liability for damage to a 
customer's property and against loss by fire and theft of the "average number" of articles 
entrusted to the servicer or left by the customer at any one time for service. (The servicer 
must present a certificate of insurance at the time he applies for a license.) 

In addition to the preceding stipulations, the rules and regulations also govern the 
advertising practices of servicers; stipulate grades, codes and descriptive terminology for 
picture tubes; and make it a violation of law to fail to keep an appointment to deliver or 
repair an item on the day agreed upon unless the customer is furnished written or verbal 
notice of the delay before the end of the preceding business day. (Verbal notices must be 
followed by a written notice within one day.) The rules and regulations also stipulate that 
servicers must keep some required documents for at least three years and others for one 
year. 
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TWENTY-ONE YEARS AGO 

WE PRODUCED THE FIRST 

SUPERIOR 

ELECTRONIC CONTACT CLEANER 

We Named It "WISSH" 

Almost from it's introduction 
WÌSSH became " The standard 
of the industry " For a straight 
ccntact cleaner I1)JUST CAN'T 
B= BEAT 
Today we produce a whóle fam- 
il - - A BIG FAMILY - - of 
chemical produ. is for the elect- 
rcnic industry. They, too, have 
become standards in the industry. 
FDr exanple take our SUPER 
NISSH - It clezns and lubricates 
Ike nothing ever has. .. and has 

yet to harm anyone's tuner. 

More ran two decades ago a 

Letter Patent was granted on 
WISSH- Today although the ser- 
vice industry uses it mostly in 

aerosol Tans, Uncle Sam uses 

hundreds of gallons in liquid 
form tp service a wide variety 
of electro-mecianical equipment 
WISSH has been assigned U.S. 

Goverment stock number FSN 

6850 - 973 - 3122, and SUPER 
WISSH. FSN 3850 - 935 - 6534 
We're <inda proud of our old 
reliables. We commend them 
to your attention. 

WORKMAN }oÍ,?,c20w 
S,,hs.d,r, .! !PM TECHAOLOGY INC. 
BOX 3828 SARASOTA. FLA. 33578 PROCUCTS, INC. 

TECHNICAL 
LITERATURE 

COMMUNICATIONS TOOLS 

A new 1975 catalog covering every- 
thing needed in small tools for the 
communications, telephone and elec- 
tronic industries is now available. The 
catalog makes available to the user 
photographs of all tools along with 
sizes and descriptive information in 
classification order along with stock 
numbers for easy ordering. Such items 
covered are cable and wire tools, 
spring tension gauges, thickness 
gauges, contact burnishers, wrenches, 
test connecting tools and brushes, and 
various kits for numbering and letter- 
ing right through to the unique cable 
tool kits. P.K. Neuses, Inc., P.O. Box 
100, Arlington Heights, IL. 60006. 

ACCESSORIES CATALOG 

A 4 - page, 2 - color accessories 
catalog is now available. It contains 
descriptions, list prices and illustra- 
tions of 32 phono accessories, 10 tape 
and cassette accessories, and 5 musi- 
cal instrument accessories. Pageant/ 
Miller Industries, 605 Northern Blvd., 
Chinchilla, PA. 18410. 

TRANSISTOR COURSE 

A video tape sampler is now avail- 
able from Hewlett - Packard Co. to in- 
troduce its comprehensive, 15 - tape 
"Practical Transistor Series." The 12 - 

minute monochrome preview tape 
(90100) features representative ex- 
cerpts from a nine - hour videocourse 
on the practical aspects of transistors. 
Throughout the series emphasis has 
been placed on actual transistor prob- 
lems in job related situations instead 
of mathematics and theory. A text- 
book, workbook and set of homework 
problems are included to reinforce the 
visual concepts introduced on the 
tapes. Twelve major topics are covered 
by transistor authority George Stan- 
ley Jr.: transistors vs. tubes; tempera- 
ture effects; current/voltage drive; 
answers by inspection; multi - stage 
amplifiers; trouble - shooting; feed- 
back amplifiers; why a transistor amp- 
lifies; FETs and Unijunctions; break- 
down diodes, SCRs and tunnel diodes; 
and PIN, SRD and HC diodes. The 
complete 15 - tape series is available 
for $1,575. in '/2 - inch reel - to - reel 
format or $1,687.50 in 3/4 - inch video 
cassette format. Individual programs 
are available for $140 or $150., de- 
pending on format. Inquiries Man- 
ager, 1501 Page Mill Road, Palo Alto, 
CA. 94304. 

..for more details circle 132 on Reader Service Card 
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Quasar's back-up programs are designed 
to help our thousands of authorized servicers 
kcop their customers happy. 

We design Quasar TV serviceability with you in mind. 
Our own service experts are, in fact, involved in design 
at the drawing board stage. Their contributions help 
you perform your job more professionally to help 
enhance your image with consumers. Such keen 
awareness of your needs helped lead to our pioneering 
in modular chassis concepts. 

Our regular, practical training helps keep you up 
to date. Quasar's 83 distributors conduct thorough 
training seminars regularly to acquaint servicers with 
newly -introduced products and to pass along 
updated servicing techniques. Quasar even provides 
practical, valuable service literature regularly for a 
nominal subscription fee. 

Our speedy PACE parts availability system helps 
you maintain customer good will. To help you 
satisfy most consumer problems promptly, yet help 
keep your shop inventory reasonable, Quasar offers its 
PACE program through distributors. Using this optional 
program, the distributor can stock 90% of all parts 
you'll ever need. Beyond that, we'll drop -ship through 
our distributors from the factory direct to you. 

A new company with new solutions For toddy f 
uasarElectronics Corporation 
A subsidiary of Matsushita Electric Corporation of America 

...tor more details circle 121 on Reader Service Card 
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A PRECISION 

WAVEFORM 

GENERATOR 

AT A 
PRICE YOU 

CAN AFFORD. 

The Hickok Model 
270 Function Generator 

gives you a lot more waveform 
generating capability than you'd 
expect for its price. 

Puts stable, calibrated, high 
quality sine, square and 
triangle waveforms from 1 Hz 
to 500 kHz at your fingertips. 
With external connections 
you can produce logic 
pulses, sweeps and ramps, 
AM and FM outputs, phase 
and frequency shift keying 
signals, tone bursts and more. 
Its an audio generator and 
much more. 

Before you buy another function 
generator, check out the Hickok 
Model 270. Ask your Hickok 
distributor for full details or 
write us for our 4 -page 
technical brochure. 

$16600 
HICKOK 
the value innovator 
INSTRUMENTATION & CONTROLS DIVISION 
THE HICKOK ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO. 
10514 Dupont Avenue Cleveland, Ohio 44108 
(216) 541-8060 TWX: 810-421-8286 

...for more details circle 109 on Reader Service Card 
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TECHNICAL LITERATURE... 
continued from page 10 

MATCHING TRANSFORMER JUMPER 

A new 10 foot coaxial cable jumper 
with a molded on 75 to 300 ohm match- 
ing transformer has been introduced 
by Jerrold Electronics. Designated 
Model CAD -10 -TSF, the new product 
is ideal for connecting a TV or FM re- 
ceiver to a MATV outlet. The cable is 
the low loss RG - 59 size coax with a 
copper clad steel center conductor, 
foam polyethylene dielectric, a copper 
clad aluminum braid, and a white 
polyethylene jacket. One end of the 
cable is equipped with a snap type SF - 

56 fitting which pushes on to any F or 
G connector. The other end of the cable 
has a molded on balanced all channel 
matching transformer for direct con- 
nection to the antenna input termi- 
nals on any TV set. The product is dis- 
play packaged. Price is $6.50. 

DEMONSTRATION CENTER 

Magnavox is offering its dealers a 
compact, easy - to - assemble demonst- 
ration center for their "STAR" televi- 
sion system consoles. Actual, live de- 
monstrations of the system have 
proven to be the most effective way to 
generate sales. Designed to attract 
prospective buyers and serve as a sell- 
ing aid for sales personnel, the de- 
monstration center includes free 
standing back panels, printed four - 

color on foil. The center panel copy is 
embossed for additional dimension. 
the copy states "MAGNAVOX STAR 
SYSTEM... The most significant TV 
breakthrough since color". Overall 
dimensions are 60 inches high and 40 
inches wide, allowing use of the dis- 
play with all "STAR" models. The two 
color carpet highlights the demonstra- 
tion area, featuring an eight pointed 
star and lettering which repeats the "STAR" theme. 

FIRE ALARM SYSTEM 

Master Lock Co., has introduced a 
new easy - to - install fire alarm that 
senses smoke and sounds multiple 
warnings - at the detector, and also 
at a "Satellite" unit plugged into any 
wall outlet throughout the home. The 
wireless unit makes certain that per- 
sons in rooms out of hearing distance 
of the primary alarm are fully alerted, 
awakening them even before there's a 
noticeable rise in temperature. Its 
solid - state photoelectric circuits will 
react and alarm at smoke densities as 
low as 1 to 2 percent. Another advan- 
tage of the Master Smoke Detective is 
its vacation protection versatility. The 
Satellite can be transferred to a wall 
outlet in any neighboring home con- 
nected to the same utility power trans- 

former. An indicator light shows "op- 
erational normal" at a glance. When 
the detector lamp eventually needs 
replacing, a warning different from 
the smoke alarm audibly signals the 
owner. Optional Satellites are offered 
for outdoor as well as indoor applica- 
tion at three graduated loudness 
levels. 

RADIO -CASSETTE RECORDER 

General Electric's MONOGRAM 
series portable radio - cassette recor- 
der guarantees outstanding perfor- 
mance. It will play and record from 
FM, AM, Public Service (Hi), aircraft 
bands and weather bands. The Model 
3- 5250 includes superior pull - in 
power, a four - inch heavy magnet 
speaker, sleep switch for automatic 
radio or tape shut - off, and two anten- 
nas. The unit also has a high perfor- 
mance (deck type) tape recorder. 
There is review/preview for fast edit- 
ing of material and pause control for 
precise live or radio recording. A digi- 
tal counter enables recorded material 
to be located rapidly and a versatile 
triple indicator meter shows battery 
strength, recording level and is addi- 
tionally used for fine - tuning. It has a 
three - way power capability for AC 
line cord, four "D" size batteries and 
optional car/boat adapter plus a two - 

way microphone system with remote 
on/off control and built - in Electret 
condenser microphone. It measures 
121/4 inches wide by 8'/2 inches high by 
3'/2 inches deep and weighs 8 lbs. Price 
is $149.95. 

ELECTRICAL COMPONENTS, TOOLS, 
TEST EQUIPMENT 

A 1975 Industrial Buying/Engin- 
eering Manual No. 803 listing low cost 
components, production aids, and test 
accessories is now available. Listed 
are many new items. The manual has 
36 pages of specifications, illustra- 
tions, and complete pricing informa- 
tion. Export orders readily accomo- 
dated. Mouser Electronics, 11511 
Woodside Ave., Lakeside, CA. 92040. 

Audio Y -Adapters 
A product bulletin is now available 

which describes audio Y - Adapters for 
interconnecting mixers, amplifiers, 
PA's, lecterns, microphones, phonos, 
tape decks, cassette recorder/players, 
tuners and test equipment. The out- 
puts of two microphones are easily and 
conveniently connected in parallel 
and connected to a single input using 
the 391Q23 Y - Adapter; a series 
391QY - Adapter can be used where a 
single audio - output is required to 
drive two extension speakers, etc. 
Switchcraft, Inc., 5555 N. Elston Ave., 
Chicago, IL. 60630. 

1975 



Announcing 

1 

SOURCE 
for everything in solid state 
professional ,2eplacements 

iD) ,,D Series 

HOME ENTERTAINMENT AND 
COMMUNICATION REPLACEMENT 

Now...transistors, thyristors, rectifiers, 
diodes, 5% zener diodes, voltage tripiers, 
IC's and modules. A full -range profes- 
sional line that replaces over 100,000 
industry types used in domestic and 
foreign TV's, stereos, radios, hi-fi, tape 
recorders, phonos and communication 
equipment. Sell the PR Series: Pro- 
fessional Replacements for saleability and 
profit. 

55! 

um 

AUTOMOTIVE 
REPLACEMENT 

Now get your full share of the auto 
electronics market...with a Professional 
Replacement line including electronic 
ignition for Chrysler cars, and electronic 
voltage regulators for other domestic and 
foreign cars. Participate now in this 
growth replacement market with PR Series 
Professional Replacements. They're 
priced for profit. 

SOLID STATE SYSTEMS 
850 Springfield Road, 
Union, N.J. 07083 (201) 688-0222 

Contact Your Local Distributor 

...tor more details circle 128 on Reader Service Card 
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Regulation of the TV 
Repair Industry in Louisiana 
and California By J W Phipps 

A synopsis of a recent Bureau of Economics report 

The Federal Trade 
Commission's Bureau of 
Economics in 1974 com- 
pleted a study of how 
the state laws and agen- 
cies which directly regu- 
late TV servicing in 
Louisiana and California 
have affected the cost of 
TV repairs and the inci- 
dence of fraud in these 
two states compared to 
repair costs and fraud in 
Washington, D.C., which 
has no licensing or reg- 
istration laws aimed 
specifically at regulating 
TV servicing. 

On January 7 of this 
year, the Federal Trade 
Commission released a 
56 - page report of the 
Bureau's study, titled 
Regulation of the TV 
Repair Industry in 
Louisiana and Califor- 
nia: A Case Study.* 
Included in the report 
are: 

A discussion of some of 
the general causes of 
fraud against consumers 

Descriptions of the 
laws and the composition 
and operation of the state 
agencies which directly 
regulate the TV repair 
industries in Louisiana 
and California 

Hypotheses of how the 
Louisiana and California 
laws might affect the cost 
of repairs, the incidence 
of fraud, and the quality 
of TV technicians and the 
work performed by them 

The results of 
"bugged - TV" studies 

conducted by the Bureau 
in San Francisco, New 
Orleans and Washing- 
ton, D.C. 

The Bureau's conclu- 
sions about how effective 
the Louisiana and 
California laws have 
been in reducing fraud, 
and the impact regula- 
tion has had on the cost of 
TV repairs 

The Bureau's general 
recommendations about 
the composition of laws 
and agencies intended to 
directly regulate ser- 
vice - oriented busines- 
ses, and the procedures 
which the Bureau feels 
should be used to enforce 
such laws. 

A PRINCIPAL CAUSE OF 

REPAIR FRAUD 

The Bureau's report 
states that, although the 
number of repair firms ' 

and the absence of legal 
barriers to the entry of 
new firms in most areas 
of the U.S. make the TV 
service industry "typi- 
cally competitive", the 
consumer still may have 
to pay higher prices be- 
cause of fraud. 

One significant con- 
tributing factor to fraud, 
according to the report, is 
the fact that, in most in- 
stances, the repair firm 
has an advantage be- 
cause of its "superior 
knowledge" about re- 
pairs that are necessary 
and the cost of such re- 
pairs. This superior 

*A complete copy of the Bureau of Economics report 
(Stock Number 1800-00166) can be purchased for $120 
from the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government 
Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402. 

knowledge, says the re- 
port, can be used by a re- 
pair firm, if it so wishes, 
to charge the consumer 
for repairs not actually 
made or for unnecessary 
repairs. The legal and 
economic environment 
within which the firm 
operates, according to 
the Bureau, can have an 
important influence on 
its behavior in this re- 
gard. 

The incidence of fraud 
would subside, says the 
report, if consumers were 
able to obtain free infor- 
mation about the repairs 
needed, or if local gov- 
ernments had effective 
enforcement against 
fraud. However, com- 
ments the report, be- 
cause it is costly to pro- 
duce diagnostic informa- 
tion for repairs, govern- 
ments have typically 
looked to other methods 
of reducing the incidence 
of repair fraud. 

COMPARISON OF REG- 

ULATION IN CALI- 
FORNIA AND LOUISIANA 

A large portion of the 
Bureau's report was de- 
voted to a description and 
analysis of the laws and 
agencies which regulate 
the TV service industries 
in California and 
Louisiana. The following 
is a paraphrased conden- 
sation of the report's de- 
scription and analysis of 
these two different ap- 
proaches to regulation: 

Who Is Directly Regulated 

Louisiana - The Loui- 
siana State Radio and 
Television Technicians 

Board Act was enacted in 
1958 and, as its name 
implies, it directly 
regulates television tech- 
nicians. It accomplishes 
this by requiring that, 
before a Technician 
License can be granted, 
each applicant for a 
License must 1) have two 
years of formal training 
or two or more years of 
apprenticeship training 
(which is also regulated 
by the law) and 2) must 
pass a written examina- 
tion. However, the report 
points out, technicians 
who were in business for 
at least one year prior to 
July 30, 1960, were given 
licenses under the 
"grandfather" clause of 
the law. That is, they 
were not required to take 
the written tests. The re- 
port estimates that about 
51 percent of the techni- 
cians licensed in 
Louisiana as of June 30, 
1972, (or about 1,359 
technicians) received 
their licenses under the 
"grandfather" clause. 
California - The Califor- 
nia Electronic Repair 
Dealer Registration Law 
was enacted in 1964 and, 
as its name implies, it 
directly regulates the 
operators of TV service 
businesses by requiring 
that they register their 
businesses with the State 
Bureau of Repair Ser- 
vices and pay a registra- 
tion fee of not less than 
$25 nor more than $50. 
The California law 
neither licenses nor tests 
technician employees. 

Composition Of The 
Regulatory Body 

Louisiana - The State 
Radio and Television 
Technicians Board con- 
sists of 11 members who 
are appointed by the 
Governor. The law stipu- 
lates that eight of the 
members "shall have ac- 
tually been engaged in 
the business of mainte- 
nance and repair of tele- 
vision and radio receiv- 
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Portable Digital 
Multimeter at an 
Analog Price7/iNLY 

$9995 

ACA 

MODEL 280 
Shown 
actual size 

PRODUCTS CF DYNASCAN 
1801 W. Belle Plaine Ave. Chicago. IL 60613 

less batteries and optional 
AC adapter/charger 

9 reasons why our 
new meter should 
be your next: 
1. ANALOG PRICE 

2. RELIABLE 
Fully overload protected 
Built-in battery check 
Impact -resistant Cycolaca' 
case 

3. EASY TO READ 
Large 3 -digit LED readout 
Automatic polarity, decimal 
point and out -of -range 
indication 

4. COMPLETELY PORTABLE; 
USE IT ANYWHERE 

Only 4.38 x 6.38 x 2" deep 
Operates from 4 ordinary 
"C" cells or AC with optional 
adapter/charger 

5. HIGH -LOW POWER OHMS 
Measures accurately in solid 
state circuitry 

6. HIGH RESOLUTION 
1mV, 1µA, 0.1 ohm 

7. DIGITAL ACCURACY 
DC volts typically ±1% 
F.S.; AC volts and ohms 
typically ±2% F.S. except 
±2.5% on highest range 

8. RANGES 
DC and AC volts, 0-1, 10, 
100, 1000V; 
DC and AC current, 0-1, 10, 
100, 1000mA; 

Ohms, 0-100, 1K, 10K, 1 meg, 
10 megs. 

10 meg industry standard 
input impedance 

9. IN STOCK AT YOUR 
DISTRIBUTOR 
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ers as used in the home 
for at least five years 
prior to their appoint- 
ment..." These eight 
must be selected by the 
Governor from among 16 
nominees (two from each 
of the eight congres- 
sional districts) submit- 
ted bÿ radio and TV 
technician organizations 
chartered by the state. 
The remaining three 
Board members must be 
selected by the Governor 
from among at least six 
nominees recommended 
by the International 
Brotherhood of Electrical 
Workers who are em- 
ployed in "the television 
and broadcasting indus- 
try." 

California - The regula- 
tory agency charged with 
administering and en- 
forcing the California 
law is the Bureau of Re- 
pair Services, the Direc- 
tor of which is appointed 
by the Governor. Al- 
though the law does not 
prohibit the Governor 
from appointing the Di- 
rector from the television 
repair industry, the pre- 
sent director has no fi- 
nancial connection with 
it. Assisting the director 
in an advisory capacity is 
a five - member Advisory 
Board which is appointed 
by the Governor, subject 
to confirmation of the 
State Senate. Three of 
the Board members rep - 

TABLE 1 

TV REPAIR PRICES IN THREE CITIES (1973) 

New 
Orleans 

(Licensing) 

San Fran- 
cisco (Regis- 

tration) 

San 
Francisco 
(Adjusted) 

Washington 
(Free 

Market) 
1 $40.28 $24.76 $22.05 $30.22 
2 33.08 22.61 19.35 28.58 
3 28.89 21.36 18.20 28.35 
4 25.20 20.93 17.84 24.89 
5 25.17 20.43 17.66 24.89 
6 24.66 20.33 17.43 22.84 
7 24:59 19.38 16.56 19.20 
8 23.95 15.93 13.72 17.51 
9 22.21 15.93 13.72 16.80 

10 19.16 15.93 13.72 16.54 
11 19.11 15.93 13.72 14.94 
12 17.54 15.93 13.72 14.53 
13 17.44 15.93 13.72 13.38 
14 17.01 15.92 13.72 12.88 
15 16.07 14.47 12.51 11.88 
16 15.49 13.95 12.17 11.38 
17 13.45 13.43 11.65 10.88 
18 11.92 12.93 11.24 10.88 
19 11.76 10.93 9.59 10.25 
20 8.21 7.43 6.70 8.88 
21 - - 0 
Average Price: $20.76 $16.72 $14.45 $16.65 
Standard 
Deviation: $ 7.73 $ 4.24 $ 3.59 $ 7.66 

SOURCE: Federal Trade Commission, Bureau of Economics 

TABLE 2 
STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF TV 

REPAIR PRICES IN THREE CITIES (1973) 

MEAN PRICE 
STANDARD 

DEVIATION 
SAN FRANCISCO 3/ 

vs. 

$16.72 $4.24 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 16.65 7.66 

SAN FRANCISCO 

vs. 
16.72 4.24 

NEW ORLEANS 20.76 7.73 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 
vs. 

16.65 7.66 

NEW ORLEANS 20.76 7.73 

SOURCE: Federal Trade Commission, Bureau of Economics 

resent the public and two 
represent the radio, 
phonograph and televi- 
sion repair industry. The 
Governor is not required 
to select Board members 
from a list of nominees 
submitted by industry 
representatives. 

Statutory Power Of The 
Regulatory Agency 

Louisiana - The Loui- 
siana Board is empow- 
ered by law to appoint its 
administrative director 
and, within the limits of 
the law, can make what- 
ever administrative 
rules it believes are 
needed to carry out its 
statutory responsibility 
of licensing television 
technicians and techni- 
cian apprentices. It has 
the power to revoke the 
license of any service 
dealer or technician 
whom it deems has en- 
gaged in "fraudulent re- 
pairs". In addition, it is 
empowered to appoint a 
five - member committee 
to develop both the tech- 
nician and apprentice 
written examinations. 
This committee, in turn, 
has the authority to re- 
vise the exams whenever 
it is deemed necessary. 
(The law stipulates that 
three of the committee 
members be instructors 
in "accredited" schools 
which teach electronics 
and radio and TV 
maintenance and re- 
pairs, and that two mem- 
bers be expert TV techni- 
cians employed in the 
servicing of TV and radio 
by "leading TV and radio 
service companies.") 
California - The Califor- 
nia Advisory Board 
cannot make administra- 
tive rules nor can it ap- 
point or remove the Di- 
rector of the Bureau of 
Repair Services. In 
theory and in practice, 
the Advisory Board's 
power is limited to 
advising the Director of 
the Bureau of Repair 
Services. The Bureau of 

Repair Services itself is 
empowered to investi- 
gate consumer com- 
plaints of fraud on the 
part of a service dealer 
and if it concludes from 
its investigative findings 
that the consumers com- 
plaint is justified, it pres- 
ents the evidence to the 
Office of the Attornery 
General if fraud or neg- 
ligence is discovered, and 
also to the local District 
Attorney if petty theft 
and/or gross negligence 
is involved. 

Methods of and Provisions 
For Investigating 
Complaints 

Louisiana - When a con- 
sumer complains about a 
service dealer, the 
Louisiana Board mails a 
triplicate form to the 
consumer. When the 
completed form is re- 
turned, one copy is sent 
to the service dealer 
about whom the com- 
plaint has been regis- 
tered. If the Director of 
the Board agrees that the 
consumer has a valid 
complaint, the consumer 
and the servicer are en- 
couraged to reach an ag- 
reement on restitution. If 
an agreement cannot be 
reached, a date is set for a 
formal hearing before 
the Board. The servicer 
must be informed of the 
charges against him at 
least 30 days before the 
hearing date. According 
to the BOE report, the 
major investigative ef- 
forts of the Board are 
aimed at service dealers 
who practice without a 
licence. 
California - The Bureau 
of Repair Services has 
two laboratories, one in 
Sacramento and one in 
Los Angeles, and a staff 
of five experienced tele- 
vision technicians. The 
labs are equipped with 
test instruments and 
state - owned TV receiv- 
ers. When a consumer 
complains that a servicer 
has committed fraud, 
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a Bureau investigator 
creates a malfunction in 
one of the Bureau's TV 
receivers and takes it to 
the servicer's shop for re- 
pair. When the set is re- 
turned, it is tested in one 
of the Bureau's labs to 
determine whether or 
not fraud was involved in 
the repair. The Bureau 
normally performs this 
function twice for each 
complaint. In addition to 
investigations prompted 
by consumer complaints, 
the Bureau regularly 
performs "unannounced 
bugged - set" spot inves- 
tigations throughout the 
state. 

Investigations, License or 
Registration Revocations, 
and Criminal Proceedings 

Louisiana - According to 
annual reports of the 
Board covering the 
period June 30, 1965 to 
June 30, 1972, one tech- 
nician license was re- 
voked for fraud, 40 con- 
victions were obtained 
for "operating without a 
license" and 1092 lic- 
enses were revoked for 
"non - renewal." During 
fiscal year 1971 - 1972, 
105 complaints were 
filed against servicers by 
consumers. As of June 
30, 1972, 85 of these 
cases had been "closed" 
and 20 were pending. 
California - The Bureau 
of Repair Services began 
making investigations in 
mid -1965. As of January 
1, 1973, a total of 21,820 
complaints had been re- 
ceived from consumers 
and various law en- 
forcement agencies. 
These complaints led to 
10,572 inspections of 
service dealers, the is- 
suance of 21,120 notices 
of violations and the re- 
vocation of 82 service 
establishment's registra- 
tions (an average of 11 
per year). Also as of 
January 1, 1973, 16 reg- 
istration hearings were 
pending with the Attor- 
ney General's Office and 

12 criminal complaints 
were pending with the 
District Attorney's Of- 
fice. 

Summary 

Based upon the infor- 
mation contained in the 
preceding description of 
the laws, agencies and 
procedures which regu- 
late TV servicers in 
Louisiana and Califor- 
nia, the BOE report 
states the following 
"summary" opinions: 

1) "In Louisiana, the 
television service dealers 
control the administra- 
tion of that state's Radio 
and TV Technician 
Licensing Law. This con- 
trol is guaranteed be- 
cause it is written into 
the licensing statute." 

2) "Service dealers ap- 
pear to have minor influ- 
ence upon the California 
Advisory Board." 

"BUGGED -TV" STUDIES IN 

THREE TEST CITIES 

As part of its study of 
how the laws which regu- 
late TV servicers in 
Louisiana and California 
have affected the cost of 
TV repairs and the inci- 
dence of fraud, the 
Bureau of Economics in 
1973 conducted "bugged - 
TV" studies in San Fran- 
cisco and New Orleans, 
and then compared the 
results with those from 
the same tests in 
Washington, D.C., a city 
which has no law or 
agency aimed specifi- 
cally at directly regulat- 
ing the TV repair indus- 
try. 

The BOE placed 
"burned - out" 8FQ7 
horizontal oscillator 
tubes in identical, new, 
portable, black - and - 

white TV receivers. The 
BOE then delivered the 
"bugged" TV receivers to 
20 TV service establish- 
ments in San Francisco 
and New Orleans and to 
21 in Washington. The 
servicers were selected at 
random from the Yellow 

Pages. However, to 
maintain a "constant 
time factor," the BOE 
selected only those ser- 
vice shops which said 
they would be able to 
complete the repair and 
return the set within two 
days. 

The total repair prices 
(parts and labor) charged 
by each of the servicers 
who "participated" in the 
"bugged - TV" studies in 
the three cities are listed 
in Table 1. Also included 
at the bottom of each col- 
umn in Table 1 is the 
average repair price 
charged in each of the 
three cities and, im- 
mediately beneath each 
of these, the "standard" 
amount of deviation of 
the prices in each city. 

The amounts listed 
under the column labeled 
"San Francisco (Ad- 
justed)" were computed 
by reducing the actual 
service charges by 17.5 
percent, which, accord- 
ing to the BOE report, 
represents the percen- 
tage of difference be- 
tween the wages paid 
journeymen TV techni- 
cans in San Francisco 
(about $6 per hour) and 
that paid journeymen TV 
technicians in New Or- 

leans and Washington 
(about $4.85 per hour). 
According to the report, 
this downward adjust- 
ment is necessary be- 
cause the cost of doing 
business is higher in San 
Francisco than in New 
Orleans and Washing- 
ton. And, says the report, 
a strictly accurate com- 
parison of prices requires 
that such an adjustment 
should be made to com- 
pensate for any such 
documented variable in 
the cost of doing busi- 
ness. 

The percentage of dif- 
ference between the 
highest and the lowest 
service charge in each 
city is: New Orleans, 400 
percent; Washington, 
240 percent; and San 
Francisco, 233 percent. 

The reason for the one 
extra test repair in 
Washington is that one 
Washington servicer did 
not charge for the repair 
because, as he explained, 
the warranty date code 
on the defective 8FQ7 re- 
vealed that it was still in 
warranty and, conse- 
quently, he would be 
reimbursed for the tube 
by the manufacturer. 
However, at the time of 
the study, the BOE was 

TABLE 3 
NUMBER OF "FRAUDULENT" TV REPAIRS 

AND AVERAGE PRICE OF REPAIRS 
WITH AND WITHOUT "PARTS" FRAUD IN 

THREE CITIES (1973) 

Number of Repairs 

New 
Orleans 

San 
Francisco ** Washington 

with "Parts" Fraud 10 4 10 

Average repair 
price without 
"parts" fraud S14 86 S13 28 S11.61 

Average repair 
price with 
"parts" fraud $26.16 $19.13 $21.23 

Standard Deviation 
of Repairs without 
"parts" fraud $ 3.44 $ 2.86 $ 3.87 

"San Francisco prices are adjusted for the higher cost of doing business in that 

area. 

SOURCE Federal Trade Commission, Bureau of Economics 
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uncertain about the val- 
idity of the servicer's ob- 
servation and therefore 
added one more servicer 
to the Washington test 
sample. 

Shown in Table 2 are 
comparisons of the mean 
(average) prices and the 
standard deviations of 
prices charged by servic- 
ers in the three test 
cities. 

Table 3 is a compari- 
son of the number of 
"fraudulant" repairs en- 
countered among the 
participating servicers in 
each of the three test 
cities, and comparisons 
of the average prices of 
repairs in which parts 
fraud was and was not 
involved. The data in 
Table 3 indicates that 
parts frauds were per- 
pretrated by 20 percent 
of the "participating" 
servicers in San Fran- 
cisco and by about 50 
percent in both New Or- 
leans and Washington, 
D.C. 

In its summary of the 
results of the "bugged - 

TV" tests, the BOE re- 
port states: 

1) "The average price 
of the test repairs in the 
New Orleans metropoli- 
tan area, where the in- 
dustry dominates the 
licensing board, is higher 
than the average price of 
repairs in the San Fran- 
cisco or Washington met- 
ropolitan areas. 

2) "It was necessary to 
adjust the San Francisco 
repair prices so that they 
could be compared to the 
Washington sample. 
After making a down- 
ward adjustment to re- 
flect the higher wage 
rates of technicians, the 
difference in the average 
repair price for these two 
samples (San Francisco 
and Washington) was 
still not significant. 

3) "In the San Fran- 
cisco test area, where 
unannounced investiga- 
tions of television service 
dealers are performed by 

the independent State 
Bureau of Repair Ser- 
vices, the incidence of 
`parts' fraud was lower 
than in the New Orleans 
and Washington areas. 
The incidence of `parts' 
fraud was approximately 
50 percent in the New 
Orleans and Washington 
tests, compared to 20 
percent in the San Fran- 
cisco test. However, as 
stated above, the average 
price of repairs in the 
Washington sample was 
not significantly differ- 
ent from the average 
price of repairs in the San 
Francisco sample. 

4) "The average varia- 
tion in repair prices in 
the San Francisco sam- 
ple was lower than the 
variation in prices 
in the New Orleans and 
Washington samples. 
This may be due to the 
lower incidence of `parts' 
fraud in the San Fran- 
cisco tests." 

BOE'S OVERALL SUMMARY 

Summing up the 
BOE's findings, the re- 
port states: 

"This analysis began 
with an explanation of 
what is considered to be 
some of the causes of 
fraud or conditions con- 
ducive to fraud. Surely, if 
consumers had sufficient 
information about what 
they are purchasing and 
how much they should 
expect to pay for their 
purchases, it would be 
difficult for sellers of 
goods and services to 
perpetrate fraud. Con- 
sumers have little infor- 
mation, and, therefore, 
are more susceptible to 
fraud, when the item or 
service being purchased 
is technically compli- 
cated and/or is purchased 
infrequently. The repair 
of durable goods such as 
an automobile or televi- 
sion could be classified in 
this category. 

"Every effort has been 
made to provide an objec- 
tive analysis of two types 

of governmental reg- 
ulatory devices with the 
reduction of fraud as one 
of their objectives. How- 
ever, neither the Cali- 
fornia Registration Law 
nor the Louisiana 
Licensing Law provides 
the consumer with the 
information necessary to 
avoid fraud. In the case of 
Louisiana law, the con- 
sumer may actually suf- 
fer a loss. A summary of 
the results of staff tests 
are presented below: 

"1) The Louisiana 
Technician Licensing 
Law is enforced by a 
board of practicing tele- 
vision repairmen. The 
procedures established 
by the licensing board, 
and those written into 
the law, have the effect of 
increasing the cost to 
prospective repairmen of 
entering the television 
repair business in 
Louisiana. The higher 
costs of entry had the ef- 
fect of reducing the 
number of television re- 
pairmen in Louisiana 
and, accordingly, pro- 
duced higher prices for 
repairs. There were 33 
percent more televisions 
per technician in 
Louisiana in 1971 than 
in California, a State 
with no restrictions on 
entry. The cost of repairs, 
based on our tests, is ap- 
proximately 20 percent 
higher in New Orleans 
than in San Francisco. 
The 20 percent figure is 
probably understated 
because the cost of doing 
business in the San 

Francisco metropolitan 
area is higher than in the 
New Orleans metropoli- 
tan area. 

"2) Although the Loui- 
siana law requires ap- 
plicants for a Technician 
License to serve an ap- 
prenticeship and to pass 
a technical examination, 
it is not clear that the av- 
erage quality of a techni- 
cian in Louisiana is 
above the average qual- 
ity of a technician in 
California or Washing- 
ton. We base this state- 
ment on the fact that a 
majority of the techni- 
cians currently active in 
the television repair 
business in Louisiana ob- 
tained licenses under the 
"grandfather" clause 
and, therefore, were not 
required to take the ex- 
amination. 

"3) It is clear that the 
Louisiana Licensing Law 
does not protect the con- 
sumer from what has 
been defined as `parts' 
fraud. The Louisiana law 
does not provide for an 
independent enforce- 
ment mechanism similar 
to that of the California 
Bureau of Repair Ser- 
vices to reduce this par- 
ticular kind of fraud. 
`Parts' fraud (replacing 
parts unnecessarily or 
charging for parts not ac- 
tually replaced) was 
found in half of the cases 
in New Orleans and 
Washington, D.C. In San 
Francisco, where the 
Bureau of Repair Ser- 
vices performs unan- 
nounced investigations 
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of television service 
dealers for fraud, `parts' 
fraud was found in 20 
percent of the cases. We 
might note here that the 
Louisiana Radio and 
Television Technicians 
Board reports having re- 
voked only one Techni- 
cian License for fraud 
since the Board started 
issuing an Annual Re- 
port in 1966. The 
California Bureau of Re- 
pair Services reports 
having revoked 82 Reg- 
istration Certificates be- 
tween January 1, 1964, 
and January 1, 1973. 

"4) The California 
Registration Law does 
not substantially in- 
crease the cost of entry 
into the television repair 
industry in that State. 
The Advisory Board is 
not dominated by rep- 
resentatives of the tele- 
vision repair industry 
and is not empowered to 
make administrative 
rules without the ap- 
proval of the Director of 
the Bureau of Repair 
Services. 

"The Governor ap- 
points the director and he 
is not required to appoint 
a person recommended 
by the industry associa- 
tion. The California 
Television Registration 
Law does not prohibit the 
Governor's appointing a 
Director of the Bureau of 
Repair Services from the 
television repair indus- 
try. However, since pas- 
sage of the law in 1963, 
the Director, as far as can 
be determined, has been 

independent of the in- 
dustry. 

"5) Although the inci- 
dence of ̀ parts' fraud was 
50 percent in Washing- 
ton, D.C., compared with 
20 percent in San Fran- 
cisco, the cost of repairs 
to the consumer, includ- 
ing the repairs with 
`parts' fraud, were not 
statistically different. 
Therefore, we cannot say 
that the California Reg- 
istration Law reduces 
the cost of repairs for the 
consumer compared to a 
city where there is not 
regulation." 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

The BOE report con- 
cludes with the following 
recommendations about 
the composition of reg- 
ulatory agencies or 
boards, enforcement pro- 
cedures, and the content 
of laws which regulate 
service - oriented indus- 
tries: 

"For state and local 
governments that may 
want to regulate indus- 
tries such as television or 
automobile repair, cer- 
tain `do's' and `don'ts' 
should be considered re- 
lative to composition of 
agencies or boards and 
enforcement procedures. 
These recommendations 
are based not only on the 
findings reported in this 
study but are also based 
on an analysis of several 
types of laws governing 
other occupations. 

"Such recommenda- 
tions are made based on 
the following assump- 

tions: 
1) That the primary in- 

tent of regulating the in- 
dustry is to reduce the in- 
cidence of fraud and the 
danger of incompetency 
to the benefit of the con- 
sumer. 

2) That it is not the in- 
tent of the State legisla- 
tures significantly to in- 
crease or decrease the 
economic welfare of the 
industry being regu- 
lated. 

"With these assump- 
tions in mind, it is rec- 
ommended that: 

1) Any board or com- 
mission responsible for 
carrying out the ad- 
ministrative functions of 
enforcement not be 
dominated by represen- 
tatives, past or present, 
of the industry to be reg- 
ulated. 

2) There be no provi- 
sion requiring or recom- 
mending that the Gover- 
nor choose members of 
the board or commission 
or the director of the 
bureau or agency respon- 
sible for enforcing the 
law from a list of names 
submitted by representa- 
tives of the industry 
being regulated. 

3) No restrictions be 
placed upon normal and 
responsible business 
practices, such as adver- 
tising of prices charged 
or services offered, so 
long as they are within 
the bounds of generally 
acceptable advertising 
behavior. 

4) No provisions be in- 
cluded to restrict or tend 

Nine RCA Model AR 151 black -and -white, 
portable TV receivers were used by the 
Bureau of Economics in its "bugged -TV" 
tests. These receivers are equipped with 
RCA's KCS168XD hybrid chassis. Accord- 
ing to John J. Phelan, the author of the 
Bureau's report of the tests, the 8FQ7 hori- 
zontal oscillator tube in each receiver 
(shown here) was replaced with an 8FQ7 
in which the filament had been purposely 
burned open by applying excessive fila- 
ment voltage. Because the KCS168XD 
chassis has a series filament string, inser- 

tion of the 8FQ7s with open filaments, in 
turn, opened the filament circuits of the 
chassis, completely disabling all 
tube -equipped stages -audio output, ver- 
tical oscillator/output, horizontal 
output/damper, and the horizontal oscil- 
lator - plus the picture tube. Phelan then 
personally delivered the "bugged" TV re- 
ceivers to each of the 61 service shops 
selected at random for the test. In each 
case, according to Phelan, he told the 
shop only that the receiver produced no 
sound and no pictures. 

to restrict the number of 
new entrants into the in- 
dustry. For example, a 
provision that requires 
new entrants be grad- 
uates of an "approved" 
technical school might be 
a mechanism whereby 
the supply of new en- 
trants would be re- 
stricted. If the accredita- 
tion process is controlled 
by the industry being 
regulated, the number of 
new schools could be re- 
duced. The long - run ef- 
fect of such power over 
the accreditation process 
may be to reduce the 
number of new entrants 
into the industry. 

5) Apprenticeship 
periods should be av- 
oided and the applicant 
for a license should be al- 
lowed to take the exami- 
nation, if one exists, 
whenever he feels he is 
capable of passing. 

"In designing laws to 
protect the consumer 
from fraud, considera- 
tion should be given the 
following: 

1) A testing laboratory 
and staff such as that 
provided for by the 
California Electronic 
Repair Dealer Registra- 
tion Law as a basic provi- 
sion of any law designed 
to reduce repair fraud. If 
properly designed, the 
basic principle of unan- 
nounced tests of repair 
firms can be used to re- 
duce the chances of fraud 
in areas where consum- 
ers have little knowledge 
of what they are buying 
or how much they should 
expect to pay. 

2) An explicit state- 
ment that the owner of 
the repair firm is respon- 
sible for the technicians 
employed by him. If com- 
plaints charging incom- 
petency are filed against 
a firm and if the con- 
sumer agency confirms 
such complaints, the firm 
should be considered in 
violation of the law. Con- 
sequently, owners of re - 

continued on page 46 
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Action Builds Antenna 
Business By Lon Cantor 

Profile of a successful antenna sales 
and installation business 

James Wellener of Feasterville, 
Pennsylvania, had worked for 
years as an antenna installer. 
Then, about three years ago, he 
started his own antenna business, 
Action Sales & Service. Because of 
his familiarity with them, he 
started with single - outlet, resi- 
dential TV antenna installations. 
Later, he expanded into residen- 
tial and commercial master an- 

tenna television (MATV) systems. 
Wellener's first year was a 

struggle. Operating from a rented 
garage, he did only $18,000 worth 
of antenna installations. The next 
year, his sales almost doubled, to 
$32,000. The third year, 
Wellener's business really took 
off., tripling to $96,000. This year, 
his fourth, he expects to do about 
$160,000 worth of business. 

Wellener, shown here with Mel Lucas, a member of Action Sales & Service, keeps his overhead 
expenses down by operating from an office in his garage. Customers are more interested in the 
performance and costs of Wellener's products and services than in the plushness of his office. 

Three years ago Jim Wellener was an antenna 
installer. Today, he is owner of Action Sales & 
Service and expects to do $160,000 worth of 
business this year. 

When he started Action Sales & Service three 
years ago, Wellener had only basic, practical 
experience in listalling small MATV systems. 
Today, after attending four Jerrold MATV 
schoolls, Wellener designs and installs MAW 
systems in bole residential and commerical 
buildings. 

After deciding to start his own 
business, Wellener's first step was 
to try to get contract antenna in- 
stallations from TV and appliance 
dealers. He called on a few dealers 
whom he knew and, almost im- 
mediately, received work from 
four of them. This was the base on 
which he started. 

Next, Wellener started to call on 
other brown goods dealers in the 
area. He went through telephone 
directories, made a list of dealers, 
and made mailings to the list, ex- 
plaining his services and prices. 
The mailings were followed up by 
phone calls and personal visits. 

Simultaneously, however, Wel- 
lener also has built a large direct - 
to - consumer business. He gets his 
own customers through intensive 
advertising, plus recommenda- 
tions. In fact, recommendations 
from satisfied customers are one of 
the principal factors in Action 
Sales' relatively quick growth. 

REASONABLE BUT PROFITABLE 
PRICING 

Of course, it's not enough to 
make sales. You must also make a 
reasonable profit on the sales. Too 
many technicians seem to be in 
business principally because they 
"love" the electronics field. Jim 
Wellener, on the other hand, 
prices his services just low enough 
to be competitive, but high enough 
to make a reasonable percentage 
of profit. 

The accompanying table shows 
how Wellener and his dealers 
price and profit from a typical res- 
idential, single - outlet, TV an- 
tenna installation. A two - man 
crew completes an average of four 
antenna installations per day. 
Wellener's labor cost per installa- 
tion is $25.00, which, added to his 
material cost of $40.00, produces a 
total installation cost of $65.00. 
Wellener sells the installation 
"package" to a dealer for $86.00, 
giving Wellener a gross profit of 
$20.95 per installation. 

Although this 25 percent mark- 
up doesn't exactly thrill 
Wellener's accountant (particu- 
larly since vehicle operating ex- 
penses must be deducted from it), 
Wellener, nevertheless, feels it is a 
realistic profit margin considering 
the volume of business the dealers 
give him. (In the early days of the 
business, Wellener himself was 
one of the members of a two - man 
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crew and, consequently, about 
one - half of the labor "cost" act- 
ually was direct income to him.) 

Wellener realizes a signifi- 
cantly larger margin of profit on 
installations sold direct to the con- 
sumer. The consumer pays about 
the same for the package whether 
it is purchased through a dealer or 
direct from Action because Wel- 
lener adds the typical dealer 
markup to his dealer price. This 
gives Wellener a 44 - percent profit 
margin, or $50, on each installa- 
tion. 

EFFECTIVE ADVERTISING AND 
PROMOTION 

Because direct - to - consumer 
sales are so much more profitable 
than dealer - contract sales, Wel- 
lener has worked very diligently 
to build his direct - to - consumer 
business. He has found that the 
best way to do this is through con- 
sistent, hard - hitting advertising. 
Wellener started advertising as 
soon as he went into business, 
using the Bucks County Courier 
and the Public Spirit, two small, 
local, weekly papers. 

Each ad cost him $25.00 for a 2 - 
column by 6 - inch space. Wel- 
lencer figured, therefore, that if he 
sold one antenna installation he 
would break even, since he did the 
work himself. He was pleased to 
find that he averaged six sales per 
ad. And the advertising gave him 
increased recognition in the area 
and led to referral sales. 

Later, Wellener began to run 
ads in the large Philadelphia daily 
magazines, the Inquirier and The 
Daily News. These ads cost more, 
but they also brought in more 
sales. The large dailies did not 
match the local weeklies in terms 
of sales per dollar of advertising 
cost. However, Wellener felt that 
they enhanced his reputation and 
made Action more widely known. 
Besides, at about this time he was 
able to get 50 - 50 coop advertising 
funds, based on his volume of an- 
tenna purchases, to help pay for 
the cost of the ads. 

In addition to newspaper adver- 
tising, Wellener also uses flyers. 
He pays high school students to 
pass out flyers in housing de- 
velopments, and has his crews 
stick flyers into the mailboxes of 
neighbors whenever they make an 
installation. Wellener figures he 
gets about a 3 - percent response to 

flyers distributed in this way. 

SERVICE LEADS TO SALES 

Action Sales also offers antenna 
service. Wellener charges $17.50 
plus parts for a service call. The 
$17.50 enables Action to check out 
a system and replace twinlead, 
tighten loose connections, replace 
guy wires or do whatever else is 
necessary to restore operation. He 
gets leads for antenna service from 
his ads, Yellow Page listings and 
from dealers. (Dealers get no 
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since starting Action Sales & Service. Wellener 
also uses other forms of sales promotion, includ- 
ing direct mail and flyers delivered by high 
school students. 

markup on service calls. They 
refer service customers to Action 
simply as a goodwill gesture.) 

Wellener's crews generally 
handle one or two service calls per 
day, in addition to their four in- 
stallations, so this adds to his prof- 
its. Also, because some people who 
call for service actually need a 
whole new antenna installation, 
servicing leads to sales. 

EXPANSION INTO MATV 

Once his basic antenna business 
was established, Wellener decided 
to go into Master Antenna TV 
(MATV) systems. He had some 
previous basic MATV experience, 
but not enough to give him the 
confidence necessary to become 
actively involved in this area. 
Early in 1973, he attended his first 
MATV school, held by Jerrold 

A typical Action Sales & Service home antenna 
installation. 

Part of the 200 - unit Dreshertown condominium, Wellener's first MATV job. Although his profit on this 
job was only 10 percent, Wellener gained valuable design and pricing experience, and the system 
works so well that Wellener uses it to show prospective customers the quality and performance he is 

capable of delivering. 
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Electronics. Since then, he has at- 
tended three other Jerrold schools. 

Wellener found it difficult to get 
started in MATV. Everyone he 
talked to wanted to know what 
jobs he had successfully completed 
before. After he sold and installed 
his first two jobs, however, busi- 
ness started to pour in. MATV now 
accounts for more than half of 
Action's business, and it is grow- 
ing by leaps and bounds. 

Typically, Wellener's approach 
to the MATV market was direct. 
He watched the papers for news of 
people who got building permits. 
He then composed a letter and sent 
it to as many builders and de- 
velopers as possible. Later, he 
began stopping by new construc- 
tion sites. If the owner isn't there, 
Wellener leaves his card and fol- 
lows up by phone. 

Some MATV installers work 
through architects, consulting en- 
gineers and electrical contractors, 
but Wellener prefers to work di- 
rectly with owners. 

Using Dodge reports, direct 
mail, telephone calls and personal 
visits, he has already sold a 
number of large MATV systems. 
Almo Electronics, the Jerrold dis- 
tributor who supplies equipment 
to Action, also has been very help- 

ful, referring several jobs to Ac- 
tion. 

Let's take a look at some typical 
Action Sales & Service MATV 
jobs, to see how they were designed 
and priced. 

Dreshertown Town Houses 

This is a typical condominium 
community, with about 200 homes 
in 14 buildings. (Wellener got this 
job through one of his mailings.) 
Two TV outlets were required in 
each home. Action installed a 
separate, all - channel system in 
each building. The systems were 
laid out as shown in Fig. 1. 

Since this was his first MATV 
job, Wellener didn't do too well on 
it. He had trouble with UHF 
channel 29 because his antenna 
was right in line with the trans- 
mitter. 

He had to separate the UHF and 
VHF sections of the antenna (this 
is easy with the PXB - 50), pad the 
UHF signal down and then recom- 
bine the UHF and VHF signals 
with an FCO - 320 before feeding 
them into the 4330 amplifier. 

The output of the amplifier was 
fed through four outlet tapoffs in 
the attic and then sent to feed - 

thru wallplates. Each wallplate 
was connected to a TV set through 

an FSX - 1314 transformer/U - V 
splitter. It took about 300 feet of 
cable per building. 

Wellener charged $23 per out- 
let. Because he had problems with 
the system, he only made a 10 - 

percent margin of profit on the 
Dreshertown job. But the system 
works beautifully now, the owner 
is very happy, and Wellener uses it 
as a showcase to convince pros- 
pects. 

The Dreshertown job is a good 
example of Wellener's business 
philosophy. "I feel that my 
company's reputation is more im- 
portant than anything else," he 
says. "Therefore, I spend as much 

Action's and Dealers' Pricing And 
Profits -A Typical Single Outlet 
Installation 

Dealers' Price To 
Customers 
Action's Costs: 
Jerrold PXB - 50 
Antenna 
Coax (75 ft) 
Jerrold FSX - 1314 
Xformer 

$114.95 

S25.00 
4.00 

Matching 
2.73 

Mast, Mount & Hardware 8.27 
Installation Labor 25.00 

$65.00 
Action's Profit $20.95 
Action's Price To Dealer $85.95 
Dealers' Profit $29.00 

®agi.... 

JERROLD PXB-50 
ALL -CHANNEL ANTENNA 

4330 
GIBRALTER 
ALL -CHANNEL 
AMPLIFIER 

1405 4 -OUTPUT TAP 

Fig. 1 - An example of the MATV system Wellener installed in each 
of the 14 buildings in the Dreshertown Condominiums. 

75 ohm 
TERMINATOR 

UT -12 
WALLPLATE 

Action Sales & Service has earned 
a reputation for neat, properly 
installed systems that perform as 

well or better than Wellener says 
they will. Shown here is an ex- 
ample of how Wellener routes and 
secures coax and rotator wires 
in a typical home installation. 
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time and money solving problems 
as is necessary to insure good re- 
ception and to please the builder." 
The result is that he gets a lot of 
referral business. 

Ben Salem Elementary School 

More profitable for Action was 
the Ben Salem Elementary 
School. Wellener was able to bring 
in Channels 3, 6,10,12,17, 23, 29, 
48 and 52. In addition, he provides 
a channel for in - school program 
origination. Program material can 
be originated anywhere in the 32 - 

outlet system, and then sent back 
to the head end for distribution via 
a Jerrold S - CON converter and a 
Jerrold UNI - MOD modulator. 
Programs are originated on a 
Channel T8 UNI - MOD, sent back 
to the head end, and converted to 
Channel 4. A second UNI - MOD 
provides local origination from the 
studio over Channel 5. 

Wellener used a J55L0 antenna 
for the VHF low band and a 
J105Hi for the VHF high band. 
Both are fed into a 3880 VHF 
broad - band amplifier. Three 
separate J - 275 UHF antennas are 
used to feed two UA - 420 UHF 
amplifiers. 

For origination, Wellener sup- 
plied a Panasonic Color VTR and a 

monochrome Panasonic camera. 
He charged $7800 for the job and 

made $1300 - about a 17 - percent 
profit margin. The installation 
has operated so well that Wellener 
has since been awarded contracts 
for four more schools. 

The Budget Inn 

As Wellener gained experience, 
his profit margin increased. For 
example, the Budget Inn in King 
of Prussia, Pennsylvania, has 153 
rooms. Action used J - 55Lo and 
J105Hi antennas to feed Jerrold 
JHPM single - channel amplifiers. 
Because of the size of the system, 
UHF channels were converted to 
unused VHF frequencies using 
Jerrold 505 - ST converter - amp- 
lifiers. 

Model 1406 multi - taps were 
used with STO - 75 self - terminat- 
ing wall outlets in each room. 

As part of his service, Wellener 
installed the TV sets on pedestals 
in each room. No transformers 
were required because 75 - ohm 
TV sets were used. He didn't have 
to worry about pulling cable be- 
cause this was done by a union 
electrical contractor. In this case, 
the contractor charged Action only 
$800 for pulling the cable. How- 
ever, Wellener tries to avoid jobs 

where union contractors are in- 
volved because another contractor 
once charged him $2000 for a 116 - 
room job. 

Action did very well on the 
Budget Inn job. Wellener charged 
$26 per outlet, plus $6.60 per set 
installed. His profit margin was 
almost 30 percent. 

Aside from town houses, apart- 
ments houses, schools and motels, 
Wellener also is going after con- 
dominiums, trailer parks and TV 
showrooms. 

He currently is working on the 
Towamencin Condominiums, 
which will eventually be a 20 - 

channel system using Jerrold 
Starline equipment. This huge 
system will gross Wellener about 
$300,000 over the next six to eight 
years. 

Other MATV contracts recently 
landed by Wellener include a 660 - 
pad trailer park in South Jersey 
and a number of Woolco and 
Woolworth showroom systems. 

Upgrading of Existing MATV Systems 

One unique service that Action 
offers is servicing and upgrading 
of MATV systems. In all too many 
cases, systems sold by others on a 
low - bid basis don't perform well. 

continued on page 55 
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ly 1: Fig 2 -A pictorial diagram of the head - end equipment of the 20 - 

channel MATV system Wellener is presently installing in Towamencin, 
s,L_ a large condominium complex. Wellener anticipates that this job will 

bring in about $300,000 over the next six to eight years. 
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Fig. 1 - Functional block diagram and basic circuits of Quasar's TS - 

941/942 color TV chassis. Courtesy Of Quasar Electronics. 

Fig. 2 - Quasar's portable color TV chassis TS - 941 is all solid - state and 
of modular design. The module count is reduced to six, compared with 
initially eight and later seven in previous comparabile chassis. Courtesy 
Of Quasar Electronics. 

New In Color TV for 1975 Part 8 
Continuation of a series which analyzes the new and 

significantly changed circuits in 1975 color TV receivers. This 
month we will review some of the circuits employed in 

Quasar's solid - state chassis Series QS3000 with the Super 
Insta - Matic tuning feature. By Joseph Zauhar 

Quasar Electronics Corp., a subsidiary of the Mat- 
sushita Electric Corp. of America, has expanded its 
1975 line, the third generation of solid - state color TV 
chassis with the major thrust in the direction of 
strengthening the portable line. 

Within 12 to 18 months consumers and retailers 
will see the impact of the vast technological facilities 
of its parent company on products manufactured by 
Quasar Electronics Corp., Tex K. Takeoka, chairman 
of the board of Quasar, recently told MART 
magazine. 

According to the report, the basic designing is 
being performed in Osaka, Japan, by Matsushita en- 
gineers, with the final stages being handled by 
Quasar engineers in Franklin Park, Ill. 

Five chassis are used in Quasar's color TV line: The 
TS - 941 and TS - 942 chassis are new, modular, all - 

solid - state types. The TS - 929, TS - 934 and TS - 938 
are carry - over chassis with minor circuit changes. 

The TS - 941 and the TS - 942 chassis which we will 
review employs the same basic panels (Fig. 1) in both 
portable and console color TV receivers. The main 
difference is in the mechanical layout and the power 
supplies. 

COLOR TV CHASSIS TS-941/TS-942 

All of the color TV receivers employing the TS - 

941/TS - 942 chassis feature a single picture control 
for manual operation. Most of the receivers will fea- 
ture Super Insta - matic and the others, a new Insta - 
Matic picture control. The Super Insta - Matic circuit 

will feature a light dependent resistor (LDR) and 
other circuitry, which automatically changes the 
b - w picture levels and color intensity under varying 
room light conditions. This light dependent resistor 
circuit is activated only when the set is operated with 
the Super Insta - Matic control in the on position. The 
Super Insta - Matic and the single picture control for 
manual operation is made possible by using a new 
integrated circuit which also has provision for DC 
restoration. 

COLOR TV CHASSIS TS -941 

Portable color TV receivers employing the TS - 941 
chassis (Fig. 2) include a number of serviceability 
features: 

The top and underside of the chassis is exposed for 
easy accessibility after the back cover is removed. 

The weight is reduced by employing a lightweight, 
compact, plug - in panel power supply which is line 
and load regulated. 

Servicing time is reduced by using six easy to re- 
place panels which includes the 80 - volt regulated 
power supply panel, ZC and convergence panel, HC. 

Power Supply Circuit 

The TS - 941 chassis (Fig. 3) obtains its power 
supply voltages from two plug - in panels, the ZC and 
the FC panel. The ZC panel converts the 120 - volt AC 
input voltage to a regulated 80 - volt output supply 
voltage. This voltage is fed to the FC panel and sup- 
plies the power for the horizontal driver stage. In 
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When you replace with 
ASIATIC 

phono cartridges & needles 
your profits are at a peak. 

Only Astatic, the world's most complete line, gives 
you one -source supply for EVERY need, factory 
original fit and performance EVERY time, maximum 
profit EVERY time through absence of customer 
complaints and call backs. Imports and cheap sub- 
stitutes cost you more than meets the eye! Much 
more. 

THE ASTATIC CORPORATION / Conneaut, Ohio 44030 U. S. A. 
In Canada: Canadian Astatic Ltd., Scarborough, Metro Toronto, Ontario 

Export Sales: Morhan Exporting Corp., 270 Newtown Rd., Plainview, New York 11803, U. S. A. 

ASTATIC - The Biggest Name In Phono Cartridges, Needles, Microphones 

...for more details circle 102 on Reader Service Card 
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Fig 3 - Schematic of the 80 - volt regulated power supply (ZC panel) used 
in the TS - 941 color TV chassis. Courtesy Of Quasar Electronics. 

,101 

j 

Fig. 4 - The regulated power supply employed in the TS - 942 color TV 
chassis uses a ferro - resonant power transformer. This supply, In conjunc- 
tion with the voltages generated on the FC panel provides all DC operating 
voltages for the receiver. Courtesy Of Quasar Electronics. 

addition to supplying driving signals for the horizon- 
tal - output stage, the driver also generates the 200 - 

volt supply voltage for the color panel and the 20 - volt 
source voltage used in various circuits of the TV re- 
ceiver. This portion of the FC (horizontal sweep) 
panel is referred to as the Mini - Mode supply. The 20 - 
volt output voltage from the Mini - Mode supply is 
sensed by a regulator on the panel which controls the 
pulse width from the horizontal oscillator and pro- 
vides sweep and DC supply regulation for the TV 
receiver. The ZC power supply panel also provides a 
number of other DC voltages, by voltage dividing the 
80 - volt output voltage. 

COLOR TV CHASSIS TS -942 

The console and table model color TV receivers 
employing the TS - 942 chassis retains the "Works in 
a drawer" serviceability concept. Most of the chassis 
circuitry is found on the drawer except for the hori- 
zontal and high - voltage circuitry which is mounted 
on the rear horizontal portion of the main chassis. 
Also included on this chassis is the FC panel which 
provides the horizontal sweep and secondary source 
of regulated voltage. 

The G2 controls are mounted on the CRT socket, 
eliminating the long leads for improved performance 
and reliability. 

Fig. 5 - The Video/Color and Super Insta - Matic circuits contained on the 
SC panel. Courtesy Of Quasar Electronics. 

The TS - 942 chassis employs a ferro - resonant 
transformer power supply (Fig. 4) which provides a 
regulated 100 volts for powering the receiver. This 
supply is in conjunction with the Mini - Mode portion 
of the FC panel and performs the same function as the 
ZC and FC panels found in the TS - 941 chassis. 

The TS - 942 chassis employs a total of five plug - in 
panels which includes the convergence panel HC. 

Video/Color And Super Insta - Matic Circuits (SC) Panel 

The composite video signal enters the SC panel at 
terminal 2, as shown in Fig. 5. The chroma signal is 
coupled to the color processor IC. The video passes 
through the delay line and is amplified by transistor 
Q5, then capacitively coupled to the demodulator IC 
which has provisions to control stage gain. The video 
signal from the IC is then capacitor coupled by C57 to 
the band pass transformer Ti. A DC level, which is 
determined by the brightness range control setting, 
is added to the charge placed on C57 during retrace 
time. This voltage establishes a DC (black) level at 
the demodulator amplifier in the IC which is DC 
coupled through the driver and output stages to the 
picture tube. 

The chroma signal is amplified and ACC controlled 
by the color processor IC. The signal then follows two 
paths, one to the demodulator IC, the other to an 
amplifier and peak detector for chroma AGC control. 
It re - enters the IC as a DC voltage to automatically 
control the chroma processor gain. A DC operated 
control to this stage also provides for manually 
changing color intensity. (customer control). 

The color sync (from the chroma signal) is sepa- 
rated by another section of the processor IC to drive a 
crystal amplifier and oscillator. The resulting 3.58 
CW signal is fed through a hue control stage and 
leaves the IC to a phasing network from which two 
reference CW signals are derived. These signals are 
applied to the demodulator IC (terminals 15 & 12), 
which in conjunction with the applied chroma signal 
develops R - B - G signals, that are DC coupled to the 
driver and output stages before being applied to the 
picture tube cathodes. 

DC control of the video peaking is provided by the 
conduction of transistor Q8. This arrangement keeps 
the video signal out of the off - panel peaking control, 
thereby eliminating problems of lead dress, noise 
pickup, frequency loss etc. 
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Fig. 6 -A single manual picture 
control varies the DC voltage to 

the IC and controls the gain of both 
stages. Courtesy of Quasar 

Electronics. 

Fig. 7 - In color TV receivers equipped with the Super Insta - Matic 
features and with the circuit "on" the variable voltages Is provided by a 

light sensor (LDR) to control the operation of the IC. Courtesy Of Quasar 
Electronics. 

The demodulator IC contains video and chroma 
gain stages that are variable by a single DC control 
(Fig. 6). This feature provides a practical method of 
varying both picture and color levels simultaneously 
with a single control. In Super Insta - Matic receivers 
the IC works in conjunction with a light sensor pro- 
viding automatic picture control with variations in 
room lighting (Fig. 7). A light dependent resistor 
(LDR) senses ambient light, converts it to a varying 
DC voltage which controls the gain of the amplifiers 
in the demodulator IC. External controls and switch- 
ing circuits provide for manual adjustment. Other 
control establish the LDR dynamic range for Super 
Insta - Matic operation. 

A noise inverter circuit amplifies noise pulses and 
re - introduces them into the signal path thereby 
cancelling the original noise pulse. Low frequency 
video signals are amplified and leave the panel 
through terminal 4 to the sync and AGC stages. 

Horizontal Sweep, Pulse Former and Mini - Mode Supply (FC 

Panel) 

The horizontal sync enters the FC panel at pin 14 
(Fig. 8) and then is applied to both the color gate pulse 
former and the horizontal phase detector. 

Transistor Q1 is the color gate pulse former which 
has a negative going horizontal sync pulse applied to 
its base and a horizontal output pulse applied to its 
collector during retrace time. This transistor is nor- 
mally saturated and is cut off momentarily by the 
sync pulse on its base. The resulting output at this 
time is a positive pulse of the proper timing and 
duration to gate the color sync stage which is a part of 
the IC located on the SC panel. 

The phase detector circuit then compares the hori- 
zontal output and horizontal sync pulses. Any differ- 
ence in time between the pulses results in the de- 
velopment of a correction voltage that keeps the hori- 
zontal oscillator in proper synchronization. The out - 

Fig. 8 - The horizontal sweep, pulse former and Mini - Mode supply 
circuits are contained on the FC panel. Courtesy Of Quasar Electronics. 

Fig. 9 - The vertical sweep, vertical and horizontal sync circuits are 
located on the VA panel. Courtesy Of Quasar Electronics. 

put from the horizontal oscillator is applied to a buf- 
fer stage for isolation. 

The predriver and driver stages amplify this 
waveform, which is then transformer coupled to the 
output stage. The driver transformer also provides 
two other voltages which after rectification and fil- 
tering provides 20 and 200 volts for other circuits of 
the TV receiver. The 20 - volt supply is closely regu- 
lated by varying the pulse width out of the oscillator 
depending on the loading of the 20 - volt supply. 

Vertical Sweep, Vertical and Horizontal Sync Circuits (VA 
Panel) 

The low frequency video signals enter the VA panel 
at pin 11 (Fig. 9) and then they are coupled to the sync 
separator transistor, Q5. The output signal is applied 
to both the vertical oscillator and the inverter stage. 
The vertical oscillator is synchronized with the sta- 
tion signals by vertical sync pulses. The sync inverter 
transistor, Q6, inverts the horizontal sync pulses, and 
then is fed through pin 10 to the FC panel. 

The vertical blocking oscillator, conducts and dis- 
charges the saw forming capacitor C5 during retrace 
time. During vertical scan time a sawtooth wave is 
formed across this capacitor and is amplified by the 
pre - driver, driver and symmetrical complimentary 
output stages. This output which is applied to the 
yoke, pin cushion and convergence circuits is re- 
ceived from pin 2 of the panel. The voltage for the top 
and bottom raster correction is obtained through feed 
back circuits to the predriver. 

The vertical hold control which is not a part of the 
panel, is placed across pins 6 and 9 and is part of the 
oscillator timing circuitry. 
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Auto Entertainment 
Electronics -A State - Of - 
The - Art Report 
Part 2 By Joseph J. Carr. ET. D Contributing Editor 

Recent developments in car radio and tape products 
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Fig. 2 -Schematic diagram of the converter section contained in the IC used in 
Delco's DM35 IC AM radio. 

Last month, we examined the 
newest and most unique circuits in 
1974/75 FM radios. This month we 
will examine AM radio sections, 
audio circuits and tape players. 
We will again limit the discussion 
to OEM models (those installed at 
the factory or at authorized auto 
dealers). 

DELCO'S SINGLE -IC AM TUNER 

Delco offers an integrated - cir- 
cuit (IC) AM receiver design which 
uses a single IC for the entire AM 
tuner section ahead of the diode 
detector. This design is used in 

some AM - only models and a few 
AM/FM models. 

Fig. 1 is a block diagram of the 
IC AM radio circuit. Note that 
nothing is left out. I at first sus- 
pected that the design was a "cut - 

down" radio, but this single - 
semiconductor tuner is "com- 
plete." It contains RF, antenna, 
and local oscillator tank circuits 
and both of the 262.5 - KHz IF 
transformers normally found in 
AM radios of conventional design. 

The use of the IC AM section 
offers two advantages: One, of 
course, is the possibility of a smal- 

FROM 
ANTENNA 

TANK 

ANTENNA 
TANK 

LOCAL 
OSCILLATO 
TANK 

IC AM 

Fig. 1- Simplified block diagram of Delco's 
DM35 AM radio, in which most of the circuitry 
ahead of the detector is contained in a single IC. 
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Fig. 3 - One electrical change to existing Delco 
conventional AM radio is the addition of zener 
diode D1 between the collector and base of out- 
put transistor 01. 

Fig. 4 - Motorola now uses an IC - equipped 
audio driver. 

ler and more compact AM radio or 
AM section of an AM/FM receiver. 
Not so evident as the first advan- 
tage, but equally as important, is 
the fact that the all - IC design 
permits construction of a more 
sophisticated receiver at a cost 
that is low compared to that of 
other approaches. Of course, a 
manufacturer could simply put 
three or four transistors and a 
couple of diodes inside an IC pack- 
age and still make a relatively 
small receiver, but this is not the 
approach used in the Delco AM 
chips. The complexity of the IC 
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RF and IF stages. 
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Fig. 5 - Schematic diagram of Delco's new audio amplifier section which uses a complementary 
symmetry output stage. 
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Fig. 6 - An example of Delco's compactly designed radio/8 - track tape player unit. 

AM is revealed in Fig. 2, which 
shows the converter section of the 
radio. Q1 and Q2 form a differen- 
tial - amplifier type of mixer cir- 
cuit. The sum of the currents flow- 
ing in these two transistors is con- 
stant. The base voltage of Q2 is 
held constant by a regular net- 
work connected to the 8v DC line, 
while the base of Q1 is fed by the 
RF signal. The composite current 
which feeds the emitters of the dif- 
ferential amplifier varies with the 
oscillations produced by Q3 and 
Q4. When the RF signal applied to 
Q1 causes the emitter current of 

Q1 to increase, the current 
through Q2 decreases. Alterna- 
tively, when the signal applied to 
Q1 causes its emitter current to 
drop, more current is available for 
Q2. This action is the source of the 
non - linearity needed for proper 
mixer action (no mixing occurs in 
a linear circuit). 

The use of comparably sophisti- 
cated amplifiers in the RF and IF 
sections allows improvement in 
the performance of those areas 
also. Such techniques allow better 
control and higher gain than is 
possible with single - transistor 

MODIFIED "CONVENTIONAL" 
DESIGNS 

Delco and the other auto radio 
manufacturers still offer conven- 
tionally designed AM radios. 

As an example, the AM radio 
introduced by Delco in the fall of 
1962 (1963 model year) is still 
with us in 1974/75 models - a 
twelve year design life. Of course, 
there have been changes, some of 
them significant, but the model is 
basically the same as the early de- 
sign, including the use of PNP 
germanium RF, IF and converter 
stages; NPN silicon audio drivers; 
and a hefty TO -3 or TO -36 PNP 
germanium output transistor. 

Although the audio section still 
uses the Delco "teeter - tooter" cir- 
cuit configuration, the mechanical 
design has been changed in recent 
models. Rather than being 
mounted directly on the PC board, 
the driver stage components are 
sealed in a white, plastic epoxy 
module that is, itself, mounted on 
the board. This module, which in- 
cludes the two NPN transistors 
and all associated resistors, has 
been given designations such as 
DM8, DM28, etc. 

Another electrical change in 
some conventional Delco models is 
the addition of a zener diode (Fig. 
3) to protect the output transistor. 
This diode is a DS189 type. 

In contrast to Delco's use of dis- 
crete parts in a "potted" module, 
Motorola prefers to use an IC in 
the driver circuit (Fig. 4). The IC 
controls the voltage between the 
base and emitter of the PNP ger- 
manium output transistor. Until a 
few models ago, this transistor 
was Motorola's type 2N176, which 
has been used since the introduc- 
tion of vacuum tube/transistor 
hybrid designs in the late '50s. 

DELCO GOES COMPLEMENTARY 
SYMMETRY 

Delco has joined the ranks of 
those manufacturers who have 
converted at least some models 
from the "powerhouse" class A, 
single - ended, audio power amp- 
lifier to a complementary sym- 
metry push - pull design. Fig. 5 
shows the new Delco audio section. 
Transistors Q17 and Q19 form a 
push - pull, emitter - follower, 
power - output stage fed in parallel 
by a three - transistor driver amp - 
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lifier. Diode D15, a DS117, be- 
tween the bases of Q17 and Q19, is 
used to provide a slight forward 
bias to Q17 and Q19 so that cross- 
over distortion is avoided. Push - 

pull action is achieved because the 
two push - pull transistors are op- 
posite types. When an input signal 
causes the collector of Q15 to be- 
come more positive, Q17 will tend 
to turn on (it is NPN) while Q19 
will try to turn off. This different 
bias action is the source of the 
phase reversal required for push - 

pull action. 

RADIO/TAPE PLAYER COMBO'S 

Delco's New Compact 

For the past few model years, 
Delco and other manufacturers 
have offered combination ra- 
dio/tape units. 

Fig. 6 shows an example of a 
Delco AM/FM radio/8 - track tape 
player unit. Such sets are good ex- 
amples of efficient electronic 
"packaging," which has been 
made necessary by the extremely 
limited dashboard space. Not only 
is the total dashboard area avail- 
able for the radio/tape unit lim- 
ited, but so is the area for the 
radio and tape controls. Because of 
this, many of the controls and re- 
lated mechanical components 
must perform double duty. For ex- 
ample, the opening for the 8 - track 
cartridge is located behind the 
radio dial glass, which swings up 

out of the way when pressed. To 
avoid complicated and trouble- 
some dial cord arrangements, 
which would invariably lead to re- 
liability problems, Delco has 
placed a mirror behind the combi- 
nation radio dial glass/cartridge 
door so that it reflects on the glass 
the image of the dial pointer, 
which is located on and is an in- 
tegral part of the permeability 
tuning mechanism (PTM). The 
volume and tone controls are con- 
centric and are located to the left of 
the dial glass. A front - rear fader 
control (not balance) is concentric 
to the manual tuning shaft on the 
left side of the dial. 

In most models, the balance con- 
trol (left - right) is a screwdriver 
adjustment which can be reached 
through a small hole in the es- 
cutcheon. 

One pushbutton serves double 
duty as a radio tuning pushbutton 

Fig. 7 - AM buffer stage used in some Delco 
combination radio/tape players. 
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Fig. 8 - New Delco radio/tape players are equpped with IC preamplifiers which are electrically 
located between the tape heads and the audio amplifier section. 

and as a tape player program 
(track) changer. Another tuning 
pushbutton also is used to energize 
a solenoid which ejects the car- 
tridge. A radio/tape switch is trip- 
ped when the cartridge is inserted, 
and is released when the cartridge 
is ejected by the solenoid. 

The ten - slide tuner used in 
these models allows the user to set 
all five pushbuttons to stations on 
both AM and FM instead of split- 
ting them between the two bands. 

Combo Radio Circuits 

The AM and FM radio circuits in 
combo units are similar to those in 
non - tape equipment. There are, 
however, some circuits unique to 
the combo unit. 

Fig. 7 shows the emitter - fol- 
lower circuit which is used as an 
AM buffer in certain Delco combo 
models. Such circuits serve two 
purposes: 1) they match impe- 
dances, and 2) they permit use of 
simple resistor networks to split 
the single channel into two chan- 
nels suitable for driving the stereo 
audio amplifier sections. (In pre- 
vious designs, the AM audio also 
was used to drive the DM - 14 IC 
stereo decoder in the monaural 
mode.) 

Signals from stereo tape heads 
are significantly weaker than 
signals from AM or FM demod- 
ulators. To compensate for this dif- 
ference, a tape preamplifier is 
used between the audio section 
and the tape heads. An example is 
shown in Fig. 8. Both right - and 
left - channel preamplifiers are 
contained in a single IC. These cir- 
cuits are similar to the dual opera- 
tional amplifiers used in home 
equipment. 

Delco uses a special tape - drive 
motor and an electrical/mechan- 
ical negative - feedback control 
system (Fig. 9) to regulate motor 
speed. The motor unit consists 
of a DC motor and an AC alter- 
nator/tachometer on the same 
drive shaft. The AC voltage from. 
the tach is rectified and used to 
drive a DC control amplifier 
which, in turn, drives the motor. 
The mechanical coupling between 
the motor and the tach causes 
changes in motor speed to vary the 
tach output which, in turn, regu- 
lates the motor speed via the con - 
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trol amplifier. other technicians have given up 
on.) 

Delco Tape Player Adjustments 

The adjustments of two different 
Delco tape decks are pointed out in 
Fig. 10. 

The deck in Fig. 10B is the lift - 

out type used in radio/tape combo's 
such as the model in Fig. 6. Delco 
has impressed into the flywheel 
metal of most of these decks a 60 - 

hertz strobe pattern which facili- 
tates motor (tape) speed adjust- 
ment. 

Motor speed and other adjust- 
ments also can be made by using a 
suitable test - tape cartridge. I pre- 
fer the RCA "red label" test tape 
available from RCA distributors 
and the Delco test tape (Part No. 
J22683 - 01) which is available 
from Kent - Moore, 1501 South 
Jackson, Jackson, Mich. 49203. 

TEST EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS 

Recent developments in auto 
entertainment electronic products 
have not had any significant im- 
pact on the type and quality of test 
instruments required for profi- 
cient servicing of such products. 

Most Delco field service en- 
gineers who I know carry only a 
VTVM; a "modest" stereo genera- 
tor; a 3 - inch, recurring - sweep 
scope; a good test - tape cartridge; 
a simple crystal - controlled 
marker generator with 9- and 10.7 
MHz crystals; and a 6-18v DC 
power supply, such as Delco's 
P1200 or the older P-612. (Delco 
field service engineers usually get 
to service only the "dogs" that 

SERVICE AND PARTS DATA 

REQUIREMENTS 

Because of the compactness of 
auto entertainment electronic 
products and the variety of physi- 
cal design and chassis layouts, 

Fig. 9 - Closed loop consisting of an AC 

alternator/tachometer, a rectifier, a DC contro 
amplifier and a DC motor is used to regulate 
tape - drive motor speed in Delco combination 
radio/tape player units. 

well - illustrated service data is 
essential. Such data can be ob- 
tained from most manufacturers' 
distributors. (In my opinion, Delco 
furnishes some of the best service 
manuals available.) Another good 
source is the Sams AR - series of 
manuals. 

Cross referencing and sourcing 
out substitute discrete semicon- 
ductors and the ICs used in auto 
entertainment products is easier 
than for home entertainment elec- 
tronic products, principally be- 
cause there are fewer manufac- 
turers and less proliferation of de- 
signs. Another reason is that, al- 
though common usage of certain 
discrete semiconductors and ICs 
by the major auto electronics 
manufacturers does not approach 
what could be accurately called 
universal usage, there is more of a 
trend to standardization than in 
home entertainment products. 

Also, because most of the ICs 
used in auto entertainment elec- 
tronic products are supplied by a 
relatively few major semiconduc- 
tor manufacturers, even IC cross 
referencing and substitution is re- 
latively easy. And some of the ICs 
are available in quantity from 
industrial electronics distributors 
at significantly lower prices than 
most TV parts houses charge for 
them. You can cross reference 
OEM and "industrial" numbers in 
the various cross - reference 
guides (HEP, SK, EGG, etc.) and 
make substitutions based on 
"types equal to the same type are 
equal to each other" logic. 
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Fig. 10 - Locations of adjustments on two representative Delco tape players. Tape deck in (B) is used in Delco's new compact radio/tape players like that 

shown in Fig. 6. 
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An Extraordinary Offer 
to introduce you to the benefits of Membership in 

ELECTRONICS BOOK CLUB 
for a limited time only you can obtain 

THIS for It° GIANT Color TV Trouble Factbook Ónly WITH 

348 -Page ME IBAER- 
SHIP 

May we send you this helpful new 
book as described on the facing 

page as part of an unusual offer of a 
Trial Membership in Electronics Book 
Club ? 

This is a quality hardbound volume, 
especially designed to help you in- 
crease your know-how, earning power, 
and enjoyment of electronics. 

This handsome, hardbound book 
is indicative of the many other fine 
offerings made to Members ... impor- 
tant books to read and keep ... vol- 
umes with your specialized interests in 
mind. 

Whatever your interest in electron- 
ics -radio and TV servicing, audio and 
hi-fi, industrial electronics, communi- 
cations, engineering -you will find 
Electronics Book Club will help you. 

With the Club providing you with 
top quality books, you may broaden 
your knowledge and skills to build 
your income and increase your under- 
standing of electronics, too. 

How You Profit from Club Membership 

This special offer is just a sample of 
the help and generous savings the 
Club offers you. For here is a Club de- 
voted exclusively to seeking out only 
those titles of direct interest to you. 
Membership in the Club offers you 
several advantages. 
1. Charter Bonus: Take "COLOR TV 
TROUBLE FACTBOOK" ... publish- 
er's list price $8.95. . for only 49¢ 
with your Trial Membership. 
2. Guaranteed Savings: The Club 
guarantees to save you 15% to 75% 
on all books offered. 
3. Continuing Bonus: If you continue 
after this trial Membership, you will 
earn a Dividend Certificate for every 
book you purchase. Three Certificates, 
plus payment of the nominal sum of 
$1.99, will entitle you to a valuable 
Book Dividend which you may choose 
from a special list provided members. 

4. Wide Selection: Members are an- 
nually offered over 50 authoritative, 
new books on all phases of electronics. 

5. Bonus Books: If you continue in 
the Club after fulfilling your Trial 
Membership, you will receive a Bonus 
Dividend Certificate with each addi- 
tional Club Selection you purchase. 
For the small charge of only $1.99, 
plus three (3) Certificates, you may 
select a book of your choice from a 
special list of quality books periodical- 
ly sent to Members. 
6. Prevents You from Missing New 
Books: The Club's FREE monthly 
News gives you advance notice of im- 
portant new books ... books vital to 
your continued advancement. 

This extraordinary offer is intended 
to prove to you, through your own ex- 
perience, that these very real advan- 
tages can be yours ... that it is pos- 
sible to keep up with the literature 
published in your areas of interest... 
and to save substantially while so do- 
ing. 

How the Club Works 

Forthcoming selections are described 
in the FREE monthly Club News. 
Thus, you are among the first to know 
about, and to own if you desire, sig- 
nificant new books. You choose only 
the main or alternate selection you 
want (or advise if you wish no book 
at all) by means of a handy form and 
return envelope enclosed with the 
News. As part of your Trial Member- 
ship, you need purchase as few as four 
books during the coming 12 months. 
You would probably buy at least this 
many anyway . without the sub- 
stantial savings offered through Club 
Membership. 

Limited Time Offer! 

Here, then, is an interesting oppor- 
tunity to enroll on a trial basis ... to 
prove to yourself, in a short time, the 
advantages of belonging to Electron- 
ics Book Club. We urge you, if this 
unique offer is appealing, to act 
promptly, for we've reserved only a 
limited number of books for new Mem- 
bers. 

To start your Membership on these 
attractive terms, simply fill out and 

mail the postage -paid airmail card to- 
day. You will receive "COLOR TV 
TROUBLE FACTBOOK" for 10 -day 
inspection. 
SEND NO MONEY! If you are not 
delighted, return it within 10 days 
and your Trial Membership will be 
cancelled without cost or obligation. 
Electronics Book Club, Blue Ridge 
Summit, Pa. 17214. 

Typical Savings Offered Club 

Members on Recent Selections 

International Transistor Selector 
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95 

Complete Auto Electric Handbook 
List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95 

Servic. Cassette/Cartridge Tape Players 
List Price $9.95; Club Price $6.95 

Small Appliance Repair Guide -Vol. 2 
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95 

Logical Color TY Troubleshooting 
List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95 

How to Repair Small Gasoline Engines 
List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95 

TY Tuner SchematIc/Servicing Manual 
List Price $9.95; Club Price $6.95 

Basic Digital Electronics 
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95 

Practical Test Instruments You Can Build 
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95 

The Complete FM 2 -Way Radio Handbook 
List Price $9.95; Club Price $6.95 

How to Trbshoot./Rep. Elect. Test Equip. 
List Price $9.95; Club Price $6.95 

RCA Color TY Service Manual -Vol. 3 & 4 
List Price $17.90; Club Price $8.95 

Electronic Experimenter's Guidebook 
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95 

Introduction to Medical Electronics 
List Price $9.95; Club Price $6.95 

Basic Digital Electronics 
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95 

Auto Stereo Service & Installation 
List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95 

The Home Appliance Clinic 
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95 

Directional Broadcast A 
List Price $12.95; Club Price $7.95 

Eflec. Troubleshooting with EYM & Scope 
List Price ;8.95; Club Price $5.95 

Modern Communications Switching Sy. 
List Price $17.95; Club Price S13.95 

Prac. Gd. to MATY/CCTV Sys. Des. & Ser. 
List Price $9.95; Club Price $5.95 

Prac. Circuit Design for the Experimenter 
List Price $8.95; Club Price $4.95 

Installing TY & FM Ant 
List Price $7.95; Club Price $3.95 

Commercial FCC License Handbook 
List Price $9.95; Club Price $5.95 

Sears Color TY Service Manual 
List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95 

SEND NO MONEY Simply fill in and mail postage -paid Airmail card today! 
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Problems & Solutions 

The most comprehensive single "all -makes" 
guide to color TV troubles and solutions ever 
published . . . NEW, completely revised and 
enlarged 2nd Edition! 

wice the size of the bestselling 
original, this newly updated edi- 

tion is a fully indexed all -in -one refer- 
ence guide to color -set troubles and 
recommended solutions, manufactur- 
ers' service notes, and production 
change data-all alpha -numerically 
arranged by manufacturer and model. 
This low-cost handbook contains ser- 
vice tips, troubleshooting data, and 
special problem -solving aids for all 
the more popular U.S. and Canadian 
color TV makes and models, from A 
(Admiral) to Z (Zenith). 

But that's not all! Included also are 
details concerning repetitive troubles, 
field -factory changes, new and unusual 
circuits and descriptions of how they 
work, special adjustment procedures 
and other such pertinent service infor- 
mation. Of particular importance are 
the manufacturer's production changes 
-this book includes a detailed ac- 
counting of such changes where they 
might logically affect set performance 
and where the technician might re- 
place a "factory" component with an 
unsuitable substitute. 

This book should be considered a 
"must" for every practicing profes- 
sional TV service specialist ... the in- 
formation it contains may easily save 
you hours of time repairing a "tough - 
dog" color TV. Partial schematics, lo- 
cation diagrams, chassis layouts, and 
sketches are included as necessary to 
make every entry easy to understand 
and simple to implement in the field. 
To our knowledge, no other single vol- 
ume contains so much easy -to -find in- 
formation about so many individual 
models and brands of color receivers. 
A complete cross-reference index is 
provided to enable you to quickly find 
the specific material you need. In all, 
over 600 specific items are included. 

The material provides instant solu- 
tions to many color TV circuit trou- 
bles, enabling you to diagnose and re- 
pair hundreds of otherwise difficult -to - 
solve problems. If you service color 
TVs, this organized file of data will 
pay for itself time and again. 348 pps., 
hundreds of schematics and diagrams. 
Hardbound. Publisher's list price $8.95. 
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Literally hundreds of complete and partial schematics and illustrations make 
each of the over 600 entries in "Color TV Trouble Factbook" easy to understand. 
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NEW AT NEWCOM 
Previewed in this ET/D section are some of the 

many new products to which your local 
distributors will be introduced at NEWCOM, 

the annual convention and trade show for electronic 
distributors, manufacturers' representatives and 

manufacturers, held this year during May 6 - 8 at 
the Las Vegas Convention Center. 

TV ANTENNA ROTOR SYSTEM 134 

Cornell - Dubilier has announced a new 
TV antenna rotor system, the SA22, 
which features a 500 - torque - lb motor 
in a "bell" housing and a two - button - 

operated control unit. 
The relative direction in which the 

antenna is pointing is indicated by a 
blinking light on the control box. The 
light blinks once for each 3 degrees of 
rotation. Once the user has predeter- 
mined the best antenna position for 
each active TV channel, rotating the 
antenna from one channel position to 
the next is merely a matter of counting 
the pre - calculated number of blinks. 
For example, if the antenna position 
for Channel 2 is 12 degrees counter- 
clockwise from the channel 6 position, 

the "counterclockwise" button is de- 
pressed and held in this position until 
the light has blinked 4 times, at which 
point the "counterclockwise" button is 
released. 

Connection between the rotor and 
control box is via a 4 - wire control 
cable 

Retail price of the SA22 system, 
complete with all rotor - to - antenna 
mounting hardware and a 1 year 
guarantee, is $59.95. 

IN -LINE COLOR TV TEST JIG 135 

GTE Sylvania's Model CK3000 Chek - A 
Coloi portable color TV test jig is 
equipped with a 90 - degree, in - line, 
slotted - mask, 13 - inch (viewable) 
picture tube, and, because it comes 
fully assembled and completely 
aligned, it is ready for immediate use. 

The CK3000 can be used with 48 
different brands of color TV receivers, 
encompassing 7000 all - solid - state, 
hybrid and tube chassis, with picture 
tube anode voltages up to 30Kv. 

Built into the CK3000 are an alter- 

nate focus supply, for substituting 
focus voltages as low as 4.5Kv, and a 
high - voltage meter capable of 
measuring up to 35Kv. All controls 
and connections are on the front panel. 

Provided with each CK3000 are set - 
up and instruction manuals, two 70 - 

degree adapters, two 90 - degree ex- 
tensions, one audio extension, six yoke 
programmer plugs and four con- 
vergence ballast plugs. Adapter kits 
for the seven most popular brands of 
color TV and discrete adapters for 42 
other TV brands are available on an 
optional basis. 

The C K3000 weighs less than 25 lbs. 

TV TEST JIG 136 

RCA announces the latest addition to 
its line of Industry Compatible TV 
Test Jigs. The new unit designated the 
10J106 is equipped with a 1906P22 
kinescope. This is a 19V size with a 33 
kv rating. Specially designed built - in 
transformers and switching system 
permit the testing of almost all Ameri- 
can TV receivers. Yoke impedances for 
virtually every TV set on the market 
are matched by simply turning two 
switches. The jig is supplied with a 
cable to fit all RCA color chassis man- 
ufactured within the past ten years. It 
will work with tube type, hybrid and 
solid state chassis. Most socket adap- 
tors already allow connection to al- 
most every chassis of all leading TV 
manufacturers. The unit has an accu- 

rate built - in voltage meter calibrated 
to 35 kv and comes complete with high 
voltage lead, ground lead, audio cable 
and speaker. The jig is fully enclosed 
in lightweight cabinet with carrying 
handle. 

DIGITAL MULTIMETER 137 

Dynascan B & K Precision Div., 
announces a new 3 - digit, portable 
DMM, Model 280. The instrument fea- 
tures a four times - per - second update 
of the LED readout. Its accuracy is 1 

percent on DCV and 2 percent on DC 
current, ACV and AC current, and 
ohms, (2.5 percent on the highest 
range.) Other features include: au - 
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tomatic polarity and decimal point; 
overrange indicator system (flashing 
display); full overload protection; Hi - 

Lo ohms feature; input impedance of 
10 megohms; and a resistance measur- 
ing range of 100 ohms full scale to 10 
megohms full scale. The unit can be 
operated from alkaline, Ni - Cad or 
carbon zinc batteries and has provi- 
sions for an optional charger/con- 
verter. Typical battery life with al- 
kaline batteries is 50 hours of contin- 
ous use. Price is $99.95. 

CURVE TRACER 138 

Hickok Electrical Instrument Co., is intro- 
ducing Curve Tracer Model 440. In 
addition to all conventional displays, 
the full - range tracer is equipped with 
an Insta - Beta display which provides 
a single Ic/IB curve that lets you find 
AC or DC beta of transistors without 
interpolation, as well as a single 
ID/VGs curve that shows Vp, Ioss, and 
GM of an FET. The instrument gener- 
ates scope displays which reveal the 
exact performance of any diode, tran- 
sistor of FET over its entire operating 
range. Other features include: Vari- 
able control, for up to 10 step per dis- 

play; Horizontal Volts/DIV control, for 
easy setting of the horizontal sensitiv- 
ity; and a handy, pull - out card which 
gives reference information about 
calibration, setup, and operation. 
Price is $165. 

FUNCTION GENERATOR 139 

A new, service and laboratory function 

generator, Model 270, is introduced by 
Hickok Electrical Instrument Co. The com- 
pact generator provides calibrated, 
sine, square and triangle waveforms 
from 1 Hz to 500 KHz. With external 
connections you can produce logic 
pulse sweeps and ramps, amplitude 
and frequency modulated outputs, 
phase and frequency shift keying 
signals, tone bursts and other mixed 
signal outputs. A DC Level control al- 
lows the instrument to generate logic 
level signals and gating or modulating 
pulses, and for dynamically testing 
DC level - responsive circuits. The 
maximum output level is 24 Vppwith a 
600 - ohm output impedance. The max- 
imum sine wave distortion is 1 percent 
T.H.D. over the entire audio range. 
Square wave rise and fall time is 0.5 
micro sec. The generator measures 81/2 

inches wide by 4 inches high by 6 in- 
ches deep and weighs 4 lb. Price is 
$166. 

PORTABLE 3'/2 DIGIT DVM 140 

Sencore's new Model DVM32 is repor- 
tedly the first truly portable, digital 
multimeter with L.E.D. displays and 
31/2 digit readout that operates off line, 
rechargeable or standard "C" cells. To 
be portable, it also had to be tough, to 
withstand the typical field use a port- 
able meter encounters. A specially de- 

signed, high impact case will with- 
stand those drops off the bench with- 
out a trip back to the factory. Protec- 
tion internally features 2000 V on DC 
volts, 1000V on all other functions and 
ranges. Basic .5% volts accuracy is 
backed by a high 15 megohm input 
impedance, with a 200K isolation po- 
sition on probe for accuracy. Exclusive 
DVM LO - Power ohms brings digital 
accuracy to ohms measurements. 
High power ohms gives you the ver- 
satility. Fast measurements with 
Auto - Polarity, Auto - Overrange and 
Auto - Decimal placement. Exclusive 

Auto - Off switch turns the L.E.D. dis- 
play off between any measurements, 
and draws only 15 ma during idle for 
longer battery life. Accessory High 
Voltage probe allows reading up to 40 
kv with 1.5% accuracy. Price is $198. 

THERMAL SPOT TESTER 141 

Wahl is introducing its Thermal Spot 
Tester as a new type of electronic cir- 
cuit fault detection method. The tester 
is a small blower heater with an ex- 
tension tube. Providing 260° F di- 
rected at a single spot, it heats up indi- 
vidual capacitors and transistors to 

find malfunctions that only appear 
when circuits are warmed. The tester 
is claimed to be faster, safer, more 
convenient and more economical than 
the opposite method of warming up the 
entire set and chilling individual com- 
ponents. The tester can also be used 
with or without the concentrator noz- 
zle tube, it can be used to dry epoxies or 
tuners and other components after 
cleaning. It can be generally useful 
anywhere a heated air stream is 
needed. 

VOM 142 

The 260-6XL and 260-6XLP Volt - 

Ohm - Milliammeters have been in- 
troduced by Simpson Electric Co., as ad- 
ditional members of the company's 
260 family of VOM multimeters. The 
new XL Series is supplementary to 
Simpson's standard line of 260 VOMs. 
Featured are additional range cover - 
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age including low power ohms and 
extra shock and drop resistant con- 
struction including a high impact, cus- 
tom molded panel and case. A total of 
33 ranges are provided, with extra vol- 
tage and current ranges not usually 
found in VOMs. The two low power 
ohms ranges are in addition to the 
conventional resistance ranges. Price 
of the 260 - 6XL is $90, and the 260 - 

6XLP is $125. 

PACKAGED SECURITY CABLES 143 

Electronic wire and cable for use in 
security systems are now available 
packaged in Belden's new UNREEL 
dispenser cartons. It eliminates reels, 
spools, and de - reeling equipment at 
the job site, enabling alarm/security 
systems contractors and installers to 
reduce cable handling time and man- 
power. The cable packaging uses a 
reel - less coil contained within a dis- 
posable paperboard carton. The spe- 
cial process by which the coil is formed 
permits cable to be withdrawn from 
the package at high speeds without 
drag and with instantaneous control of 
start and stop. Cable is dispensed 
smoothly and inertia - free from the 
carton, which remains in place with- 
out hold - downs. When pulling stops, 
there is no danger of backlash and 
cable snarling. The cables are availa- 
ble in 500 - or 1000 - ft. lengths and 
include: unshielded two - conductor 
cable (Belden trade numbers 8442, 
8205, and 8461); multiple - pair un- 
shielded sound and control cables 

(8740, 8741, 8742, 8757, 8743, and 
8690); three - conductor shielded cable 
(8772); RG -59/U shielded coaxial cam- 
era cable (8241); and telephone cable 
(8794 and 9794). 

OSCILLOSCOPE 144 

Lectrotech, Inc., has introduced the 
Model TO -60, all solid - state, automa- 
tic dual - trace, triggered - sweep ocil- 
loscope. Service and industrial techni- 
cians can now check inputs and out- 
puts, the bursts in or out of gate amp- 

lifiers or the stages keyed off the hori- 
zontal pulse of TV sets with speed and 
accuracy. Other important specifica- 
tions include: DC -15 MHz bandwidth, 
10 millivolt/cm sensitivity. Maximum 
speed: .1 microseconds/m with 5X 
magnifier. P-31 phosphor, BNC input 
jacks, pushbutton mode selection. Au- 
tomatic triggering, automatic astig- 
matism, automatic horizontal sweep, 
automatic horiz/vert triggering and 5 - 
inch scope. Price is $489.50. 

VOM 145 

Introduced by Triplett Corp., is the 
Model 60 VOM, a multi - range in- 
strument for general electrical and 
electronic troubleshooting and mea- 
surement. It has been designed to 

withstand the normal accidents of 
dropping and rough handling which 
occur in hard day to day use. A self 
check feature is built into the instru- 
ment for periodic check of its accuracy. 
User safety features include: complete 
insulation of the unit itself, a new test 
lead and an internal electrical system 
which greatly reduced fires and explo- 
sion hazards which occur under mis- 
use conditions. A separately sealed 
battery compartment permits access 
to batteries and fuses without removal 
of the remainder of the unit. In addi- 
tion, battery acids are sealed off to 
prevent component damage. The 
measurement ranges have been de- 
signed to cover nearly all applications 
with added convenience of signal level 
measurements in decibel decade steps. 
Three fuses are employed for protec- 
tion to the unit and safety for the user. 
Maintenance is simplified by design- 
ing an independent meter module for 
quick replacement or service and easy 
to follow parts layout. 

TOOL CASE 146 

A new `Super Case" containing 48 pro- 
fessional tools is now being offered by 
Vaco Products Co. Included are 7 pliers, 
2 wrenches, 2 reversible screw drivers, 
13 specialty drivers, 7 hollow shaft nut 
drivers, 4 screw holding drivers, 4 tes- 
ters, 2 crimping and stripping tools, 
plus 7 unusual type tools for specific 
problem solving areas. A total of 48. 
Heavy duty attache' case has simu- 

lated black leather exterior and mea- 
sures 19 inches by 14 inches by 6 in- 
ches. Pallets have pockets of heavy 
duty, see - thru vinyl. Top section has 
pocket for technical manuals and bot- 
tom section has compartments for test 
meters and other gear. 

DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIER 147 

ACA has added a very high input and 
exceptionally high output distribution 
amplifier to its MATV line. The Model 
MSV 70 has a 3.0 volt output with an 
input capability of 126,000 microvolts. 
The bandwidth covers 54 to 300 MHz 
which includes the CATV mid - bands 
and super - bands, a "low noise" figure 
of 4.1 dB and includes a variable gain 
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Jerrold new 
Universal 

Remote 
Control 

The Hottest New Product Since The Calculator... 

Makes every set 
on your floor a 
remote controll model 

Universal- Attaches to 
any set in minutes 

Changes channel 
instantly 
and fine tunes 

Turns set on/off 

Silent push-button 
varactor- diode tuning - 
12 channels 

Amplifies signal and 
eliminates direct pick up ghosts 

For homes, apartments, bars, 
hotels/motels, schools, hospitals 
and nursing homes. 

Packaged in a sturdy, colorfu0, self -selling carton 

JERROLD 
a GENERAL INSTRUMENT company 

HEADQUARTERS & EASTERN OFFICE 200 Witmer Rd., Horsham, Penna. 19044, (215) 674-4800 

SOUTHERN OFFICE 1 Perimeter Place, Suite 101, Atlanta, Georgia 30339, (404) 432-3102 

WESTERN OFFICE 1255 Veterans Blvd., Redwood City, Calif. 94063, (415) 365-5050 
MIDWESTERN OFFICE 1334 Atlantic Street, North Kansas City, Mo. 64116, (816) 842-1555 

...for more details circle 112 on Reader Service Card 
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control which allow considerably more 
input than the rated input capability. 
Price less than $125. 

SIGNAL LEVEL METER 148 

Blonder - Tongue has introduced a solid - 
state, lightweight portable signal 
level meter. Designed for CATV and 
MATV installers and TV service tech- 
nicians, the FSM - 3 is battery - oper- 
ated and housed in a leather case with 
a large convenient accessory com- 
partment. A major feature is a con- 
tinuity testing facility to check risers 
for opens and shorts and proper termi- 
nations. The scale is 0 to 1000 ohms. A 

built - in speaker eliminates the need 
for earphones. The taut - band suspen- 
sion meter reads directly in dBmV 
(and microvolts) to show exact signal 
levels and provides continuous cover- 
age for VHF TV (54 to 216 MHz) and 
the UHF (470 to 806 MHz). Its sen- 
sitivity permits measuring signals 
down to 10 microvolts while built - in 
attenuators provide signal - strength 
readings up to 10,000 mV (+42 dB). 
VHF accuracy is ± 2dB; UHF is ± 4 
dB. It weighs six pounds and is pow- 
ered by four standard 9 - volt batteries. 
Price is $290. 

MAINTENANCE/APPLIANCE 
TESTER 149 

A new Industrial Maintenance and 
Appliance Tester is introduced by RCA. 
It is designed with special ranges and 
functions required to service motors, 
tools, wiring, security systems, heat- 
ing and air conditioning systems, ap- 
pliances, etc. In addition to voltage, 

current, and resistance measure- 
ments, unique functions for AC leak- 
age current, temperature and con- 
tinuity measurements are provided. A 
special LED Probe is provided for easy 
point - to - point continuity checks of 
switches, wiring, fuses, terminal 
blocks, etc. There is no need for re- 
peated reference to the meter reading 

if the probe lights there is continuity. 
The special, high - quality immersible 
thermistor probe supplied for temper- 
ature measurement features accu- 
racy, ruggedness, and fast response. A 
special AC current leakage test has 
been included for checking leakage on 
the exposed metal parts of tools, etc., to 
be sure they are safe. Precision resis- 
tors are used in all measurement 
ranges to insure accuracy. A conven- 
ient, panel - mounted fuse is provided 
to protect the ohms and DC current 
ranges, and an internal fuse protects 
the AC current range. The tester has a 
large easy - to - read three color meter, 
and a functionally designed, color - 

coded aluminum panel. It is supplied 
complete with test leads, temperature 
probe, LED probe, and carrying case. 
Price is $89. 

TV ANTENNA 150 

JFD Electronics Corp., has announced 
the introduction of a new VHF/ 
UHF/FM color TV antenna named 
Color Metric. The new configuration 
combines a newly developed straight 
dipole log periodic design into which is 
integrated a UHF corner reflector trap 
and multi - element UHF front end 
driver. Features include: Coplanar 
straight - dipole log periodic design for 
directive VHF patterns for cleaner 
and higher gain picture reception. 
Capacitor - coupled dipoles resonate 

on more VHF channels than conven- 
tional dipoles used in other ordinary 
antennas. High gain UHF corner re- 
flector that works in conjunction with 
the UHF driver to trap more signal 
and help eliminate ghosts and inter- 
ference. Super sensitive UHF cas- 
caded front end driver for channels 14 
to 83. Triple, square crossarms main- 
tain high signal transfer and provides 
antenna rigidity. An all - band 
VHF/UHF/FM splitter is included, so 
only one downlead to the set is re- 
quired. The five Color Metric anten- 
nas designed for every location are: 
LPS-158 (fringe), LPS-127 (near 
fringe), LPS-94 (suburban), LPS-86 
(local - suburban), LPS-60 (local). List 
prices range from $24.40 to $99.10. 

PHONO PARTS PROGRAM 151 

EV-GAME Inc., announces the availabil- 
ity of two new blister packed phono 
parts programs. These programs con- 
sist of a balanced assortment of the 
most popular Automatic Centerposts, 
Manual Centerposts and Cartridge 
mounts for record changers. Each blis- 
ter card has complete cross reference 
information, including changer brand 
name, model numbers and manufac- 
turers part number. The programs are 

aüTbalAIIC AND MANUAL CENTER POSTS 
PLUG-IN HEADS SHELLS 

CARTRIDGE MOUNTS 

designed to take advantage of the fast 
growing Hi - Fi after market. The 
DPP -18 consists of an assortment of 6 
types of the fastest selling Automatic 
and Manual Centerpost and Cartridge 
Mounts for a total of 26 pieces. The 
DPP -58 has 6 types of Automatic and 
Manual Centerposts plus 9 types of 
Cartridge Mounts totaling 58 pieces. 

MODULATORS 152 

Four new modulators designed to add 
closed circuit TV programs into mas- 
ter TV antenna systems or CATV sys- 
tems have been announced by Blonder - 
Tongue Laboratories, Inc. These mod - 
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ulators are designed to provide op- 
timum performance, free of adjacent 
channel problems, beat and other 
problems associated with mixing into 
a system. Video signals may be ob- 
tained on a TV camera, video tape re- 
corder, film chain or TV demodulator 
in either color or monochrome. The 
modulators produce output signals for 
CATV, MATV or any closed - circuit 
TV application. They may also be used 

as carrier - substitution generators. 
The Model AVMT 4923 (shown in 
photo) provides both a modulated vis- 
ual and modulated aural RF carrier 
output on any single VHF TV channel. 
It can be used to put both video and 
audio on an unused channel of an 
MATV system or onto a single TV re- 
ceiver. The VMT 4922 provides only a 
modulated visual RF carrier output on 
any single VHF channel. The VM 
4925 is similar to Model VMT 4922 
with an additional capability of mod- 
ulating a video bandwidth of up to 8 
MHz wide for high resolution CCTV, 
or modulating a combined 4.5 MHz 
aural and video signal from a mi- 
crowave down converter output. The 
AMT 4921 provides only a modulated 
aural RF carrier output on any single 
VHF TV channel. All the new mod- 
ulators employ a unique circuit that 
permits stable operation with carrier 
crystal removed. Fiberglass circuit 
boards, AC convenience receptacle 
and 134 inch slim rack mounting are 
features that all the units have in 
common. 

CAPACITOR ASSORTMENT 153 

A new capacitor Assortment, No. TK - 

28 is introduced by Sprague which con- 
tains 41 capacitors - two each of 19 
popular ratings and 3 of the most fre- 
quently used values. Special dielectric 
films are used for critical commutat- 
ing and S - shaping applications. The 
capacitors are stocked in a handy 
cabinet that puts the capacitors at the 

service technician's fingertips, neatly 
organized and easy to find. The attrac- 
tive yet rugged, blue, 9 - drawer 
cabinet measures 9% inches by 5 in- 
ches by 61/2 inches deep. Clear plastic 
drawers are used with adjustable di- 
viders and pre - labeled drawer fronts 
which identify the capacitors inside. 
The raised area on the top of the 
cabinet and the depression on the bot- 
tom facilitate stacking of two or more 
cabinets. 

DISTORTION METER 154 

The Model LDM-170 Distortion Meter 
is now available from Leader Instru- 
ments Corp. Measurement of distortion, 
signal - to - noise ratio (S/N) and signal 
levels in audio frequency circuits are 
easily and simply accomplished with 
the use of the meter. A balancing cir- 
cuit suppresses the fundamental fre- 
quency in the 20 Hz to 20 KHz range 
and the distortion products, up to the 
tenth harmonic of 20 KHz, are fed to a 
high gain amplifier for indication on 
the meter. Measurement of noise and 
signal levels are performed by switch- 
ing out the balancing circuit and using 
the high gain amplifier as a voltmeter. 
Harmonic distortion as low as .1% and 
noise to 70 dB below the reference 
level as well as signal levels between 
100 microvolts and 300 volts in the 

range of 20 Hz to 200 KHz may be 
measured on the unit. The instrument 
measures 61/2 inches high, 121/2 inches 
wide, 12 inches deep and weighs 13 
lbs. Price is $549.95. 

AUDIO TESTER 155 

A rapid means of providing perfor- 
mance checking in servicing and 
maintaining audio equipment is av- 
ailable from Leader Instruments. This 
compact, lightweight Audio Tester 
Model LAV-190 consists of a wideband 
audio generator, audio attenuator, 
and an AC millivoltmeter. A switcha- 
ble dual impedance matching network 
of either 6 or 600 ohms is available for 
ease in measurement. The audio 
generator frequency range is a 10 Hz 
to 1 MHz sinewave and output re- 
sponse of ± 0.5 dB at an output of more 
than 2.5 v rms into 600 ohms at low 
harmonic distortion. The AC mil- 
livoltmeter measures full scale 150 
microvolts to 500 volts and has an 

input impedance of 10 Megohms. The 
unit measures 8.5 inches by 12 inches 
by 7.5 inches and weighs 81/2 lbs. Price 
is $499.95. 

CABLE CRIMPING TOOL 156 

Channel Master has developed a new 
crimping tool whose jaw configuration 
eliminates the danger of crushing 75 - 

ohm fittings, a common cause of signal 
loss in MATV installations and other 
antenna installations using 75 ohm 
cable. The "Crimp - O - Matic", Model 
7188C, is made so that its jaws "bot- 
tom out" (close down) on each other 
instead of on the fitting. When a fit- 

ting has too large an outside diameter, 
the tool will deflect at the handle end, 
again preventing undue pressure on 
the fitting. A large percentage of 
maintenance problems in MATV sys- 
tems are traced to faulty connections 
caused by poor crimping. The tool, the 
first one ever designed by an MATV 
company, makes crimping almost au- 
tomatic. The price is $16.30. 

FM DEVIATION MONITOR 157 

A new solid state Model 205D Mod- 
ulation Monitor which measures peak 
carrier modulation is introduced by 
Lampkin Laboratories Inc. The carrier 
frequency range is from 25 MHz to 
1,000 MHz. The frequency deviation 
measurement accuracy is five percent 
of full scale, and is measured in three 
ranges: 2 KHz, 6 KHz, and 20 KHz. 
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The discriminator is linear to two per- 
cent over a band width 100 KHz wide, 
RF sensitivity is 15 my or better to 450 
MHz. FM limiting holds within two 
percent or less over a 100 to 1 range of 
input voltage. The unit operates from 
50 to 400 Hz, 120 VAC or 12 VDC at 
150 ma. The price is $525. 

ANTENNA PREAMP/AMP 158 

A new combination UHF/VHF/FM 
preamplifier and amplifier has been 
announced by Jerrold Electronics. 
Called the POWERCASTER Model 
4287 -PC, the unit combines a Jerrold 
mast mounted Powermate type 
preamplifier with a Jerrold Colorcas- 

ter type indoor amplifier, providing 
high gain and high output capability. 
The amplifier is expected to be espe- 
cially popular in fringe areas, for use 
with multiple set installations in 
homes, apartment houses, hotels and 
motels. The VHF gain is 30 dB, UHF 
gain is 25 dB and FM gain is 18 dB. 
Output capability is +40 dBmV for 
each of four VHF channels and 37.5 
dBmV for each of three UHF channels. 
Input of the mast or boom mounted 
preamp is matched to 300 ohm anten- 
nas. The downlead and output impe- 
dance are 75 ohms. A built - in 12 dB 
FM tunable trap can be used to elimi- 
nate interference from a local FM sta- 
tion. For reception in deep fringe 
areas, the noise figure is 6 dB at VHF 
and 8 dB at UHF. Price is $60.86. 

TV TUNER LUBRICANT/POLISHER 159 

An aerosol spray which polishes and 
lubricates TV tuner contacts is intro- 
duced by Chemtronics. TUN - O - 

POWER is based on DuPont TCF (Tri 
Chloro Fluoroethane). This is the first 
time this product has been used in the 
electronics industry. TCF is notable as 
a clean, dry chemically inert lubricant 
which is remarkably effective under 
conditions of low speeds and light 
loads. In addition, it includes a silver 
polishing agent and Freon 11, a 
cleaner. The total effect of TUN - O - 

Power is to clean and polish tuner con- 
tacts until they shine. The product 
also provides long lasting lubrication 
and corrosion protection. The polish- 
ing agent removes oxides, yet it does 
not wear away thin silver or gold plat- 
ings. The product will not cause tuner 
drift or mix with dirt and dust to form 
a heavy abrasive layer which eventu- 
ally can ruin tuner contacts. TUN - O - 

POWER comes in two sizes: an 8 - oz. 
size which costs technicians $2.69, and 
a 16 - oz size which sells for $3.85. 

HIGH VOLT/CURRENT PROBE 160 

EICO Electronic Instrument Co. Inc., 
introduces the Model HVP-5, a self - 

contained, direct reading, high vol- 
tage and current measuring probe 
providing for the safe measurement of 
voltage up to 40 kv DC, and for sepa- 
rate current measurements up to 200 
ma, DC. It enables you to accurately 

measure the high anode voltage of a 
color picture tube and with a flick of 
the switch monitor the cathode cur- 
rent drawn by the horizontal output 
tube or the output stage. The two cir- 
cuits are completely separate. Only 
the meter is switched. The probe can 
not be damaged by placing the func- 
tion switch in a ma position while 
measuring high voltage. The price is 
$29.95. 

MATV MIXING/DIVIDING 161 

The Mixing Dividing Networks intro- 
duced by Delta - Benco - Cascade Inc., 
combine several single antenna out- 

puts into one common down lead. 
There are three 75 - ohm units, the 
MDN-7 to combine or divide three low 
and four high channels, the MDN-LO 
for three low channels and the MDN- 
HI for four high channels. Incorporat- 
ing two stage, band pass filters for 
each of the selected channels, they are 
coupled capacitively to the line, and 
are pre - aligned when leaving the fac- 
tory in the following manner: MDN- 
LO: 2- 4 - 5 MDN-HI: 7 - 9 - 11 - 13. 
MDN - 7: 2 - 4 - 5 - 7 - 9 - 11 - 13. The 
units can be adjusted in the field to 
channels other than the above with a 
good quality field strength meter, or 
they can be ordered, aligned to specific 
channels. 

DE - SOLDERING AID 162 

WICK -IT Electronics Corp., announces a 
de - soldering aid called "WIK - IT". It 
simplifies desoldering by placing your 
iron on a special metallic braid, laid on 
the soldered joint. The solder then dis- 
appears into the special braid, leaving 
the soldered joint clean and free of sol- 
der. This method helps prevent com- 
ponent overheating, splattering, lift- 
ing pads and other desoldering prob- 
lems. After each desoldering, just snip 
off about ih - inch of the braid and you 
are ready for the next job. WIK - IT 
comes in handy rolls from five feet or 
up to 100 feet. For free sample, circle 
number on Reader Service Card. 
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OJENSEN'SO 

SUPER 
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SALE! 
PRODUCTS 
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Now, for a limited time only, you can take order for an assortment of loudspeakers and 
advantage of Super Price Reductions on a line transformers ... the sound products with the 
of fast selling Jensen Professional Sound right features and prices to make sound 
Products. Simply enter a $500.00 minimum installation -selling easier. 

Stock No. C9688 Model No. C8RFX 
Consider these outstanding with FLEXAIR SUSPENSION 

features of Jensen Loudspeakers: Reg. Price: 
Size: 8 -inch 

High efficiency and sensitivity with Impedance: 8ohms $6.99 
Power Rating: 12 watts 
Frequency Range: 25-18,000 Hz 

SYNTOX 6° Ceramic Magnets Free Air Resonant PROMO 
} - Magnet Weight: 10 oz. Ideal for Indoor and Outdoor locations 

Frequency: 50 PRICE 
Packed: 10 per carton / CO 

Weather and corrosion resistant Net Weight: 21 lbs. 80z. Each 4} J 
ORDER 
QUANTITY EA. $ 

Stock No. C7370 Model No. C850B 
Reg. Price: r Size: 8 -inch 

$4.19 Impedance: 8 ohms 
Power Rating: 25 watts 

esonant 
30-15,000 Hz 

PROMO 
FFreerequencAir 

Ry 

Range: 

PRICE Magnet Weight: 10 oz. 
$3.50Packed: 10 per carton J Net Weight: 2 lbs. 5 oz. each 

ORDER O 
QUANTITY EA. $ 

Stock No. C7381 Model No. C855B 
Reg. Price: 

Size: 8 -inch 
ww Impedance: 8 ohms $441 

Power Rating: 25 watts 
k Frequency Range: 30-18,000 Hz PROMO Free Air Resonant 

Magnet Weight: 10 oz. 
Packed: 10 per carton $3.%rJ Net Weight: 2 lbs. 7 oz. each J 

.. ORDER 
QUANTITY EA. $ 

-1 

I Stock No. C9316 Model No. C6x9RD8B 
with FLEXAIR SUSPENSION 

Reg.Price: 
Size: 6x9 inch 

$5.32 Impedance: 8 ohms 
Power Rating: 12 watts :1 

esonant 
25-18,000 Hz 

eeAirR 
Range: 

PROMO FrFrequency liI 
PRICE Frequency 50 Hz. 

Magnet We i ght: 10 oz El / .50 Packed: 10 per carton ? } J Net Weight: 2 lbs. 8 oz. Each 

ORDE 
QUANTTITY EA. $ 

- 

% 

' 

Stock No. C9493 Model No. C835B 

Reg. Price: 
Size: 8 -inch 

t Impedance: 8 ohms $4.03 
Power Rating: 20 watts 
Frequency Range: 30-18,000 Hz 
Free Air Resonant PROMO 
Frequency: 70 Hz PRICE Magnet Weight: 4.8 oz. 
Packed: 101 per carton $3. 25 Net Weight: 1 Ib. 10 oz. each 

ORDER 
QUANTITY EA. $ 

Stock No. C9735 Model No. 70T4 -^ Stock No. C9736 Model No. 25T4 

Re Price: Input: 70 -volt line 
Reg. Price: 

nput: 25 -volt line 
g 

$2.26 Output: 8 -ohm loudspeaker load Output: 8 -ohm loudspeaker load $2.26 
Power to Speaker: 4,2,1,%,'X. watts ."" Power to Speaker: 4,2,1,%,'/. watts 
Nominal Core Size: 5/8" x 5/8" .- Nominal Core Size 5/8" x 5/8" 

PROMO Overall Dimensions: 2 -7/8"W;1 -5/8"H Overall Dimensions: 2 -7/8"W;1 -5/8"H PROMO 
PRICE Mounting Holes: 2,3/16" dia. on 2-3/8" Mounting Holes: 2,3/16 dia. on 2-3/8" PRICE 

centers centers 
10 per carton $175 J Packed: 10 per carton Packed 

Net Weight: 9-1/2 oz. each ,..` Ad 15d Net Weight: 9-1/2 oz. each 
per unit for 

ORDER mounting a trans- ORDER 
QUANTITY EA. $ former to speaker QUANTITY EA. $ 

SPEAKER/LINE Designed for constant voltage distribution systems Tapped for highest compatability 
TRANSFORMERS Lowest Insertion loss at all power settings with solid state amplifiers 

Terms: Minimum Order $500.00 Please ship my order to: 

Net 30 Days 
F.O.B. Schiller Park, Illinois Company Name 

Standard Bulk Pack, 10 per carton 
Address 

Offer good until May 31, 1975 
City State -Zip 

Hurry, fill in your order and mail it to: 

JENSEN SOUND LABORATORIES 
Division of Pemcor. Inc. Send for full line catalog of all the Jensen 

4310 Trans World Road, Schiller Park, Illinois 60176 Professional Sound Products. 

1 
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TEST 
INSTRUMENT 
REPORT 

DATA PRECISION/MODEL 245 

DIGITAL/ MULTIMETER 

The Data Precision Model 245 is 
a 41/2 digit miniature, battery - 

powered, portable multimeter. 
The unit measures DC or AC vol- 
tage, DC or AC current, or resis- 
tance with 0.0005% resolution in 
21 ranges. 

Ranging and AC/Ohms/Current 
conversion errors have been 
minimized to support the rated re- 
solution and accuracy. An in- 
teresting feature is that only one 
precision - attenuator resistor set 
is used for DC ranging, for AC 
feedback/gain control, and as re- 
sistance - measuring standards, 
depending upon the function - 

switch position. 
Most of the logic components of 

the multimeter are contained in a 
single LSI P-MOS chip, designed 
to provide better performance, 
while reducing the cost of both 
components and assembly labor. 
The logic control functions are 
provided by C-MOS ICs. The total 
power drain in battery operation is 
0.75 watts. A fully charged battery 
pack module is capable of supply- 
ing six - hours of operation, and 
may be recharged fully overnight 
(12 hours). The batteries are re- 
charging when the battery 
charger is connected to a line 
source, whether or not the meter is 
in' use. 

The unit is equipped with its 
own internal NiCad battery mod- 
ule. It operates as a conventional 
bench - type meter, using the line - 

cord/charger accessory supplied 
with the instrument. It also can be 
used as an independant, highly 
portable test meter, powered by 
the battery module. 

Operating and Display Features 

The instrument is easy to use 
and is quite immune to most com- 
mon hazards. The measurement 
mode is selected by a clearly 
marked selector switch and a sec- 
ond switch selects the measure- 
ment range. Each range provides 
100 percent overrange and blanks 
all but the decimal point and po - 

OC.% 

(ry'j 
ì tK9 
tuJ 

ACV 

WhATAPRECISION o<v 

For more information about this test 
Service Card. 

larity symbol when an out - of - 

range signal is applied. DC ranges 
accept either polarity, and provide 
automatic polarity indication. 

Seven - Segment Readout 

The large, bright, readout dis- 
play is comprised of two segments, 
providing the capabilities for 4 - 

full decade digits, a most signifi- 
cant digit which is "1" or blank, 
automatically selective positive or 
negative polarity indication, and 
five selective decimal point indi- 
cators. The unit makes use of a 
novel flex - print mount for the 
display modules. The display and 
driver mount on a plug - in PC 
assembly, which positions the dis- 
play, while still allowing it to be 
removed for maintenance. 

The multimeter comes complete 
with carrying case, wrist strap, 
test probes, battery pack module 
containing rechargeable bat- 
teries, battery charger, line cord 
and instruction manual. A field 
manual also is furnished, contain- 
ing operating and field mainte- 
nance procedures for assistance in 
field use. An optional bench stand 
is available on which to mount the 
meter at a convenient bench 
height and at an adjustable view- 
ing angle. 

Size, Weight and Price 

The multimeter weighs 1.3 
pounds including the battery 
module. The instrument's high - 

impact plastic case measures 1 

inch by 51/2 inches wide and has a 
depth of 31/2 inches. Price is $295. 

SENCORE MODEL TF30 TRANSISTOR 
ANALYZER 

The Model TF30 Super Cricket 
Transistor Analyzer makes tran- 
sistor testing fast and does not re- 
quire technical knowledge about 

instrument, circle 180 on the Reader 

the transistor for test set - up. 
It combines the good - bad in - 

circuit test used in the company's 
Model TF26 Cricket, and out - of - 

circuit parameter tests for those 
cases where precise information 
concerning gain and leakage is 
needed. 

In most cases the technician 
only wants to know if a transistor 
is good or bad because usually the 
transistor will fail completely or 
develop leakage which will pre- 
vent them from performing prop- 
erly. There are times when tran- 
sistors must be selected for beta or 
FETs for Gm or zero bias drain 
current (IDSS), and the unit will 
provide this information by using 
the Super Cricket portion of the 
analyzer. 

The unit will test diodes, tran- 
sistors, single and dual FETs. 

Test Leads 

The connections to the device 
under test are made with E - Z - 

Mini - Hook connectors supplied 
with the analyzer. To use the con- 
nector, squeeze the collar towards 
the ball of the connector, and hook 
the spring - loaded hook to the lead 
of the device being tested. 

For in - circuit testing of transis- 
tors mounted closely to the printed 
circuit board where connections to 
the lead are difficult, a swivel tip is 
furnished with the unit. To use 
this probe, connect the E - Z - 

Mini - Hook connectors to the rear 
of the probe. There are three ter- 
minals recessed into slots at the 
rear of the probe. 

In -Circuit Testing 

To make an in - circuit test of a 
transistor hook the leads of the 
analyzer to the terminals of the 
transistor in any order. Rotate the 
parameter test switch to the 
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SUPER CRICKET 

For more information about this test 
instrument, circle 181 on the Reader 
Service Card. 

Cricket test position. Then press all 
permutator buttons. If no "chirp" 
and no meter indication is noted, 
place the Polarity switch in the op- 
posite position and push the but- 
tons. It will indicate a good tran- 
sistor with a chirp and meter indi- 
cation generally on two buttons. If 
an indication is not obtained the 
device is not inverting a signal and 
it may be open or shorted. 

Out -Of -Circuit Test 

For out - of - circuit parameter 
testing and if the basing is not 
known, make the in - circuit 
Cricket test first to determine 
which two buttons indicate a good 
transistor. Then select the power 
classification of the transistor 
being tested. Depress one of the six 
Cricket test buttons then engage 
the Button Lock to lock the button 
down. Press the gain button and 
read gain on the meter. Release 
the gain button and depress the 
other test button, it too will lock 
down. Press the gain button and 
read the gain on the meter and of 
the two readings taken the highest 
reading will be the proper gain 
reading. The permutator button 
which gave the highest reading 
will provide the proper connec- 
tions, or basing of the transistor. 
The basing can then be made by 
rotating the front panel identifica- 
tion drum to read the basing 
shown by that button number on 
the drum. 

The unit will distinguish a 
transistor from an FET, then de- 

termine all the critical transistor 
parameters of Beta, Icho, Gm, and 
Idss. The parameter test imple- 
ments a new time - saving au- 
tomatic circuit that eliminates the 
need to zero or unity calibrate the 
tester before each gain measure- 
ment. 

A variable volume control lo- 
cated on the back of the unit en- 
ables the user to set the pitch of the 
chirp to his preferred level, or the 
speaker can be shut - off by a 
switch on the front panel of the 
unit. 

Parameter Testing 

Parameter testing of FET's em- 
ploy the same method as for regu- 
lar transistors except that the 
power classification is not disting- 
uished as all FET's are checked at 
zero bias. Fora single gate FET 
merely select the GATE 1 position 
and when checking a dual gate 
FET, you connect the second gate 
lead and test both GATE 1 and 
GATE 2. 

A third position may be selected 
for testing enhancement type 
FET's. 

The transistor analyzer elimi- 
nates the need for printed set - up 
and reference data, but a Transis- 
tor and FET Reference book is in- 
cluded as a back - up guide. The 
book has been simplified to allow 
quick access to the most important 
information about any of over 
19,000 transistors. 

Protection 

Complete protection is provided 
so that the permutator buttons can 
be operated at any time without 
heavy current damage to the 
transistor when it is improperly 
connected. Power for out - of - cir- 
cuit gain testing is only provided 
when the transistor first shows a 
good Cricket test indication. 
Power for the gain test will be 
switched off if a second permutator 
button is depressed while holding 
the gain button depressed. This 
protection system makes the test 
safe. 

General Specifications 

The analyzer has a large 6 - 

inch, 100 µa meter with a full scale 
accuracy of 2%. It measures 93/4 in- 
ches high by 71/2 inches wide by 71/4 

inches deep and weighs 6 lbs. Price 
is $240 ($190 with trade - in). 

More 
chances 
tobe 
right 

Thousands more 
cross references 

Transistor kit 
for foreign sets 

Replacement 
amplifier modules 

All the help you need 
at your authorized distributor 

Tube Products Department 
General Electric Company 
Owensboro, Kentucky 42301 

GENERAL ELECTRIC 
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DID YOU KNOW 
HOT DIP GALVANIZING 
COSTS $0.20 " nd? 

No. 25G Tower 
Section weighs 
40#x 20e =$8.00 

Mfg. Cost 

ROHN's 
No. 20G Tower 
Section weighs 
30#x 20e =$6.00 

Mfg. Cost 

If you are 
purchasing 
towers which 
are not HOT DIP 
GALVANIZED 
your cost should 
be at least $8.00 
or $6.00 less. 

ROHN® 
MANUFACTURING 
DIVISION OF UNARCO 

/NOUS/A/FS /,, 

P.O. BOX 2000 / PEORIA, ILL. 61601 

"Supplying tower needs worldwide 
for over 25 years." 

Regulation of TV... 
continued from page 19 

pair firms would have 
added incentive to hire 
and train competent 
technicians in order to 
reduce the probability of 
prosecution for violation 
of the law. Rigid appren- 
ticeship rules or re- 
quirements that techni- 
cians be graduates of 
"approved" schools 
should be avoided. 

3) Information be 
available to other local 
consumer agencies for 
dissemination to the pub- 
lic if and when repair 
firms are found guilty by 
the consumer agency of 
making fraudulent or 
incompetent repairs. 

4) An explicit state- 
ment that the adminis- 
trator of the agency 
charged with enforce- 
ment should not have 

had any past or have any 
present financial in- 
terest in the particular 
industry being regu- 
lated. 

5) An advisory board 
be established, if desired, 
to give the administrator 
assistance when needed. 
Members of the industry 
and the public should be 
represented on this 
board. A board composed 
of two industry represen- 
tatives and three public 
representatives seems 
workable. The Governor, 
with approval of the 
legislative branch, 
should appoint the board 
members as well as the 
administrator of the 
agency. It should be 
made explicit that the 
board acts only in an ad- 
visory capacity." 

*-9(1i(k(á(k(k(Mle(á(kN[k(k(MM0( 
á(MMM(.k(MMMá(.á(.á(M1nL,M,t 

e: 
BELTRON® The Original TU 
Picture Tube Restorer e e e 

"Don't Be Misled" 
e 

Imitators can make all 
kinds of claims on paper 

"But" 
Performance is what you want! Compare 
results before you buy. 

Ask for a "in your shop" demonstration! 

Over "5" years proven experience to back 
up our performance claims. 

NOW ONLY $29900 

e 

x- 

BELTRON 
System 

Call your local distributor today or write 
APPLEWAY ELECTRONICS 

PICTURE TUBE P.O. Box 284 Parkwater Station 
RESTORER Spokane, WA 99211 

Jj U.S. Pt -14M No. 1.641,391 1' 

*MAr4»»ì':rXwe>gr0Argw>«024>~»r,lwOi0Aw*ek1 
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TECHNICAL DIGEST 

The material used in this section is selected from 
information supplied through the cooperation of the 
respective manufacturers or their agencies. 

GTE SYLVANIA 
Color TV Chassis E04-Solving Tuning Problems 

Step 1 -Substitute the switching panel. If the trouble is 
corrected, check the transistors on the original panel. If the 
problem is not corrected, the trouble is in the tuner or 
pushbutton assembly. Go to Step 2. 

Step 2-Check voltages to the tuner at the switching 
panel terminals, as follows: 

TM4-B+ +24 volts. 
TM3-VHF Switch +24 volts. 
TN3-AGC will vary with signal. 
TM6-Hi-Lo Band Switching, approximately - 24 volts, 

Low - Band. 
TM6-Hi-Lo Band Switching, approximately +24 volts, 

High -Bands 
TL6-Timing voltage, approximately + .5 volts to 

+28 volts VHF, +1.5 volts to +28 volts UHF. 
Suggestion-Using a working set, make a chart of tun- 
ing voltages for all channels received in your area, for 
future trouble shooting reference. If problem is inter- 
mittent, take voltage readings when operating normally 
and then with trouble occuring, and compare. The AGC 
voltage will not be too helpful as a loss of signal or 
drift will change it. If the voltages are OK and do not 
change, the tuner is defective. 
Step 3-If the tuning or switching voltages are not cor- 

rect or change when the problem occurs, one or more of the 
push - button modules are defective. The tuning voltage 
should vary through the ranges listed above as a button is 
tuned over its entire travel. 

A defective P.B. bank can often be located by opening the 
buss wires at the rear edge, one bank at a time. Unsolder 
and slip a strip of cardboard between wires and foil con- 
tacts. When a defective bank is opened, the remaining 
banks will tune OK. 

Make resistance check of the P.B. bank. If the bank is 
opened, the diodes and transistors should be checked. The 
in - circuit check will show a defective diode and switch 
contacts. 

A "sub" bank can be made up by using an extra bank and 
a package of miniature chp leads available at parts houses. 
Cut the clip off of one of the leads and solder leads to the foil 
contacts at the rear of the bank. The U -V jumper wire 
should be cut and a short clip connection installed across, so 
the split U -V bank can be subbed. To use, clip the leads to 
the appropriate buss wires in cluster, in place of a bank that 
has been isolated as above, and tune in the channels. 

A set of extension cables including an IF extension will 
allow the cluster to be placed on the top of the set while 
servicing the unit. 

GENERAL ELECTRIC 
Color TV Chassis C2/CD-920 Khz Beat in Picture 

Effective Jan. 21, 1974 (5A4T) a production change was 
made to eliminate 920 KHz beat from the few sets exhibit- 
ing this condition. A 270 ohm, 1/2w, 5% resistor (3R502) was 
added to the 8CB11 chroma amplifier grid circuit as fol- 
lows: 

The jumper wire from the "low" end of 3L501 copper 
"pad" connected to 3C501 and 3R501 was replaced with 
resistor 3R502, 270 ohm, 1/2 w, 5% (board location M6). 

If you encounter a problem with 920 KHz beat in the 
picture, proceed as follows: 

1) Align the 41.25 MHz and 4.5 MHz traps per service 
manual instructions. 

Kleps 40 
Kleps 30 

Kleps 10 - 20 

Clever Kleps 
Test probes designed by your needs-Push to seize, push 
to release (all Kleps spring loaded). 
Kelps 10. Boathook clamp grips wires, lugs, terminals. 
Accepts banana plug or bare wire lead. 43/4" long. $1.39 
Kleps 20. Same, but 7" long. $1.49 
Kleps 30. Completely flexible. Forked -tongue gripper. Ac- 

cepts banana plug or bare lead. 6" long. $1.79 
Kleps 40. Completely flexible. 3 -segment automatic collet 
firmly grips wire ends, PC -board terminals, connector pins. 
Accepts banana plug or plain wire. 61/4" long. $2.59 
Kleps 1. Economy Kleps for light line work (not lab quality). 
Meshing claws. 41/2" long. $ .99 
Pruf 10. Versatile test prod. Solder connection. Molded 
phenolic. Doubles as scribing tool. 'Bunch" pin fits banana 
jack. Phone tip. 51/2" long. $ .89 
All in red or black - specify. (Add 50O postage and handling). 
Write for complete catalog of - test probes, plugs, sockets, 
connectors, earphones, headsets, miniature components. 

Available through your local 
edistributor, or write to: 
RYE INDUSTRIES INC. 

ND , p 129 Spencer Place, Mamaroneck, N.Y. 10543 
In Canada: Rye Industries (Canada) Ltd. 

...for more details circle 127 on Reader Service Card 

Kleps 1 

Hundreds to choose 
from -all major makes 

inclu full line of Zenith 
. 

ding purpose, exact r General 
pla 

universal replacement, and color assort eet, b/w' m 
individual 

pieces. 

Send literature 
with details and name of nearest Distributor. Name...., 

Company............ 
Address........ "' . 

. 758-D 

ONEIDA ELECTRONIC MFG,INC. 
Meadville, Pa, 16335 
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2) If trap alignment does not cure the problem, replace 
the 8CB11 tube. It may be necessary to try two or three new 
8 CB11 tubes before deciding that this is not the problem. 

3) If the trap alignment plus a new 8CB11 tube fails to 
correct the problem, add the new resistor 3R502 as ex- 
plained above. 

4) Following the addition of the resistor, realign the 
chroma overall as shown in the service manual instruc- 
tions. 

MAGNAVOX 
Color Tv Chassis 1960/1984 - Snow, No Picture 

TV Models ME5050, 5056, and 5064 use the 340248-1 
UHF tuner with the T960 B/W chassis. The oscillator trans- 
istor in the UHF tuner may be subject to failure depending 
on the source of the UHF tuner B+ voltage. Service Manual 
7337 correctly shows the B+ source obtained from the 135 v 
supply through a 13 K dropping resistor, R504, on the main 
PC board. Some of these models omitted resistor R504 and 
obtained the UHF tuner B+ voltage directly from the chas- 
sis' 13 v source. The UHF tuners using the 12 v source for 
their B+ are the ones subject to failure. To correct this 
condition, rewire the UHF tuner B+ per the Service Man- 
ual. Resistor R504 is a 2 watt metal film resistor and must 
be Magnavox part number 230192-1335 or equivalent. Re- 
wiring instructions will accompany replacement tuners. 

B/W models ME5110 and 5111 use the 340238-1 UHF 
tuner and the T984 chassis. Some of these UHF tuners also 
were connected to the 12 v source. The same possibility of 
failure exists here as with the T960 chassis. Service Man- 
ual 7345 correctly shows the UHF tuner B+ source ob- 
tained from the 135 v supply through a 15K dropping resis- 
tor, R202. R202 is located on the VHF tuner wafer switch. 
To correct the wiring, rewire the UHF tuner B+ voltage per 
the Service Manual. R202 is a 2 watt metal film resistor 

and must be Magnavox part number 230192-1539 or equi- 
valent. Rewiring instructions will accompany replacement 
tuners. 

ZENITH 
Color TV Chassis 17/19EC45-Video Circuits-Minimize Brightness Drift 

Normal temperature increases during warmup could re- 
sult in a slight brightness drift in some 17 V and 19 V 
receivers. A modification to the 9 - 88 module was made 
which created the new interchangeable 9 - 88 - 01 module, 
associated with the 121 - 744 second video amplifier tran- 
sistor stage. Most of the drift was caused by a normal 
change in the internal bias of this transistor and could 
result in a slight increase in brightness as the receiver 
warmed up. The changes on this module are shown in the 
illustration. Negative DC feedback is provided by the 12 K 
and the 3.9 K resistors in the collector to emitter path. In 
addition, a diode was added in series to compensate for the 
internal bias drift of the second video stage. Since these 
changes reduced the DC coupling of the video system, an 
additional change was made in the input circuit to restore 
the system to its original value. The transistor was also 
changed to a higher Beta device to further minimize any 
dependence of drift due to power supply voltage change 
with temperature. 

Color TV Chassis 17/19EC45-Hiss In Sound 

New audio circuitry in current receivers was designed to 
achieve greater "presence" in the sound system for porta- 
bles. However, it was found that in some signal conditions 
an excessive amount of hiss was present. The audio cir- 
cuitry was modified by the addition of a single .0068 mfd 
capacitor in parallel with the .0033 mfd capacitor shown in 
the illustration. This will reduce the hiss under poor signal 
conditions. 

More for your money - $199.00* - than any other 
Color Bar/ Pattern Generator 
Superpulse - Provides a big, fat square pulse 
for easy CRO tracing in the set, and a white 
window pattern for quick checks of g ray -scale 
tracking, smearing, and ringing right on the 
TV screen. 

The RCA WR -515A 
offers time and money- 
saving returns in fast 
diagnosis and adjust- 
ment in both home TV or 
commercial/industrial 
broadcast installations, 
including.VTR's and 
video monitors. More 
details at any of tfi'e more 
than 1,000 RCA Dis- 
tributors worldwide. Or, 
write: RCA Electronic In- 
strument Headquarters, 
415 S. Fifth Street, 
Harrison, N.J. 07029. 
Specialists demand the best tools of their trade. 

Bar Marker - Identifies 
color bars, 3, 6,9-a"must" 
on overscanned sets. 

IF Output - at 45.75 MHz for 
troubleshooting in mixer 
and IF stages. Excellent for 
servicing "modular" solid- 
state sets. 

WR -515A 

CHROMA 

SUPER- 
PULSE COUR BLANK UNES DOTS Yì VERT -3 11.10AZ3 

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111- 

MARKER SUN feueRS =15.75 Me 

MASTER 
C7R OZAR 
GENERATOR 

SUPERFULSE 
SYNC 

RC,' 

'Optional Price 

Electronic 
Instruments 

Video Output = 2 volts, 
max. "+" and "-" at 75 ohms 
for commercial/industrial 
closed-circuit TV. 

75- and 300 -Ohms Output- 
at bothRFand IF. Snap -on 
BNC heads for fast 
impedance changes. RF 
works into MATV, CATV 
systems. 

100% Digital ICs - Computer -type counters need no 
adjustments - ever! Patterns stay locked -in. 
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A flätfl MEN 

OFFER YOU CAN'T 
AFFORD 

TO TURN DOWN! 

Give us an 
MAW 
order (any size) 

and then 
select, FREE, 
any one of 
Finco's 
over 200 
MAN/CATV 
products. 
Write today for our 
master catalog book 
No.20-554, which is 
also free when 
requested on your 
company letterhead. 

Write Dept. 
ETD 4-75 

This offer expires June 30, 1975. 

This offer is limited to 1 order per cus- 
tomer. Restricted to products manufac- 
tured by Finco. (We reserve the right to 
discontinue this offer without notice.) 

The Champion of all Independent Electronic Service 

The FINNEY Co. 
34 West Interstate Street 

Bedford. Ohio 44146 

NEW PRODUCTS 

STORAGE WALL 166 
A storage wall with "high - 

strength" drawers to withstand heavy 
loads or rough treatment is introduced 
by Hallowell Division, Standard Pres- 
sed Steel Co. The 1100 Series Storage 
Wall also features a slot - and - rib 
arrangement in the drawer that locks 
dimpled drawer dividers into place, 
preventing them from being dis- 
lodged. The drawers are strengthened 
by double - wall drawer side construc- 
tion, giving them additional rigidity. 

The storage wall comes in models con- 
taining 12, 14, 16, 18, 24, 28 and 32 
drawers, 11 or 17 inches deep. The 
drawers are available in sizes 2% - in- 
ches or 13/a - inches high and can be 51/4 

inches or 8 inches wide. 

SOLDERING IRON TIP CLEANER 167 
Instant cleaning of soldering iron 

tips is assured with RE - TIP from GC 
Electronics. The RE - TIP Base and 
Cartridge, No. 9482, has a self - adhe- 
sive bottom for adhering to the work- 

shop bench and other surfaces. The 
cleaner is simple and easy - to - use. 

r 

A Platt tool case 
won't fall apart 

at the seams 
because there 
are no seams. 

No. 600T Patent 
pending 

In a 5 -year period, with most other 
tool cases, you'll go through about 
3 pallets. 

The reason? Since the pockets on 
conventional pallets are stitched and 
riveted, they eventually tear loose at the 
seams. The pockets on a Platt pallet 
are molded without any seams, stitches 
or rivets to form a one-piece unit. 
They are practically indestructable. 

The case itself is that same rugged 
one-piece molded construction. It's 
made of tough, lightweight, ABS 
Thermoplastic. 

And besides being stronger than 
other cases, a Platt tool case is 
much lighter. 

Also on a Platt tool case there's an 
aluminum rim for extra strength. 

A heavy-duty, steel core handle. 
And positive closure drawbolt locks. 
A Platt tool case is as practical as it 

is strong. There are compartments for 
extra tools and equipment and 
multiple lid pockets for papers and 
order books. 

To sum up a Platt tool case: Strong, 
lightweight, practical, good looking, 
plus a 5 -year guarantee on the case 
and pallets. 

It all equals an unequalled tool case. 

L LUGGAGE 
2301 S. Prairie Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60616 
(312) 225-6670 

D Enclosed is my order for tool 
cases. 
Prices: 1 to 5 tool cases. $56.50 

6 to 24 tool cases. $51.50 et 
Enclose check and we pay the freight. 

Please send me more information on tool 
case. 

Name 

Firm 

Address 

City 

D 

State Sip 

See us at the NEWCOM Show Booth DE/52. 
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TV and FM ANTENNAS 
AND ELECTRONICS 

MR. DEALER - Return this ad with your 
letterhead for a FREE DEALER 
BONUS COUPON, CATALOG and the 
name of your nearest ACA distributor. 

Mail to: P.O. Box 865, Burlington, IA 52601 
Phone: 319-753-1625 

Visit us at the Las Vegas Hilton 
Hospitality Suites 2903 and 2904 Booths G-43 and G-45 
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IS TIP 

QUICK CHARGE 
CORDLESS SOLDERING IRON 
Recharges in 1/3rd the time 
of any other cordless iron. 
Our original `Iso-Tip' had all the features that people 
need: complete portability; soldering heat in 5 seconds; up 
to 125 electronic joints or more per charge; battery oper- 
ated to eliminate AC leakage and the need for grounding; 
and "lock off" switch to prevent accidental heating. Com- 
plete with separate 'drop in' recharging stand. 
We use premium quality nickel cadmium batteries 
that recharge in 1/3 the time of our standard 
iron - one to two hours for a partially discharged 
unit, four and a half hours for completely dis- 
charged battery. It still gives tip performance up 
to 50 watts and over 700° temperature. 
So don't think of our new orange "Quick Charge" 
cordless soldering iron as a better iron. It's already 
the best. It's just three times faster. 

WAHL CLIPPER CORPORATION 
Sterling, Illinois 61081.815-625-6525 

"Manufacturing Excellence Since 1919" 

newcom'75 
Booth F-46 
Grand Stand Exhibit Area. 

Merely insert hot iron tip into cleaner 
and then withdraw - all contamin- 
ants are instantly removed. It will 
clean tips up to 1/4 - inch in diameter, 
preventing contaminated solder joints 
and prolonging tip life. 

TV SERVICE TABLE 168 
A completely newly designed TV 

service table that makes it easy to 
move TV chassis around the shop is 
now available from RCA Parts and 
Accessories. This handy roll - around 
utility table is 35 inches tall, to match 
the heights of most service benches. Its 
top shelf - constructed of 20 gauge 
sheet metal, and insulated with Vs inch 
tempered masonite panel - offers 
nearly four square feet of work sur- 

face. The convertible bottom shelf can 
be installed with a flat surface, or in- 
verted for use with its 1% inch lip to 
prevent small parts and tools from 
falling off. Constructed of 20 gauge 
rustproof steel, the table is coated with 
blue enamel paint, baked on for years 
of hard usage. Two of its four three 
inch rugged plastic casters are equip- 
ped with push - down brakes to pre- 
vent rolling. Although shipped dis- 
mantled, the service table can be eas- 
ily and quickly assembled. 

CRT ANALYZER/REJUVENATOR 169 
Hickok's Model 265 CRT An- 

alyzer/Rejuvenator is a lightweight, 
portable service instrument capable of 
completely testing and rejuvenating 
all B/W or color TV picture tubes in- 
cluding the new in - line types. The 
instrument is designed with simp- 
lified meter scales and controls for use 
in the home or on the bench and comes 
complete with 3 individual socket as- 
semblies. Simplified set - up of the G1 
control and automatic set - up of the 
G2 control reduces service time. The 
sensitive tracking test assures proper 
gray scale tracking. A single 10 - posi- 
tion function switch controls the 
shorts, opens, emissions, and tracking 
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tests, as well as the three rejuvenating 
levels. The instrument also incorpo- 
rates a unique filament protection cir- 
cuit to prevent - accidental CRT fila- 
ment burnouts. All solid - state cir- 
cuitry with glass - epoxy PC boards 
assures long service life. 

CRT TESTER AND RESTORER 170 
Sencore, Inc., has announced a com- 

bination CRT tester and restorer that 
is designed to test the operating circuit 
potentials as well. The Model CR31 
Super Mack is four testers in one. It is 
a complete CRT tester with automatic 
tracking tests. It comes complete with 
15 plug - in sockets contained in the 
cover of the instrument and allows 
testing of the latest GE and Magnavox 
in - lines. The instrument is an au- 
tomatic CRT rejuvenator for those 
color tubes that need a small amount 
of current drawn from the cathode to 
obtain tracking. It is also an automatic 
CRT restorer with timed circuits. A 

button is simply pushed and the timer 
restores three times automatically. 
The time is adjustable, but is preset at 
the factory according to CRT require- 
ments. A manual position is provided 
if a technician decides he wishes to 
take the restoration into his own 
hands on harder to rejuvenate CRTs. 
The CRT tester and rejuvenator is a 
circuit parameter tester with 
built - in focus voltage probe and sec- 
ond anode 50 kv adapter to measure 
the high voltage used in the latest TV 
receiver. The line voltage and fila- 
ment voltages are measured inter- 
nally to be sure that these external 
voltages aren't the cause of the prob- 

lem rather than the CRT. The Super 
Mack is priced at $395.00, but carries 
a $75.00 trade - in, thus lowering the 
effective selling price. 

SOLDERING STATION 171 
The Hexacon Electric Co. announces 

a new concept in a variable tempera- 
ture soldering station called "Dial - a - 

Temp." The soldering station permits 
infinitely variable temperature selec- 
tion from 350° F to 950° F by simple 
dialing. It has an isolated, low voltage 
power input and a new grounding fea- 
ture which elimates voltage leakages 
which might damage sensitive com- 
ponents. The unit has an On/Off 
switch with indicator light. The heat 

guard holder and the tip cleaning 
sponge and tray are combined in one 
compact unit. Standard long - life 
plated plug tips are used with the unit. 
Two standard models are available. 
Catalog No. 1520 using 3/16 inch tips 
and Catalog No. 1524 using 1/4 inch 
tips. 

Get free luggage 
...on the QT 
RCA QT Exact Replacement Parts 

Buy any RCA replacements parts QT package now` and we'll give you a 
bonus - free luggage. With our DP175 package of most needed "Quick 
Turnover" parts, for example, you'll get a piece of Biscayne soft luggage valued 
at $42.50 manufacturer's suggested retail price. Free. 

Chances are you'd order our QT package anyway. It puts the most 
frequently used parts right at your fingertips. And combined with the QT rack 
that's also available, you can streamline your inventory control. Cut re- 
ordering time. Give faster customer service. 
And eliminate inventory risk. 

Get in touch with your nearest 
participating RCA Parts Distributor 
and he'll show you which free luggage 
goes with which QT package. Or 
contact RCA Parts and Accessories, 
P.O. Box 100, Deptford, N.J. 08096. 

"Offer expires June 30, 1975 

RC,' Parts and 
Accessories 
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TI LT: 

Coaxial cable losses differ in 
various frequencies, the higher the 
frequency, the greater loss. The 
MA -220 Tilt Attenuator compensates 
for a 9 dB tilt between 50 and 
890 MHz permitting maximum 
amplifier performance. Durable 
aluminum die-cast housing, non- 
corrosive stainless steel back 
for indoor/outdoor use., 

From RMS, 
maker of the 
"Non-Corrodables" 

Systems 

RMS ELECTRONICS, INC. 
50 Antin Place, Bronx, N.Y. 10462 
Tel. (212) 892-6700 
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SEND FOR OUR BIG 

FREE 

CATALOG 
FOR DEALERS ONLY! 

We do not sell the consumer! 

Save on 
thousands of audio, 
and electronic parts, 

test equipment and accessories. 

IEC - MULLARD 

SSc 
MINIMUM 10 

POPULAR 6GH8 
ORDER No. X 114 

E 

SEND CHECK WITH 
ORDER - WE PAY 
SHIPPING CHARGE 

QUALITONE INDUSTRIES, INC. 
17 Columbus Avenue, Tuckahoe, N.Y. 10707 
Please send FREE Catalog to: 

Name 

Company 

Address 

City State/Zip 

DEALER SHOWCASE 

PARABOLIC REFLECTOR 172 
Sony Superscope, Inc., announces 

the addition of a portable parabolic re- 
flector to the roster of Sony recording 
equipment. The Model PBR-400 has 
been designed to pick up high quality 
sound from a distance. Depending on 
climatic conditions and surroundings 

the reflector has an effective recording 
range of up to several hundred yards. 
It will improve the sound sensitivity of 
most omni - directional microphones 
10 to 20 dB over rated sensitivity. 
Weighing less than three pounds the 
unit is hand operable, through it 
comes with a stand adaptor for tripod 
use. Angle of acceptance for this re- 
cording aid is approximately 26 de- 
grees. Included with the reflector are a 
microphone stand adaptor, stand 
adaptor for tripod, and hard vinyl 
coated carrying case with shoulder 
strap and internal accessory pouch. 
Price is $79.95. 

CB BASE STATION 173 
The E. F. Johnson Co. has unveiled 

its latest development in citizens band 
communications, the "Messenger 
132," which extends the radio- 
telephone operating concept to base 
station use. The base station model of- 
fers all the advantages of handset de- 
sign, including the option of private 
listening. If the user selects, the 
speaker is automatically silenced 

when he lifts the handset to permit 
listening without disturbing others. 
The handset also provides increased 
clarity under noisy conditions. When 
group listening is desired, a switch on 
the front panel provides simultaneous 
handset and loudspeaker operation. 
Also featured on the unit is an illumi- 
nated meter that indicates received 
signal strength as well as relative RF 
power output. A PA function allows 
paging when the radio is used with a 
remote speaker. With the PA switch in 
the "on" position, the radio can be used 
for remote listening of incoming radio 
calls. The unit is equipped with all 23 
CB channels and has a back - lighted 
channel selector that changes from 
white to red when the radio is in the 
transmit mode. 

RADIO PAGER 174 
Motorola Communications and 

Electronics, Inc., has introduced a new 
lowband METRO - PAGEBOY binary 
digital radio pager. Using hybrid 
technology consisting of monolithic 
integrated circuits, the new radio 
pager is said to be the smallest and 
lightest highspeed, high - capacity, 
city - wide pager available. Its binary 
digital characteristics make possible 
the placing of 100,000 pagers on a 

5 
ï. 

.411616. 
single system terminal versus the ap- 
proximate 30,000 units possible before 
this new technology was developed. A 
major user benefit of the pager is its 
dual address or function capability. 
This allows the user to receive two dif- 
ferent alert tones: one, a pulsating 
beep might indicate "call the office"; 
the other, a steady tone could indicate 
"call your home." This feature allows 
the user the advantage of maintaining 
two bases of operation at the same 
time and never be confused as to who 
wants him at a particular time. 
Another feature called "Mem - O - 

Lert" provides the ability of deferring 
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TAB ALL -IN -ONE SCHEMATIC I SERVICING MANUALS 

FOR COLOR and B & W TV, RADIOS and HI-FI 
PHIL 

SYLVA 
MO 

Here is complete service data, including full-size athematic diagrams, waveforms, setup and align- 
ment instructions, field modification changes, trouble case histories, etc., for the most popular 
name -brand TV receivers. Each manual contains everything needed to service all models of the 
brands covered, including full -sise schematic diagrams for every model year. In addition, each 
manual has something special to offer in the way of unique or improved trouble -finding tech- 
niques or in other informative material related to TV servicing in general. Most manuals have 
parts lists included. All are 81/," a 11", 196 or more pages, including schematic diagram foldout. 
EACH MANUAL PRICED AT $7.95 IN LONG -LIFE LEATHERETTE, $4.95 IN PAPERBACK, UN- 
LESS OTHERWISE NOTED. 

COLOR TV MANUALS 
SERVICING THE NEW MODULAR COLOR TV 
RECEIVERS VOL. 1. RCA CTC 48. Motorola 
Quasar CTV7&8, Philco B -Line 3CS and 3CY 
(90&91). Covers service, alignment, setup, and 

adjustment for latest modelsp. 176 pps., with 18- Pe foldout No. 662 Sn. ERVICING THE NEW MODULARder COLOR TV 
RECEIVERS Vol. 2. General Electric MA & JA 
chassis, Magnavox T979, Packard -Bell CTS -38 & 
42, Zenith 25DC-57 & 58. Covers service, align- 
ment, setup, adjustment for these solid-state sets, 
plus special section on troubleshooting IO circuit- 
ry. 178 pps., with 6 full-size schematics in big 
18 -page foldout section. Order No, 663 
ADMIRAL Vol. 1. Covers chassis Dll to 12G13, 
incl. K 10hybrid. 196 pps., incl. 36 -page foldout 
with 12 schematics. 

Order No. 545-$8.95 Leatherette; $5.95 Paper 
ADMIRAL Vol. 2. Covers modular M20, K16 
through K20, and basic 930 chassis. 196 pps., 
Piel. 36 -page foldout with 11 schematic diagrams. 
Cross referenced to Emerson and Montgomery Ward 
sets. Order No. 641 
AIRLINE (for Montgomery Ward/Airline models). 
Covers modular chassis, 3M20, 20M20, & M25; 
hybrids 3K19, 20K19, 21K19, 201(17, 21K- 
17. 221(18, 231(18, 241(18. T7K10, 1111{10. 
T20K10, T21K10, 1221(10 123K10, 124K10, 
T25K10, GEN -12743. and GEN -12973. Includes 
service notes and parts lists. 196 pps., incl. 36 - 
page foldout with 12 full-size schematics. 

Order No. 741-$8.95 Leatherette; $5.95 Paper 
EMERSON See Admiral Vol. 2. 
GENERAL ELECTRIC Vol. 1. Covers all chassis 
from CA to KE, incl. HB and HI Porta -Color. 
196 pps., incl. 36 -page foldout with 12 full-size 
schematic diagrams. 

Order No. 536-$8.95 Leatherette; $5.95 Paper 
GENERAL ELECTRIC Vol. 2. Covers solid-state 
JA, H-2, H-3, H-4, N-1, N-2, KE-11, C-2, L-2, 
and L -T2 chassis. 212 pps., incl. 36 -page foldout 
with 10 full-size schematic diagrams. Order No. 609 
JAPANESE Vol. 1. Covers 12 models, SONY 
KV -1200U; KV -1220U; KV-7010UA; KV - 
9000U; SHARP CN -32T; ON -621; CT -51P; CU - 
50P; CY-61P; C2010 2030; C6010, 8010, 
9310; MIDLAND 15-214, 212 pps., incl. 36-Pg. 
foldout with 12 full-size schematic diagrams. 

Order No. 560 
JAPANESE Vol. 2. Covers 17 models. PANA- 
SONIC CT -25; CT -65; CT -95; CT -97; CT -98; 
CI' -99; HITACHI CFA 450, 460; CNU-870, 
880, 8911; CSU -690; DELMONICO 7208; 7300; 
7408: 7438; 7500; cross-referenced to BRAD- 
FORD, PENNCREST & SINGER. Incl. parts list. 
212 ups., incl. 36 -page foldout with 12 sche- 
matic diagrams. Order No. 578 
JAPANESE Vol. 3. Covers 16 models, HITACHI 
SWU-220; CTU-970; CU -100; CWU-220. CQ 
Chassis; CRX; CR -350; CORONADO 611; 15000; 
T5002; 9K18; 10K18; SANYO 31035; 51C - 
51R; 91057; 91057R. Includes parts lists. 228 
ppa., incl. 36 -page foldout. Order No. 684 
JAPANESE Vol. 4. Covers 26 models, SHARP 
C-922; C-1227; C-1321; C-1517; 41723; C- 
1724; C-1725; C-1921; 0-1923; C-1925; C- 
1926; C-2011; 42031; C-9311: MGA (MIT- 
SUBISHI) CS -130; CS -170; CS -195; CS -197; 
MIDLAND 15-212; 15-213; 15-215: 15-225; 
15-228: 15-229; 15-239. Includes parts lists. 
212 pps.. incl. 36 -page foldout. 

Order No. 692-$8.95 Leatherette; $5.95 Paper 
JAPANESE Vol. 5. Covers 9 models. SONY 
KV -1201; KV -1212; KV -1500; KV -1510; KV - 
1710; KV -1720; KV -1722: KV -1730R; KV - 
5000. 196 pps., incl. 36 -page foldout. 

Order No. 700-$8,95 Leatherette; $5.95 Paper 
MAGNAVOX Vol. 1. Covers all chassis from Series 
37 to T940. 196 pps., incl. 36 -page foldout with 
12 full-size schematics. Order No. 526 
MAGNAVOX Vol. 2. Covers all chassis from T950 
to T962. 196 pps., incl. 36 -page foldout with 9 
full-size schematics. Order No. 589 
MOTOROLA Vol. 1. Covers all chassis from TS - 
907 to TS -924 including all transistor TS -915- 
919. 178 pps., incl. 18 -page foldout with 6 full- 
size schematic diagrams. Order No. 509 
MOTOROLA Vol. 2. Covers all chassis from TS -929 
to TS -938, including remote control systems. Also 
additional information on TS -915-919. 196 pps.. 
incl. 36 -page foldout with 9 schematics. 

Order No, 584-$8.95 Leatherette; $5.95 Paper 
PHILCO. Covers all chassis from 15M90-91 to 
20QT87-90. 196 pps., incl. 36 -page foldout with 
12 schematics. 

Order No. 522-$8.95 Leatherette; $5.95 Paper 
RCA Vol. 1. Covers all chassis from CTC12 to 
CTC40. 212 pps.. incl. 36 -page foldout with 12 
full-size schematics. 

Order No. 496-58.95 Leatherette; $5.95 Paper 

RCA Vol. 2. Covers all chassis from CTC39X to 
CTC55. 212 pos., incl. 36 -page foldout with 12 
schematic diagrams. Includes parts list. 

Order No. 578-$8.95 Leatherette; $5.95 Paper 
RCA Vol. 3. Covers all chassis from CTC48 to 
CTC60. 196 pps., incl. 36 -page foldout with 12 
full-size schematics. Includes parts list. 

Order No. 720-$8,95 Leatherette; $5.95 Paper 
RCA Vol. 4. Covers all chassis from CTC55 to 
CTC71. 196 pps., incl. 36 -page foldout with 12 
full-size schematics. Includes parts list. 

Order No. 721-58.95 Leatherette; $5.95 Paper 
SEARS. Covers Ultra models 4059: 4064; 4072; 
4195, 6. & 7; 4369; 4374, 5, 6, 7, 8. & 9: 
435(1:3 & 13. Medalist models 4360, 61, 62, 63. 
67, 71, 76, & 77; 4380, 1, & 2; 43801, 11, & 
12: 43806, 16, & 26. Hybrid models 4091 & 5; 
4111; 4124, 5, 6, 7, & 8; 4314, 5, 6, & 7; 
4320, 1, & 2; 4326; 4329; 4330, 1, 2, 3, 4, 
5. & 6; 4350 & 2; 4358 & 9; 41103; 41682; 
41881; 43146, 56, 66, & 76; 43266; 43511, 
31, 41, 51 & 61. Includes parts lists. 228 
pps.. incl. 36 -page foldout with 12 full-size sche- 
matic, 

Order No. 740-$8.95 Leatherette; $5.95 Paper 
SYLVANIA Vol. 1 Covers all chassis from 576 
to solid -s.Pte E01. 196 Pos., incl. 36 -page foldout 
with 12 .«hematics. 

Order No. 539-$8.95 Leatherette; $5.95 Paper 
SYLVANIA Vol, 2. Covers latest D14. D15 
through 1)19, plus new solid-state E02 and up- 
dated E01 chassis, 212 pps., incl. 36 -page foldout 
with 8 full-size schematic diagrams. Order No. 618 
TOSHIBA. Covers 24 models, 0721: 0721BM 
)'742; C742C; 0924; C924B31; 0932; C933 
('942; C942C: C094; C0940; C335; C335C 
('OA: C7A; C8A; C501S; C802WR; C811S 
C812WD; C912B; C927; C321, Includes parts 
lists. 160 pus.. plus 36 -page foldout including 12 
full-size schematic diagrams. 

Order No. 760-58.95 Leatherette; $5.95 Paper 
Zenith Vol. 1. Covers all chassis from 14Z8C50 
to 27KC20. 196 pps., incl. 36 -page foldout with 
12 full-size schematic diagrams. Order No. 502 
Zenith Vol. 2. Covers all chassis from 12Á8C14 
through 4B25C19 and 40BC50. 196 pps.. incl. 
36 -page foldout with 12 full-size schematic dia- 
grams. Order No. 562 
Zenith Vol. 3. Covers over 23 different chassis 
designations. 14DC14, 15, 15Z, 16, 16Z, 14- 
0014 (& up) ; 18CC27, 29 & 30: 19DC11 & 
12; 19DC19Z, & 20; 20CC50 & 50Z: 23DC14: 
25CC25. 50 & 55; 25DC56 & 57: the brand 
new 1974 17-19E045; 25EC58 series just re- 
leased. 180 ppa.. incl. 36 -page schematic fold- 
out. Order No. 668 

BLACK & WHITE TV MANUALS 
ADMIRAL. Covers 18 different chassis designa- 
tions, from C to K series, including NA1-IA solid 
state. 160 pps., plus 36 -page foldout with 12 
complete schematic diagrams. Order No. 569 
GENERAL ELECTRIC. Covers 25 basic chassis 
designations, from Series AA to V-2. 160 pps., 
plus 36 -page foldout with 16 complete schematic 
diagrams. Order No. 558 
JAPANESE. Covers 77 models, HITACHI 1A-50 
to TWU65; PANASONIC TR -41B to TWU-65; 
SHARP SQ65P to 58D, 212 pps. incl. 36 -page 
foldout with schematic diagrams. Order No. 602 

MAGNAVOX. Covers all chassis designations 
from Series 36 to T946 -including the latest 
all -transistor models. 160 pps., plus 36 -page fold- 
out with 13 complete schematics. Order No. 672 
MOTOROLA. Covers all chassis designations, 
from TS -454 through TS -613. 160 pps., plus 36 - 
page foldout with 15 schematic diagrams. 

Order No. 594 
PHILCO. Covers 42 different chassis designations. 
from 15G20 to 20V35 ("N" through "T" line). 
160 pps., plus 36 -page foldout with 24 com- 
plete schematic diagrams. Order No. 564 
HCA. Covers 33 different chassis designations, from 
KCS136 to KCS178. 176 pps., plus 36 -page fold- 
out with 16 schematic diagrams. Order No. 549 
SYLVANIA, Covers 22 different chassis designa- 
tions from A01 through B14. also 572 through 
598 chassis. 160 pps., plus 36 -page foldout with 
22 full-size schematic diagrams. Order No. 589 
ZENITH. Covers 55 different chassis designations, 
from 13Al2 to 14M23 and 1M30120 to 1122- 
B55. 160 pos., plus 36 -page foldout with 19 
complete schematic diagrams. Order No. 552 

SPECIAL SCHEMATIC/SERVICING MANUALS 

TV TUNER SCHEMATIC, SERVICING MANU- 
AL. A one source guide to all the info you need 
to adjust and repair ANY VHF or UHF TV 
tuner . . from the tube -type turrets to modern 
varactor tuners. Save time, trouble & money by 
repairing those tuners in your own shop! Tuner re- 
pairs are typically Quite simple and straight- 
forward -and capable of being effected in the 
average shop with ordinary tools and skills -with 
the aid of this complete guide which alphabetical- 
ly, brand by brand, describes the principles of rep- 
resentative tuners, their theory of operation, and 
otters special service tips, helpful diagrams, align- 
ment procedures. trap coil adjustments, "ideal" 
waveform photos, selected test points, and even 
complete schematic diagrams for every conceivable 
type of tuner -including the lastest varactor veri- 
ties. A very comprehensive Appendix contains 
manufacturer's service hints, special notes, and 
other helpful data. Brands covered are: Admiral. 
General Electric, Magnavox, Motorola, Philco- 
Ford. RCA, Sony, Sylvania. Zenith, 224 pps., 
hundreds of schematic and illus. 
Order No. 696-59.95 Leatherette; $6.95 paper 
JAPANESE CONSUMER ELECTRONICS 
SCHEMATIC -SERVICING MANUAL. A wealth 
..f circuit diagrams for 89 models representing 
even manufacturers-JVC, Lloyd's, Midland, 

Panasonic, Sanyo, Sharp, and Toshiba. This vast 
selection of schematics covers AM radios, clock 
radios, AM -FM receivers, FM stereo sets, multi - 
band receivers. radio & tape player combinations, 
cassette recorders, phonographs, and TV receivers: 
a one -stop source of schematics for the models 
every enterprising technician faces almost every 
day. Useful information includes: transistor and 
It' cross reference, tips, on recorder -player servic- 
ing, troubleshooting and alignment help for AM - 
FM and FM stereo receivers, and several trouble- 
shooting charts listing general problems and their 
causes. 196 ppa., including 36 -page schematic 
foldout section. 
Order No. 732-$8.95 Leatherette; $5.85 Paper 
JAPANESE RADIO, RECORD á TAPE PLAY- 
ER SERVICE MANUAL. Sourcebook for schema- 
tics, alignment data, service tips on a wide range 
of import models of record players, multiband ra- 
dios, cassette tape players, and 8 -track cartridge 
tape players. Covers popular import brands such 
as Craig, Gambles, Hitachi, JVC, Lafayette, Mid- 
land. Montgomery Ward, Panasonic, Sharp, Mas- 
terwork, Realistic, and others. 228 pps., includ- 
ing schematic diagram foldout. 
Order No. 642-$9.95 Leatherette; $6.95 Paper 
HOW TO REPAIR SOLID-STATE IMPORTS. 
Among this vast collection of nearly 100 hard -to - 
find schematics you'll find such names as Allied, 
Lloyd's, Panasonic, Crown, Midland, Penncrest, 
Toshiba. and Matsushita. representing the major 
foreign -made chassis distributed in the U.S. And 
to help you find replacement parts, there is a 
list of importers and distributors of Japanese con- 
sumer products. There's also a chapter to help you 
alien a schematic isn't available. 160 pps., plus 
24 -page foldout section. Order No. 532 
SERVICING ELECTRONIC ORGANS, Here's 
your "ticket" to the exciting and rapidly growing 
field of electronic organ service and repair, cover- 
ing the most popular instruments in use today: 
Artisan. Baldwin, Conn, Gulbransen, Hammond, 
Lowrey, Magnavox, Rodgers, Thomas, etc. This 
carefully planned schematic service manual clearly 
explains how the various electronic circuits work 
-tone-generating, keying. "voicing," and special 
effects systems, etc. A special feature of this 
manual is the :36 -page foldout section which con- 
tains numerous organ schematic diagrams. 160 
pps.. plus 36 -page foldout. section. Leatherette cover 
only. Order No. 503 

These Complete Schematic/Servicing Manuals Available on 10 -Day Free Trial! 

TAB BOOKS, Blue Ridge Summit, Pa. 17214 
Please send me the Schematic/Servicing Manuals indicated below. I understand you fully guarantee 
your Manuals, and that I may return them in 10 days for immediate refund or cancellation of invoice. 

I enclose $ Please send postpaid. D Please send on 10 -Day FREE trial. 
D Please send C.O.D. (Please specify paperbound or leatherette.) 
Order No. Order No. Order No. Order No. Order No. Order No. Order No. 

Name 

Company Phone 

Address 

City State Zip .. 
(Paid orders shipped prepaid. Pa. resident add 6% Sales Tax. Outside USA 10% extra.) ET -35 
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a page when desired. If the pdger user 
does not wish to be paged, he can move 
his "three - position" switch on the top 
of the pager to the middle or "Mem - O - 

Lert" position and all incoming pages 
will be automatically stored uhtil he 
moves the switch back to the "on" posi- 
tion. The radio pager provides a call 
rate of one call every one - fifth of a 
second. 

PASSIVE INFRARED DETECTOR 175 

Mountain West Alarm Supply Co., 
announced a new burglar alarm detec- 
tion system that uses the latest pas- 
sive infrared detection principle, vir- 
tually eliminating false alarms while 
providing positive detection of moving 
human intruders. Designated the R7 
BiSpy, this passive device emits no 
radiation but simply monitdrs the in- 
frared energy in the protected area 
and responds to moving human 
targets. On alarm an output relay op- 
erates to sound the alarm. Two detec- 
tor - amplifier networks operate into a 
summing gate. The gate produces an 
alarm only when both detectors locate 
a moving intruder. Since all building 
materials form a barrier to infrared, 
the area covered is precisely defined. It 
will cover an area 25 feet by 25 feet or a 
narrow - field area 80 feet long by 3 

feet wide. Each unit is powered by 12 
volts AC or DC at 100 ma. Recharge- 
able DC standby power pack is in- 
cluded. Price is $328. 

MOTION DETECTOR 176 
The ULTRASON Motion Detector 

from Master Lock Co., senses the in- 
stant anyone enters a protected area 
and sets off a shrill, pulsating shriek 
at remote plug - in "Satellite" alarms. 
Requiring no wire runs or other tech- 
nical installation, the detector simply 
plugs into any 120 volt outlet. Ul- 
trasonic waves flood the room guard- 
ing vulnerable areas against burglars 
and other unwanted intruders. No 
alarm sounds at the unit itself to give 
away its location. Instead, it sends a 
signal through existing power lines to 
a companion, matchbox - size alarm 

unit that plugs into any wall outlet. 
An automatic 30 - second delay allows 
entering or leaving the area without 
actuating the alarm. Intruders mov- 
ing into the area are immediately con- 
fronted by an unexpected flood of light 
from any room lamp plugged into the 
detector. Half a minute later a 
screeching alarm resounds from all 
Satellites in the house for five min- 
utes, then automatically silences and 
resets itself. 

SPEAKERS 177 

Two new speakers have been added 
to the Quam - Nichols Co., high fidel- 
ity line. They are air suspension 
speakers, with a voice coil impedance 
of four ohms, compatible with newer 
model radios and tape decks. The units 
are Model 52C1OFEXZ4, a 51/4 inch 
speaker with a whizzer cone and an 
orange foam edge, and the Model 

FREE ALARM CATALOG 
Full line of professional burglar and 
fire alarm systems and supplies. 96 
pages, 450 items. Off the shelf delivery, 
quantity prices. 

bj( mountain west alarm 
sow 

Hf' 4215 n. 16th st., phoenix, az. 85016 
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FOR INNOVATIONS IN LOW-COST TEST EQUIPMENT, THINK HP 

A professional 80 MHz counter for $275. 
The HP 5381A counter covers 10 Hz to 80 MHz 
with the highest performance available for the 
money: Sharp seven -digit LED readout. High 
stability internal time base. 25 mV sensitivity. 
Three -position input attenuator. External oscillator 
input. Ratio measurement capability. Extremely 
rugged dust -free case. 
Ideal for applications such as production line 
testing, service and calibration, frequency moni- 
toring, education and training. 

Or go all the way to 
225 MHz for just $450: 
The HP 5382A counter has all the features of the 
5381A over an expanded frequency range of 10 Hz 
to 225 MHz. Plus an eight digit display and op- 
tional temperature compensated crystal 
oscillator ($100)*. 
As you might expect from HP, both counters 
come with the same warranty and service back-up 
as our costliest test equipment. And both meet 
IEC safety specs. 
For complete information call your nearby 
HP field engineer. Or, write. 
02406A 'Domestic USA prices only 

LINE 
°NI IN, 

7"' 
GATE TIME 

Is MHz 

KHx 

105 Ha 

nl TE N oar OR 

INPUT 

Arr 
teat 

L"f5381A 80MHz FREQUENCY COUNTER HEWLETT' PACKARG 

HEWLETT PACKARD 

Sales and service from 172 offices in 65 countries. 
1501 Page M,II Road Palo Allo Cahlc,,, a 94304 

o?`ST4o / 
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69C1OFEXZ4, a 6 inch by 9 inch oval 
speaker with the same features. The 
price of the 51/4 inch speaker is $12.50 
and the 6 inch by 9 inch is $16.50. 

TAPE PLAYER 178 
The Model TD8QW, quadraphonic 

8 - track tape player is introduced by 
BSR McDonald, It is engineered with 
a unique tape head design feature. The 
tape heads are mounted on a straight 
line stepping cam so there is intimate 
contact with the tape on all tracks. 
Conventional 8 - track players are 

made with a mechanism that allows 
the tape head to move in an arc at the 
end of a swinging boom. The tape 
player is designed to play the new dis- 
crete 4 - channel, 8 - track cartridges, 
as well as standard stereo tapes. When 
used with stereo tapes, the two chan- 
nels of sound play through four speak- 
ers for a room - filling effect. It is 
housed in a walnut - grained cabinet. 

OUTDOOR SIGN 179 
General Electric's Tube Products 

Department is offering electronic ser- 
vicers and illuminated outdoor sign to 
provide their TV/radio service shops 
with day and night identification. 
Dealers may order the three - by - five 
foot aluminum - framed Lexan sign in 
double - or single - faced formats. 
Faced with internal fluorescent light- 
ing, the sign announces "COLOR TV 
RADIO SERVICE - (GE Logo) 
TUBES and TRANSISTORS" and 
presents the dealer's name in large 
letters. The double - faced sign is 
priced at $165.00 and the single - faced 
sign $155.00. 

MOVING? BE SURE 

TO LET US KNOW 

YOUR NEW ADDRESS. 

ACTION BUILDS... 
(continued from page 23) 

Some MATV contractors who have 
sold on the basis of only price are 
now out of business. As a result, 
there are a lot of owners of poorly 
functioning MATV systems who 
don't know where to turn for help. 

Wellener recently made a mail- 
ing to existing MATV systems, of- 
fering to upgrade or service them. 
Incredibily, he got a 5 - percent 
return on his mailing and as a re- 
sult sold quite a number of up- 
grade and servicing contracts. 

Of course, Action still does a lot 
of residential TV antenna work. 
Wellener continues to advertise 
heavily in newspapers and Yellow 
Pages for both antenna and MATV 
business. 

SUMMARY 

The reasons for Jim Wellener's 
success are not difficult to under- 
stand. Like most other successful 
businessmen, Wellener has 
studied the needs of his market 
and has come up with products and 
services that meet the standards of 
performance, quality and price to 
which his market is responsive. 
Equally important, Wellener has 
a well planned, on - going sales 
promotion program which keeps 
his market aware of his ability to 
meet its needs and expectations. 

FREE AMP® 
MAIL -OR 
CATALO 
Showing hundreds 
of repair 
and original 
equipment 
items. From 
AMP, largest 
supplier of wiring 
components to appliance 
manufacturers, and servicemen. Finest 
quality, selected to speed, simplify 
your work. 

Terminals, splices, heat-shrink,special 
tools, special kits, hundreds of hard -to - 
get items. You order by mail, get same - 
day shipment, money -back guarantee. 
Write: Catalog, Dept. 8003, 

AMP Special Industries, 
Valley Forge, PA 19482. 

AMP 
SPECIAL 
INDUSTRIES 

Divisoi or AMP Products Corporation Valley Forge. Pa. 
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i NATION-WIDE 
TUBE & TRANSISTOR CO. 

OUR 22nd MAIL ORDER YEAR 

ORDER NOW from This Sample Listing 

OZ4 
163 
1S5 
1T4 
1U4 
3AU6 
3B7 
3BZ6 
3CB6 
3CN3 
3DB3 
3DJ3 
3DT6 
5CG8 
5J6 
5U4 
5U8 
5V4 
5V6 
6AC7 
6AG5 
6AG7 
6AH4 
6AK5 
6AL5 
6AV6 
6AS8 
6AU4 
6AU6 
6AV5 
6AW8 
6AX4 
6AY3 

ORIGINATORS 
OF 

35 Tubes 

$30 per 100 
Some Slightly Higher 

6BA11 
6BC5 
6BF6 
6BG6 
6BH6 
6BL7 
6BN6 
6BN11 
6BQ6 
6BQ7 
6BU8 
6626 
6BZ7 
6C86 
6CD6 

6CG3 
6CH3 
6CJ3 
6CL3 
6CL6 
6CM7 
6CQ4 
6DA4 
6DE4 
6DE6 
6DT6 
6D06 
6EM5 
6EM7 
6E55 

6FH5 
6FS5 
6GF7 
6GH8 
6HA5 
6HB7 
6HV5 
6J4 
6J5 
6J6 
6JC6 
6JH6 
6K6 

6KT8 

6LB6 
6LN8 
6LX8 
6S4 
658 
SA7 

6SK7 
6SL7 
6SN7 
6SS7 
65117 
6U10 
6X4 
6X5 
6X8 

6Z10 
7A4 
7A5 
7E6 
7E7 
7H7 
7X6 
7X7 
SFQ7 
SLTB 
9KZ8 
lODE7 
11MS8 
12AT7 
12AU7 7868 

12AV6 

i2alXci 
12BE6 
12CU5 
12DQ6 
12F8 
12L6 
12SL7 
12SN7 
13GF7 
14Q7 
15KY8 
17DQ6 
17.128 
18GB5 
19BG6 
1909 
21HB5 
23Z9 

25L6 
25W4 
ZZ6 

31LZ6 
32L7 

41 
39/44 

42 
5005 
77 

FREE BONUS: 25 New Zener Diodes (assort- 
ed voltages) with Every Order of $10 or 
More from the Above Tube List. 

FREE BONUS: RCA Tube Caddy with Every 
Order of $99 or More from the Above Tube 
List. 

DISCOUNT TRANSISTORS 
(Sylvania & RCA Types) 

ECG 128 ....69$ Ea. - 10 for $6 
ECG 152 ....59c Ea. - 10 for $5 

6500 PIY Focus Rect. 65c Ea. - 10 for $6 

SK 3004 59¢ Ea. - 10 for $5 

SK 3010 59¢ Ea. - 10 for $5 

SK 3018 59¢ Ea. - 10 for $5 

SK 3019 59¢ Ea. - 10 for $5 

2N 3054 69¢ Ea. - 10 for $6 

2N 3055 79¢ Ea. - 10 for $7 

All tubes & transistors individually boxed, 
branded, code dated, guaranteed 1 year. 
5 day money back offer. All tubes & tran- 
sistors shipped immediately, prepaid. 

SEND FOR FREE COMPLETE LIST! 

TUNER REPAIR 
Send for free brochure 
of our specialized ser- 
vices. Our Tuner Re- 
pair Department will 
rebuild or replace any 
tuner ( including tran- 
sistor types) . Our price 
$9.95 plus $1 ship. 

SOLID-STATE 
REPAIR 

Our Home Entertain- 
ment Repair Dept. 
will repair any unit 
from a pocket radio to 
a transistor TV. Sam- 
ple charges: cassette 
$8.95 plus parts. AM 
car radio $8.95 plus 
parts. Send no money 
with repairs. When 
completed, they will be 
returned COD. Satis- 
faction guaranteed or 
your money back. 

PICTURE TUBE 
SPECIALS 

Color: Black & White 
All Guaranteed 1 Yr. 
19EYP22 49.95 

$15 Dud Deposit 
21FJP22 . . 49.95 

No Dud Deposit 
25ÁP22 54.95 

$15 Dud Deposit 

Dud Deposit will be 
refunded to you when 
dud is returned In 
original carton under 
vacuum. All tubes 
shipped Immediately, 
prepaid. 

Send for Free List of 
Our 100 20mm Black 
and White Picture 
Tubes. 

TERMS: All orders shipped prepaid! No mini- 
mum order. Send check or money order. Add 
$1.00 for handling on orders under $10. Ca- 
nadian & Foreign, add approx. postage 25% 
deposit on COD's. 

MA TION-WIDE 
TUBE & TRANSISTOR CO. 

1275 Stuyvesant Ave., Union, N.J. 07083 
Tel: (201) 688-1414 Dept. ET4 / 
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CLASSIFIED 
RATES: 350 per word: 450 per word Bold Face 
Type. Add $3.00 if you wish Box Number. Minimum 
$10.00 charge. Classified Display Rate billed 
$40.00 per inch, 1 inch minimum. Remittance must 
accompany order. Mail ad copy to: Roz Markhouse, 
ET/D, 757 3rd Ave., N.Y., N.Y. 10017. 

For Sale 

NEW! Wire wrap tool for IC's -PC boards, 
sockets or soldering not needed, $2.50. 
BAGNALL, 179 May St., Fairfield, CT 
06430. 

PROJECTOR parts RCA 400 & 1600 
years 1950-70. Total value $2700.00 list 
available. Make offer, A -V Dept. 
KINGSTON CITY SCHOOLS, Kingston, 
N.Y. 12041. 

BURGLAR ALARM DIALING UNIT au- 
tomatically calls police or any number. 
$29.95. Easy to program and easy to install. 
Free literature. S&S Supply, Box 12375E, 
North Kansas City, Mo. 64116. 

TV & RADIO TUBES .360 EA!! 
Send for free color parts catalog. 
Your order free if not shipped in 24 hours. 
Cornell Electronics 4215-17 University 
San Diego California 92105 

DYNACO-A-R, transistors, repairs - 
boards & units, speaker service. Send 
for prices and details: BEAR ELEC- 
TRONICS, 177-ET-Hillcrest Road, Mt. 
Vernon, NY 10552. 

KRYSTAL KITS, Box 445, 

DESCRAMBLERS 

Several models to choose 
from . operates with 
all scanner and monitor 

receivers. 

Write or Call for Catalog 
Phone (501) 273-5340 

BENTONVILLE, ARK. 72712 

100 PRECISION RESISTORS, assorted 
values all 1%. Send $1.00 + 25 cents post- 
age to P.O. Box 3081, Granada Hills, Calif. 
91344. 

SAVE! Best discounts. CB and marine 
transceivers. Brand names. CBS, 4647 - 
130th Ave., S.E., Bellevue, WA 98006. 

SPECTACULAR MUSIC PATTERNS on 
your color television from audio amplifier. 
Easy. Won't affect TV operation. "TV 
COLOR ORGAN" plans $5. Malvern Elec- 
tronics, Box 338 E, Malvern, OH 44644. 

ANTENNAS for Shortwave, Monitor, 
Scanner receivers. Efficient, moderately 
priced. SWL Guide, 414 E. Newcastle, 
Syracuse, NY 13219. 

TUBES receiving, factory boxed, low 
prices, free price list. Transleteronic, Inc 
1365 39th St., Brooklyn, N.Y. 11218A, 
Telephone; 212-633-2800. 

HARD - TO - FIND TV & RADIO PARTS 
NEW AND USED. ASK ANYWAY CMC 
4329-4 WOODMAN, SHERMAN OAKS, 
CA. 91423 

UNUSUAL SURPLUS, CLOSEOUTS 
AND PARTS CATALOG. RUSH $1. 
ETCO-4 ELECTRONICS. Box 741, 
MONTREAL H3C2V2. 

VISTA DIGITAL CROSSHATCH 

For professional, accurate color T.V. 
convergence. Digital IC's coupled with 
a crystal timebase oscillator provide 
SYNC for precise horizontal and ver- 
tical lines. 
Accurate 8 x 7 crosshatch or 56 dot 
pattern. A.C. power 2 x 33/4 x 6 in. 
Fits in tool kit. Completely assembled 
in U.S.A. $41.95. Ready to use. Include 
$2.00 for shipping and handling. 

PHOTOLUME CORPORATION 
118 EAST 28 STREET, NEW YORK, NY 10016 

send a message... 
...write here. 

1. Number of insertions: (circle) 1 2 3 6 12 
2. Start with (month) issue (Copy must be in by 1st of month preceding) 
3. Amount enclosed: $ 
PAYMENT MUST ACCOMPANY ORDER WE'LL BILL RATED FIRMS NO AGENCY COMMISSION 

NAME COMPANY 

STREET 

CITY STATE ZIP 

MAIL COPY FOR AD(S) TO: ROZ MARKHOUSE, Electronic Technician/Dealer, 757 Third Ave., New York, N Y. 10017 

RATES: 350 per word; 450 per word Bold Face Type. Add $3.00 if you wish Box Number. 
Minimum $10.00 charge. Classified Display Rate billed $40.00 per inch, 1 inch 
minimum. 

ELECTRONIC 
TECHNICIAN/DEALER CLASSIFIED 

Wanted 

Wanted: Expert tuner repairman who 
wants to set up own business in Hawaii. We 
offer free shop rent for one year. No compet- 
ition here. Herbs TV, 14 Oneawa St., 
Kailua, Oahu, Hawaii 96734. 

Educational Courses 

SELF -STUDY CB radio repair course. 
There's money to be made repairing CB 
radios. This easy - to - learn course can 
prepare you for a career in electronics 
enabling you to earn as much as $16.00 an 
hour in your spare time. For more informa- 
tion write: CB RADIO REPAIR COURSE, 
Dept. 4-T, 531 North Ann Arbor, Ok- 
lahoma City, OK 73127. 

REPAIR TV TUNERS - High Earnings; 
Complete Course Details, 12 Repair Tricks, 
Many Plans, Two Lessons, all for $2. Re- 
fundable. Frank Bocek, Box 3236, Ent., 
Redding, CA 96001. 

LEARN DESIGN TECHNIQUES. Elec- 
tronics Monthly Newsletter. Digital, linear 
construction projects, design theory and 
procedures. Sample copy $1.00. VALLEY 
WEST, Box 2119-P, Sunnyvale, California 
94087. 

Manuals and Periodicals 

PLATING Equipment, Portable Pla- 
ters, Supplies and "Know -How." Build 
your own tanks for nickel, chrome, etc. 
Easy -to -install PVC liners. Rectifier 
components -all sizes. Schematics, 
parts lists, formulas, operating in- 
structions for all plating. Guaranteed 
to save you 25%-75%. Some good 
units for sale. Write for details. Pla- 
ters Service Company, 1511 -ET Es- 
peranza, Los Angeles, CA 90023. 

ELECTROENCEPHALOPHONE. (Brain 
activity control) Z.J. Daszewski Lab. -361 
Garretson Ave., Perth Amboy, N.J. 08861. 
Tel. (201) 826-3061 -Please, send 25 cents 
or self - addressed envelope with inquiry. 

EVERYTHING you always wanted to 
know about service contracts, but 
didn't know who to ask. "THE SER- 
VICE CONTRACT COOKBOOK" only 
$15.00 postpaid when you ask 
NATESA, Dept. SC, 5908 S. Troy, 
Chicago, IL 60629. 

DÍGITAL IC Manual - Latest Edition - 
1500 types by types/diagram number 
$3.95. 32 - function digital computer kit - IC, transistors, instructions, $14.00. IC 
applications manual - numerous circuits - Analog/Digital, $3.95. Electronetics - 

ETD, P.O. Box 127, Hopedale, Mass. 01747. 

MANUALS for Govt. surplus radios, test 
sets, scopes, list 500 (coin). BOOKS, 7218 
Roanne Drive, Washington, DC 20021 

Make offer. Sams Photofacts 100 thru 500 
95% complete. Have many misc. Sams fol- 
ders, Tekfax schematics. Send dime stamp 
for other literature listing. 
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AMATEUR SCIENTISTS, Electronics Ex- 
perimenters, Science Fair Students... 
Construction plans - Complete, including 
drawings, schematics, parts list with prices 
and sources...Robot Man - Psychedelic 
shows -Lasers- Emotion/Lie Detector - 
Touch Tone Dial - Quadraphonic Adapter - Transistorized Ignition - Burglar 
Alarm - Sound Meter...over 60 items. 
Send 25 cents coin (no stamps) for complete 
catalog. Technical Writers Group, Box 
5994, University Station, Raleigh, N.C. 
27607. 

FREE BARGAIN CATALOG. TRANSIS- 
TORS, RESISTORS, CAPACITORS, 
LED'S, READOUTS, SWITCHES, MINI- 
ATURES, PARTS, UNUSUAL ELEC- 
TRONIC COMPONENTS. Chaney's, Dept. 
E, Box 15431, Lakewood, Colo. 80215. 

HEAR POLICE/FIRE Dispatchers! 
Catalog shows exclusive official directories 
of "confidential" channels. Send self - ad- 
dressed stamped envelope. Dealers wanted. 
Communications, Box 56 - ET, Commack, 
NY 11725. 

NEW ORGAN KIT BUILDERS MANUAL 
$3.00. Circuits, block diagrams, details on 
diode keyed IC divider and independent os- 
cillator designs. Many new kits and mod- 
els. Keyboards also for synthesizers. Man- 
ual cost refundable with purchase. DEV- 
TRONIX ORGAN PRODUCTS, Dept. A, 
5872 Amapola Dr., San Jose, CA 95129. 

now available for the 
I.IIL 

COMPLETE 
CONSTRUCTION PLANS 

TELEPHONE PLANS: S7.» each. 
Answering Device, Anemone Diakr, "Black Boo', Call Diverter, Call Limiter. 
Coofereme Bridge, Central Dial Exchange, Melodic Ringing Generator, 
Recorder Actuator. Remote Control, Schematics Speakerphone. T I,hnk 
Burglar Alarm. Voice Scrambler, Dial/Tom Convener, Tone/Dial Convert,,. 

MISC. PLANS: S6.00 each. 

Biofeedback Conditioner. Maltifrequency Encoder Network. Horliculmre 
Stimulator, Dodecahedron Speaker Enclosure, Photographic Pinhole Camera. 

ALL OF THE CONSTRUCTION PLANS ABOVE: $04,,5 AIRMAILED. 

e LEARN THE SECRETS ,r 
OF YOUR TELEPHONE °°' 
omelinga Ekltrnnk, lie 

: . lb.. 
Ila. wondered what lies behind that telephone dial: N,, . o 

learn Ythet ricks of the telephonerode Get he iasid, s of telephone 

systems -their quids and flaws, .d remain up to dale on vital oeaurences 
within the telephone indumry. TELEPHONE ELECTRONICS LINE i, 
publication designed for the telephone enthusiast, Phone Phreak, and 
experimenter, containing interesting articles which offer a wealth of hard to 

find information. Technical theory is also discussed,among the following item.: 

Current News Items Code Numbers 
Illustrations Games Facts Plans 
Projects History Comics Stories 
Facts prieviously Tel. Co. confiden- 

tial is now published in TEL! 
One year 'Ascription rate: United States Um, Canadian & foreign S5.00. 

ALL OF THE CONSTRUCTION PLANS ABOVE PLUS A ONE YEAR SUB- 
SCRIPTION TO TELEPHONE ELECTRONICS UNE: Lz9.95 AIRMAILED. 

TIE LEGAL ASPECTS 
SF 1141TERCOIIINEC1ION 

1,054 AIRMAILED. 

The complete reference book to your 
LEGAL RIGHTS as a telephone sub- 
scriber. Study toll evasion, tariffs, 
wiretapping, customer provided equip- 

ment, and many more! 
ALL OF THE CONSTRUCTION PUNS ABOVE AND A ONE YEAR SUBSCRIPTION 
TO TEL PLUS "THE LEGAL ASPECTSOF INTERCONNECTION": Ld,00 AIRMAILED. 

'Mr CRTBEITIOWCS COMPANY cff AMERICA 
`2035 BURBANK BLSID.,WOODLANO HILLS CA 81384 USI 

JAPANESE TRANSISTORS, Kit $23.44 - contains 24 most widely used transis- 
tors, including 14 power transitors. Over 
500 types available. Free catalog. West 
Pacific Electronics. Box 25837, W. Los 
Angeles, CA 90025. 

TELEPHONE bugged? Don't be Water - 
gated! Countermeasures brochures $1.00. 
NEGEYE LABORATORIES, Box 
547ET, Pennsboro, WV 26415. 

NEW CANADIAN MAGAZINE. "ELEC- 
TRONICS WORKSHOP." $5.00 YEARLY. 
SAMPLE $1.00. ETCO-C, Box 741, 
MONTREAL H3C2V2. 

Construction Plans 

Complete Construction Plans- TELE- 
PHONE: Answering Device, Automatic 
Dialer, "Black Boxes," Call Diverter, Call 
Limiter, Conference Bridge, Central Dial 
Exchange, Melodic Ringing, Recorder - 
Actuator, Remote Control, Schematics, 
Speakerphone, Telelink Burglar Alarm, 
Voice Scrambler, $3.00 each. ELEC- 
TRONIC: Biofeedback Conditioner, Hor- 
ticulture Stimulator, Multifrequency En- 
coder Network (Speeds telephone calling 
100%!). $5.00 each. ONE YEAR SUB- 
SCRIPTION: Telephone -Electronics News - 
line $3.00. Super -illustrated, 16 -page 
catalog of plans, many more, 50 cents. All of 
the construction plans above, $24.95. 
TELETRONICS COMPANY OF 
AMERICA, P.O. Box 3486, Hollywood, CA 
90028. USA. 

COMPUTE..! You can build them large 
and fast or small and economical. Design 
procedure and construction manual $3.00. 
Free info. DIGITRONICS CO., Dept. Man., 
667 East 1700 South, Orem, UT 84057. 

CONSTRUCTION PLANS 

Why pay hundreds of $$DOLLARS$$ for 
equipment when you can build from junk 
box? $ave with construction plans by 
TIP$. 

TUNER SUBBER 
12 VOLT POWER SUPPLY 
SOLID STATE PART TESTER 
CB ANTENNA 
COLOR CRT ADAPTOR FOR 

B/W TESTER 
FIX YOUR OWN TV 

_ _INSTANT - ON TV ADAPTOR 
MANY WAYS TO USE 

OHMETER 

$2.00 each 8 for $10.00 

TIP$ 
Box 188 

Bruce, Mississippi 38915 

Business Opportunities 

T -V BUSINESS in good area, no competi- 
tion, Owner retiring. Excellent living, 
technician and wife. 40' x 48" building 
with living quarters. $15,000. + 15,000 in- 
ventory, equipment. Adjoining 5 acres, 
large 3 bedroom home, fireplace, large gar- 
age. $40,000. All for $60,000. Gene's T -V, 
Elma, WA. (206) 482-3011. 

0 060 

BILL GODBOUT ELECTRONICS 

BOX 2673, OAKLAND AIRPORT. CA 94614 

8008 PROCESSOR CHIP $50.00 
62102/2602 1 X 1024 NMOS RAM 8/$65.00 
625203 2048 BIT (8 X 256) EROM $19.95 

CPU & MEMORY SET AS ABOVE $130.00 
1-8008 8-G2102/2602 1-G25203 

1103 MOS DYNAMIC 1X1024 $1.95 3/5.00 
8038 FUNCTION GENERATOR $ 4.50 
I2V 8A POWER SUPPLY KIT 
EVERYTHING EXCEPT CHASSIS $18.95 
INCLUDE POSTAGE FOR 8 LBS. 

close out!digital 
clock kit $23.73 

FULL 6 DIGIT LED DISPLAY - 12/24 HR 
50/60 HZ OPERATION! HANDSOME ALUM- 
INUM CASE APPROX 211 X 5" X 1i". ALL 
COMPONENTS, PC BOARD, WITH COMPLETE 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR EASY ASSEMBLY. 

Include 50d handling on orders under $10.00 
CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS ADD sales tax. 

FOR SALE 
Established Radio & TV Sales and service 
in Sunny Arizona. Retiring. P.O. Box 236, 
Mesa, Arizona 85201. 

SELL MAGNETIC SIGNS -Full or Part 
Time Salesman Needed - Big Commissions 
Fast Service - Write Today For Free Infor- 
mation Magnetic Signs Dept. Ed Plaza 
Garden #18 Villas, New Jersey 08251. 

BUSINESS FOR SALE: Well equipped 
TV shop with good business, virtually 
NO COMPETITION, in two -county 
area, South -Central Georgia. Lucra- 
tive, unlimited potential. Admiral 
dealership and Mastercare Service 
Center available. Magnavox service 
also available, possibility of Zenith 
service contract. Owner has two shops, 
cannot devote sufficient time to both. 
Selling most lucrative shop in order to 
have more time in home area. For full 
details, write or call (not collect) 
Mickey's TV Sales & Service, 103 
First St. South (Next to Sears), P.O. 
Box 476, Soperton, GA 30457. Phone 
(912) 529-4440. 

TV BUSINESS FOR SALE - RETIRING 
JULY, 1975. WILL SELL BUILDING (12 x 
40), SERVICE STOCK, MANUALS & 
FILES. 30 YRS. NEIGHBORHOOD 
TRADE, WOODHAVEN AREA. WRITE 
OR PHONE ALEX RADIO SERVICE - 

8674 80th ST. WOODHAVEN, NY 11421, 
(212) 296-2742. 
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miniature 

solflerìng 

stations 

N0.1 ANSWER 

FOR 

PRINTED CIRCUITS 

arWeller 
MP Series. Two models, 650°F or 
750°F output, designed especially for 
today's printed circuit electronics. 
Famous closed loop control protects 
sensitive components from heat dam- 

age. Comfortable pencil -grip iron with 
non -burnable cord. Power unit oper- 
ates from line -voltage with step-down 
transformer. ON/OFF switch and red 

indicator light. "Non -sinking" tool 
stand. Tip -cleaning sponge receptacle. 
Variety of available tips multiply use- 

fulness of this versatile station. 

Ask your local distributor or write... 

Weller-Xcelite 
Electronics Division 

The Cooper Group 
COOPER P. O. BOX 728, 
INDUSTRIES APEX, NORTH CAROLINA27502 

...for more details circle 131 on Reader Service Card 
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IT'S NO PUZZLE gor f \j TO ORDER 

OELRICH SERVICE FORMS 
FOR TV-RADIO 8 2 WAY RADIO SERVICE LEGAL FORMS FOR CALIF. FLA. 

UTAH NOW AT YOUR PARTS JOBBER OR WRITE FOR CATALOG A54 

OELRICH PUBLICATIONS 
4040 N. NASHVILLE AVE. CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60634 
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DISCOUNT 
TEST 

EQUIPMENT 
SPECIALISTS 

%K HICKOK 

EI\ICO F=e E RCA 

LZE/CO,-7 Lî ie î it 
COMPLETE LINE OF ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES 

ICC/Mullard & Raytheon Tubes 
Telematic Test Rigs 

FREE CATALOG 
ON REQUEST 

FORDHRM 
Radio Supply 

558 Morris Ave., 
Tel: (212) 

Co., Inc. 

Bronx, N.Y. 10451 
585-0330 

...for more details circle 107 on Reader Service Card 

need b 

DEALERS WANTED 

We've thousands in stock 
Ready for immediate shipment! 
Belts for over 1800 makes and 
models of tape recorders, projectors, 
dictating machines, video recorders 

. . . and our simplified cross 
reference system makes it easy for 
you to order. Drive tires, wheels, 
phono idlers also listed. On most 
items we can ship the same day. 
Call or write today for your free 
catalog/cross reference chart. 
PROJECTOR -RECORDER BELT CORP 

319 Whitewater St., Whitewater, 
1A/:.........-:.. C')7(111 A1.1 /A7.1 ')ICI 

...for more details circle 118 on Reader Service Card 



ELECTRONIC 1578 
TECHNICIAN/DEALER 

lirK7177 
COMPLETE MANUFACTURER S'CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS 
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 5 NEW SETS 

SCHEMATIC NO. SCHEMATIC NO. 

ADMIRAL 1579 SYLVANIA 1581 
Color TV Chassis 3M10/4M10/4M1OR Color TV Chassis E08-1 

ADMIRAL 1582 TRAV-LER 1578 
TV Chassis T9K6 TV Chassis TL6-TIL6 

AIRLINE 1580 
Color TV Model GEN 129856 
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TRAV-LER 
TV Chassis 
TL6-TI L6 

APRIL 1975 

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION TRAV-LER PART NO. 

C603 -250/200/150pf, 165v electro 67A30-11 
L201 -coil 4.5MHz 72A317-1 
L310- coil, 4.5MHz trap 72A317-9 
L501 -coil, horiz lock 94A480-1 
T201-xformer audio output 79A172-1 
T401 -yoke deflect, TL6-1A-2A 94A372-3 
T401- yoke deflect T1 L6-1 A -2A 94A372-4 
T501-xformer horiz drive 72A417-1 
T503-xformer horiz output 79A166-3 
R203 -25K vol control 75A1-210 
R326 -500n, contrast control 75A1-211 
R333 -100K brite control 75A1-212 
R339 -400n, AGC delay 75A101-35 
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R411 -2M vert size 75A101-61 
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1579 
ADMIRAL 
Color TV Chassis 
3M10/4M10/4M1OR 

APRIL 1975 
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ELECTRONIC 1/1-#M i4 X 
COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS 
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 5 NEW SETS 
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1711201 - 

110.s578197-12 
410 VIDEO 

5% RIVER 0703 

\1f áv1 

3RD tgd'I \ VIDEO AMP ® 678I82-12 

V.1BMA WM 

LA AA03 

- N,T 
1711 

104 

71. 

518182-12 
BRIGHTNESS 

LIMITER 
0711 /. 

RICHE 
LIMIE11/24 BMf 

1711 I/415%{%n1 
25/1-{- 
501/Z 

.nI 

I--'r- 

0701 
13061-2 

1117364 217p319 

1N °(/11 

10112 
wp01 
251 

iI/0Y 

5701 

u 
1 1U015000 11 

, S6C31 M 

LAM, 

Axf.m 

SOI1C51!`} 15128 
71 7-.22 S31 

51.11 

II1501 

00701110 

N OM4IAL 

05 

B i 3% COLOR 

.... AILLER 

411413 

518195-10 
AUDIO OUTPUT 

0100 

I-1102 

0103 
.012 

114 

1110 
37 

51100 0115 
5.2u V.C. IIO/ 
0(11101 61Eu 

5130101 011at 
0506 WI14 

GIP cluses. 

J C4.- 

6/f r00IAICIILY/p/UJIYIII.IIMOYIIU/KI0,100 iIIN .011 1135 

1/11 I ACROSS AIO COII/CIN/ITI ACROSS //. s' Ua 
5% s1 

1123 1122 
p 

341.54 131.5% 

7100 311 
01111014 

1010,138 

124.g 0 
5% 

4. 
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1413 

1412 
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1442 

924 173 

1711.1.21.1/0 

0110 17124 
.2 200 

SLUE 
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727 
11 

1719.2.111 
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541 RED 
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0705 
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220 

RED 
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5% 
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Or 
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RED 1133 
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IL 
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14a 4121 3% 

1251%7 5 P.IVEIL 252 0F 1) 0121 m4i), 

Yä 

1423 
01 

1100 
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1428 
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011 
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1/411 
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5% 2200 

578135-1 
ELEC. SW. 

0402 

1120 

grOI 152: 

21 
311 
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0415 
.017 140 

1140 

1/41 

13 
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3022 1 

2400 
3 5814 

CIIISTAL 

1,12 

1.047 

5% 

121 
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1111 
1139 2111 

2.71 
1/4W L 

1/045110 

5% 

0437 

1110 

821 470 

017 

1443 
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1/11 

54 t -ji 1 71 
Ills 1101 

578159-12 
PULSE SHAPER 

UN 578194-11 
OS0 CONTROL 

0800 
0101 

0807 
.01 

GOO 
O 00 

1803 

01 

1101 

5% 

C118 111 

1103 
1.5 

1/4 

Foorie 

Igor- 1 

44 

91064 2 

7111 

MOM 1111 

0564 

1/41 

1110 
360 
1/111 

103 
13031-7 

578194 II 
PULSE SHAPER 

0804 

6800 

0105 
57124330 
NV NORD DOWN 7511 

578194-11 

0432 Gaol 

1115 
610 

578194-11 

0802 

Ir 

GPI 
St 

1811 
I OK 111 

1801 

tOOLIF 

154 

0311)40 

578193-11 - 031 
DRIVER 

/we .1 

0803 

1 

10 

11 

A 

GH 

0(0.(01011 1 11 Gil 
5E11 00115 CI C011.5 

101 

1111 
15 

111 

011 .71 ao 
j/ 11 101 
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A 

DE 

FG 

H1 

J 

M1100 CRT 
MIM Q 

lN1 IN 
2- O /W 

1.r 

+HI 
11101 

511104 

2.21F5 
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11102 

/4175 

62 RANCE 

11101 
II1FC 

I6I1a1 2C2 BIAS 

L:?1 

TloW 

11101 
I11 
We - 

R151 
1501 

1501 

511101 
ìS51 

/010 

REO KU 
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í00f IOU, 
3001T SWY 
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1701 U 
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CRT FOCUS 

1100 

0100 
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PICTURE TUBE 
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0/1 NUM" MK/1P AU. COMO 
2101. /10215 
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SKEW 
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C. 

UR 

s 

110 lin 
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n 

WWI OMIT 0340/131 3110 CIIASSIC. 
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1100 

YOl1ACO 
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1!131001 It M01ii0ú,S.IRT 

11 B N.1 TulÌlúl CIL 

CI« 1'622 

3V 

K- 

11115 IÌII 
1.111 

ii sï 

I7 

T CIII,.04i 

1101 
136/0-1 

±0104 

L00 

1 
0107 

Ti' 4-39001F 
11'4-33001, 

100 

51 

11101 

IL 
GI 

L . 4 Nu 

I 11.L pu 

121 
.O io°1[ nu5 
w EMIR HER 

11000, 

JIM P1001 1.5 

n 

t 5 
1 

11000 

< 
SE 

Went 

< «I 
J< 

5 

!< NF_ 

pG 
L 
R 
_il 

I 

S 

IC1001 

018t2-1 

1 2 /S/ 

5111001 
tl 

iNI 
'17sf 

01005 
.00 

20001 
15 311 

0101 
uu 

514 

1000 

S4Y 

COO 
100 

3lY 

560T1II 
C1W ,61 ICI000 4NYA[CU11101 
IÍ 

0100i 
C1 01 150107 Î IOVr 

y 504 

LIN COIL 

72.3 C1001 

1700 

11000 

01055 4 L 
rnr 0% 

11002 
3.111 1 M 
Sf 

TENB 

E-9 
PIN 

CI001. 
Oui 
wY 11001 

N -S PIN 
/ 4 

11001 
2.5.51 

APILA 11001 

IPHASE 

01 01 
Id 

11004 11009 
510 510 
1/rt 1/71 

PIN CUSHION 

RI TIR SUE NCUS TUIE ITPE USE IN OMLOS 

17V 17VAYTCO2 3Mto 

69V 19VEJTCO2 45110 

I9V 19VEJTCO2 4511051 

RUN CHANGES 
0 Shy, of 441/0 prOduCIi1N. 

/ / Smo/l IpNo/ Bdord cho/ged 
lrom AB950-2 /0-3.5/ar/ 
of 3M10produu0on. 

/2 M700, M8170 BGB B 1105C Board 
changed from 4895/-3 l0-5 M970 
Power Sappy B.00rd charged from 
A$953-2 to -3. 

1.,ZA 411001ß'N Cushion Board changed 
hen Á8954-2 10-3. Connectors 
J1000 B P4000 wore muted. 
Mosl4104M10Bproduction, 

1142 
MPIN 
LCI 

00100, 10 00910MI SO !MOM 0/5C010tCl SKEW l/1/. I717 
MMIAYC (/1/1011 NY0Y0/K /(KOF0109M1Ji MOW AY()OE 

(WM 0/70I/SI.VFt//40; 115/511001 Y4YFS Of I /IA p0. 
N 1/I, CYIC//Alti Y (YFS / 00 N/120 Of G216/IORY 
M/25 ((SS /NM / AOI.OY. .00C1110( Y11( //S Of II II 
-b /MI/IS 11CgS M11 Is /1/00115 croa KI YC10. 
IC 151/10(5111 01110010 //10 P1Y0 HOC(/ /PAW" rows 
/00011110 I WASPS CIOYM, (l2 WWI! 51/ A/ WNW I 
I(( 0111015 21 !0I 000011 //C/YK MACS //KIKY 114170. 
salmi AWACS MI /121 G/lan WOW I/10 10010 511 10 

YIOX/ C0A1F(. N11A25 50/0 /I l02 O Of KIWK1 
e /0 KW/WI 1I/K0 101 CIX00 sICIY. 
10415/3/1 WW/OK 
10 040// 10511 87 1G 1/SNOS. 1 11 (WIVE CYIAf/S 1/O 
MC/Ml lilt 0/C 0/SCIKC/F0 101 61SS/S 61YI/. 
1 11 1000 50/ M//11 11415/5100I51. 11M731 011901 21018 
1Y1a201. M 001I1C 2M 112 (IM N C1S5/S C10l/1. 
01X10501 it 10000 0/l/ !0 nC/1I 102 OM 11001001. 
OW (M/21 10 101KII 1CC/KUA1 100K WWII alYMltu 
17-114,11S 00 10 CNASS/S WNW. 11/I2MI lICI55/Y/ KA1 
10 11/5/311 11105 M 001 A5111 000/1111 0111111 N/ 
IISLOMK Ius1111n, uSF I/11 I//00 1102 1 0/WIZ 

OYO IY0111 //0/01105 1106/IL /ICOKJNI/010 MC/110 
10\ILI 0010 /NI/ IOS 00020, A5 /I(1 15111 (MIMI (IATI 
V X10(S /I KOIMCIS 100/Cut UM MWI a1FCL1Y1 

O1(140011 /0211/11. 01111000 01111111100 faI/pIIS. 
C010/U13 fah, /11/1 11111011 1F61(1ß AK aPIi 

141011 Ma741. 

SAFETY NOTICE 
THE DESIGN 0F THIS RECEIVER CONTAINS MANY 

CIRCUITS AND COMPONENTS INCLUDED SPECIFI- 

CALLY FOR SAFETY PURPOSES. FOR CONTINUED 

PROTECTION, NO CHANGES SHOULD BE MADE TO 

THE ORIGINAL DESIGN. REPLACEMENT PARTS 

MUST BE CIEIITIGL TO THOSE USED IN THE ORE - 
ORAL CIRCUIT. SERVER SHOULD BE PERFORMED BY 

QUALIFIED PERSONNEL ONLY. 

u,r 

DNF 3f STRIP - _VHF TUNER 94A492 -2 
CRUEL 1 P051TIM 

I - LIB 
1 

LIC LID I 

1 L 2 5 I.i1 T s º 
F VHF 6NIMIEL ---T------ 
1511K2TIIN13 L2A 

I L2B L2C -/B)(Bs- 186Ö` -'BBB\ 

I -0- -°- 
5 - -60- --0- - m [1I 

1 
I 

4330 

al L3 CINNX%I? 
31iP2fG[ 

LOFFF= 

SS 

CIM11/Cüc` 15 

C2,01 _.:290 jjI(1631(..r)IIÓ 

OTO CI;IT -57821-8 
YNf AMP 

01 

PI 
PLI 

L5 - L4 

201,561 

N 

I LITPS 
03 15 

151 

rEAIIIE 
IUD 

e BRUT-1`EIREiUNINC 

1II 
1Y -'I 

LL 

S6.Ni 
5.41 

57821.2 
ANY 00CILL110I 

04 
I C19 

C61111CA 
6'S fS1 = POIXI 

57821-10 

003.15 C24 HI --e 
R12 5.6 

ICI 

I y M I l'IS Llis CII i Cit1 J2 e 

COM 
lCAllf I(D 

CIS3 

JACX IS R15 

IöST VNf * 4; 
0 OE T 5 

0121.¡,,L,_100 
O IMEC P+sn,vJ YMIAIO 

I1F JflM7/!/![O1' P2 TVT r _P 
lOOn1XiFREAIXPUi ISV Tvl 

I fY2JY 
ff41 TPSI L 

!0 21000 /CC 1NI/AL0 
2502/lA7alilY/SJ'Y U7lE 

UN! Mt» 010 

57821-8 
VIII AFC 

05 

3 

III 

4.311 120 

- 5 /lie C29 090 

Il Álß IA Ifouif 076 HH(-IFt~ 
Ili 

AEI 

20 0401 Base 1 4V H 21 0401 Collector 209 H 

30 0600 Base. 04V. V 31 0600 Conector. 30V V 

39 0604 Baºe. I8V v 

mi Muni Iillnnul 

ryry'Ì 1@II1311 1llllll 'molt ¡tlt 

47 0701 Coneclo, J Sv H 

55 0704 Emn1e. 7V H 

63 0606 Collector, 0 5V H 

71 0800 Emet., 2 2V H 

22 0402 Colleens,. 03V. 

/CC 

- 

23 0402 Base c 2V H 

32 0606 Bam. TV V 33 0606 CmbcIo,. 12V.V 

40 0605 Emnter. 18V. V at 005 Collector. 36V.V 

48 0702 Bam. 15V.H 
51 0702 Emnter, IV H 

56 0704 Collector 132V 

48A 0702 Bese. 1 7V V 

57 0705 Bam 4V H 

64 0806 Bam. 2V H 85. 0805 Anode. 11V . V 

72 0001 Bam. 4V H 74 0802 Collector. 17V H 
73 0801 Emnter. 38V H 

01 IC1001PIn2.25V.V 82 T1000PIn4.33V H 

42 0105 Erretter I 4. v 

49 0702 Collector, 9V H 
50 0703 Easter. 7V H 

66 0804 CalnoOe 24V H 

1111111`IIIIIIIIn Inlllulü II 

t 0203 Bam ITP20t1. 2V V IA 0203 Be.. ITP2011. 1V.. H 
15010107 416n411 100100 Bar Generator stone11 

2 0204 Bam. 08V H 
3 0203 Emnter. 08V H 

6 0303 Collector. 7V H 7 0303 Bam 13V H 

EMI 
12 0302 Oollector. 20V H 

it' tit 

IIí ryl 111 

1610404Pm10.6V.H 

24 IC401 P1n 2. 2 5V H 
25. IC40, Pos 3. 2 5V H 

111111111111 

IBM 
13. IC400 PIn 3. 0 55V H 

17 IC4W Pre 11. 

26 IC401 PIn 4. 2 50 H 

34 0601 Bam. 1V V 35 060, Collector. I 2 V 

uun 1i uu Ihï 

43.010580106Collectors 16V V 44 0700 Collect, 

52 0710 Base. 0 7V H 

67 0800 Anode 1 50 H 

75 0803 Base 0 7V H 76 0803 Collector. 20V H 

63 P1000 Pen 4.0BV H 64 T1001PIn220V o 

_,A 0710 Base .o . 

60 0706 Base. 2V H 

ADMIRAL 
Color TV Chassis 
3M10/4M10/4M1OR 

au pumatr nnnlnl i I 

1111 I 111 U I I I I I FJ"996""111 1 

4 0204 Collector. 3V H 

0700 Bam. 30 . H 

aft qu ^. (6INN11rr1,.Ì116i1':. 
IIIIL 

Hese C. 

9 0300 r. 0 40 . 51 

10 0302 Use. 0 40 . 11 

5 Tema. "5" 11V H 

FFI''911111111 !'ninNt Insu 

111111111111/61111111111I111111 

11.0300CuIIeclo. 3V r 

14 IC400 Pon 6.i.H 15.IC400Pin8.6V.H 

18 0400 Collector 20V H 19 0400 Bam 7V H 

11111111-"T"en 
. 

27 IC401 Pin 7.1V.11 26 IC401 Pm 13.O.1V.. H 

29. ICA01 PIn 14.0.1V. H 

36 08020011eclor. 1 IV V 

37 0603 Bam, 0 6 V 

Ill II Ill IVIIIIII 11Ill' 

RHNNN 

45 0700 Emnter. 38V H 

53 0702 C.11rode. 65V H 

38 0604 Collector. 1130 V 

1111NUUIMIIiIIIfi 

11111 1111011111 
IIIIIIIIIII 111111 

46 0701 Base. 15V 

54 0704 Base. 50 H 

68 0800 8 0601 CannoOe 15V H 69 0001 Anode 8V H 70 0004 Base 2v 11 

77 0103 Bam. 30V .H 
78 0103 Emnter. 321 . H 

79. IC1001 PIn 3.23V V 80 101001 Pon 1 1 4v v 

87 01001 6700e. 250V H 88 1101 Ter m17014 120V H 
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1580 
AIRLINE 
Color TV Model 
GEN 12985B 

APRIL 1975 

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION 

ELECTRONIC 7 /1-1 Lpi4 
COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS 
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 5 NEW SETS 

AIRLINE PART NO. 

R106-1 M pot red screen J25616 
R107 -1M pot green screen J25616 
R108- 1 M pot blue screen J25616 
R132- 500n , pot sub contrast TV25523 
R134 -5K pot sub brite J25615 
R135-1 K pot sub tint J25614 
R136- 1 K pot sub color J25614 
R245-500 n, pot contrast J25625 
R247 -5K pot brite J25613 
R308 -50K pot volume slide J25631 
R636 -15M pot focus J25612 
R840 -500n, pot R/G drive TV25523 
R843-1 K pot tint J25617 
R844 -1 K pot color J25626 
R614-50K,horiz hold J25624 

+B0 
AEC IF IN 

O ° 
R 

OI AGCJI 

124V)1 o 
-.Are Dmet 

G 
`3'(rUSN 

v Irt+tar 

U2W 

VHF TUNER 
TOP VIEW 

.w ,.+7 
n.+>n 

e I ' zol 

R512 -6.8K vert lin J25R77 
DY601-coil deflect yoke assm. incl. L604 

Et JD -S J611126 
T301 - xformer audio output J11421 
T502 -- xformer side pincushion J11420 
T603 - xformer horiz output J11417 
1701-xformer power J11418 
T702 - 'dormer power choke J11422 
T602 - xformer, horiz osc J11422 
M601 - HV recifier module incl. CRT J34150 
M701-capristor J34151 

J241238 
J18509 
315004 

tuner, UHF w/indicator mechanism J35431 
tuner, VHF J35428 

VR301-voltage dependent resist 
CB701 -circuit breaker 
F701 - fuse, 4a pigtail slo blo 

CONNECTOR IDENTIFICATION 

I. -2(NUMBER OF PLUG) ARE CONNECTED FROM 

THE POR I PRINTED *MING BOARD I TO COMPONENTS 

WITHOUT PWB. 

2. AA -00 (NUMBER OF PLUG) ARE CONNECTED FROM 

ONE PwB TO ANOTHER PWB. 
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AC 120V 
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S 
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VHF TUNER ASSEMBLY 
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TO AB as 
/ 

M601 - 
/,a.Ew., 

*17MiN_é lE . 

9 ' 

1101 

Of 

1,10 

CRT 
S10FCB22 

S SCAN 

B9CRN 

110 36 

OCUS 

' IDUNTC002i0E0i1 - PWB-G 

C I90Ú 

J00 (000' 

- -Y 000000'- ' 

-000 r00 ' 

ee 

.w.Bffr. 
1 BJi 

114.1.011 

SASE 

COLLECTOR 

[MUTTER 

BASE 
cOLLECIOR 
EBB TTEB 

(I) 1.0V p -p 
(H)7875 Hz 

2. 2.4V p -p 
(H)7875Hz 

4.IV p -p 
(H)7875Hz 

® 0.85V p -p 
(H)7875Hz 

AIRLINE 
Color TV Model 
GEN 12985B 

8 V p -p 
(V) 30Hz 

O 8V p -p 
(H) 7875Hz \ \ /"I"" ' , 

25V p -p 
(V) 30Hz 

25V p -p 
(H) 7876Hz 

9.0V p -p 
(V) 30Hz 

5.2 V p -p 
(V) 30Hz 

3.5V p -p 
( V ) 30Hz 

1.4V p -p 
( V ) 30Hz 

` -- ., e-.1.... 

118V p -p 
(V) 30Hz 

9 I 100Vp-p 
(H)7875Hz 

25 6.0V p -p 
H) 7875Hz 

20V p -p 
( V ) 30Hz 

0.8V p -p 
(H)7875Hz 

1.5 V p -p 
(H)7875Hz 

5.6V p -p 
( H )7875Hz 

1. 35V p -p 
(H) 7875Hz 

5.0V p -p 
( H )7875Hz 

6-6 12 V p -p 
(H )7875Hz 

22 3.4V p -p 
( H )7875Hz 

I35V p -p 
( H )7875Hz 

ertnrcespit (V\or 1"' 

17 165V p -p 
(H )7875Hz 

23 8.0V p -p 
(H )7875Hz 

110V p -p 
(V ) 30Hz 

31 60V p -p 
(H)7875Hz 

95V p-p 
(H) 7875Hz 

33 2.0Vp-P 
( V ) 30 Hz 

3.0V P -P 
(H)7875Hz 

19V P -P 
(H )7875 Hz 

**v-v"of--r4-LA.J 
5.8V p -p 

(H)7875Hz 
2.4V p -p 
(H)7875Hz 

250 V p -p 
(H )7875Hz 

2.1 V p -p 
(H )7875Hz 

18i 11V p -p 
( H )7875Hz 

24 I. 2V p -p 
( H )7875Hz 

105V p -p 
( H )7875Hz 

2.0V P -P 
( H )7875Hz 
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1581 
SYLVANIA 
Color TV Chassis 
E08-1 

APRIL 1975 

ELECTRONIC TFTW¡ 
A \ , 

COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS 
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR S NEW SETS 

FE LB 
.8 VPP 

10 3.58MHz 

6.8 VPP 
Vert. 

30 

4 VPP 
Vert. 

28 VPP 
Vert. 

c)13 VPP 
33 Vert. 

10 VPP 
Vert. 

480 VPP 
39 Horiz. 

90 VPP 
Horiz. 

1 VPP 
3.58MHz 

4.4 VPP 
Vert. 

28 
3 VPP 
Vert. 

5 VPP 
Horiz. 

4 VP? 
Vert. 

e3.2VPP 
Horiz. 

0440 VPP 
0 Horiz. 

6.6 VPP 
Vert. 

4.4 VPP 
Horiz. 

VPP 
Vert. 

2 VPP 
Vert. 

35 

40 VPP 
Horiz. 

8 VPP 
Vert. 

150 VPP 
Horiz. 

2.5 VPP 
Vert. 

JsePodw? 
1.6 VPP 
Horiz. 

117.41. OF 
IcoELTR152V" 

L.__ 
02. 
loo+ 

IN Mite 
w 

O 

5.2 VPP 
Horiz. 

2.2 VPP 
Horiz. 

60 VPP 
Horiz. 

1.3 VPP 
:ioriz. 

36 VPP 
Horiz. 

9270 
,63 
fX 

3z12 
TO 524V I 

ói:sx l 

O20 C 
ut 1005 

25Y ,. E A C 2 UX! AFC 

2C.0..FN[0 , )0:0( N 

04 -.101 -13/W1 -I % M -[R Fr,O[-1 

56C 
OI w 

vA+ecr03 u5s T[391551. 

L.. 

cn 

I 1.274 
10000 

1T Czn 

106 

R2,1 
_,_ ! 

I 

V. TUNER TRA5a1.Tp1a 

01 13-1032,11'Rr 

o -.03x1-14 VI 1 

03 13-6332,21 05C 

DO v. a u 1 Loc 

'Co" 

o 
o 

scm 
a-nasa-aj 

TO ,z1V 

woRz,1 n 

To .,w 

Rx! 

OACN[*¢ mii 
/`D..XL1N6 

(Ç1 

I --'r 
.;p2 

0204 
IVlrrn AFC IF 

AMVal., 

sw 

5245, I 

cx 

Torzv 

cz00 
.001 

Leo. 

02,6 
SOCK 

ff5CT011T 9ET1 

CONTROLLED 

4: : «,1L 

X200 
10pí 

wv 

3xso 
I6N 

s." 

To ,DiV 

!f 2 

VA! rlw-, 

R4N 

0210 
ACC 

DETECTOR 

iñ 
MSY 

Itv i1 Raw 
/IIYI I.A `® 

rlJr` 

.u.1 
3 -nasa -s 

5200 

R}43 
105 

03 AI 
lt/Y/ 

}. 
Xzfó 
1 wEO, 

2.4 3na.-.0 
K 

0212 

Ii) ttv/ 
AGa-C 

asao, 
DRIVER 

0208 
ÿ2,. AGC BUFFER FI32º0 l.c .0 -02ex 
,,r -2a0aa-1 (1005 T`Z;V 1`.01 

óiióri 
wN ru0a uusTc+1 315 

264 
von 

12 VPP 
Horiz. 0 12 VPP 

Vert. 

60 VPP cp 22 VPP 
Horiz. Vert. 

O 

18 

.06 VPP 
Horiz. 

7 VPP 
Vert. 

flop 1/12Er11110. 

20 

5I60206 
x. AFC AMP 

2.53 x31 05 
NtlY 

ro: 

C2w 

3IIt0 
.001 

Ctlo 11210 

;w x 

IC 200 
IST. IF AMP 

6-!º0.1.1 

02x0 
10010 

VIDEO e30 OF 0II021 

TDr24V 

=:Y 

:ADT 
ÑÌ//YÌ 

4104 Sn 
a.65 a1 
!x 

Liao 
106 T.0 CIIaz 

ztrF 

0100 
SOUND IF DOT. 

!-x!621-1 

06 6 ö 6 

' 0.. TD..E3 CLU6TE4 

I SO 1 
I r 

LBf11_ Ve _A __J 

1 C202 
LOW LEVEL DETECTOR 

16.3.60-1 

cq-0-1.- p213 .ov .o0aº 
loóv # 

.32 VPP 
Horiz. 

20 VPP 
Vert. 

ICI00 
SOUND IF 
DETECTOR 

3.3!035.2 

0115 

T311O4 
tÓVt1[NER 

3w z iión iiógr 
aooV 
ar n20 

i iiónF 
N 

sóv 

1iX 

21 

cea 

I C400 
NOR12 OSC 
NOISE INV 

16T110ÓEP 

o: z iiw éióñ 

óiá2 

¡ 
re1+i12 c-2. 

1DY ,oY Te, 

CSD4A 

;v 
ON cNA6a16 

0 

2:370; NCR 
1 

1 

i ió 

M 
gqa- ---".r 606 

..355 

Cloy 

L_MJ 
-.Tor2sv 

T0m0 

leur 
3311 
ION. 6% 

xö: 

AI 

T 

sc,11 :ó° 

ï1r 

3430 
1.2N 

1w TO +12V 

..630 

D,221 
Mur 000N at3. 
- 8424-I 

I a,0 

c131 x630 
2SIlt 

163 -allo-. 

ua2 
50 

MI5 TL OPI 

2x10 
MA c5 30000E 

CIIO y =vÄ 1C 
134 aw aw Tl,v 
ïzw w 

23V /.IP) 
ÌÓÓñ 0504 

1BV CURRENT ; IMITE, 

vá1". 

Ìï11 
ºw 

exo /.0140/ 

virn 

0500 
REO. DRIVER 

!-3,0,41 

13r 
/rNJV/ 

i,i i1- 

Rai 
100 

V 
0002 // 

et REO. 
u 

105 CNS.lI31 

1 C6z0 
TL,0Y 

(3- 3315-2 ,=ñ ian I 

aw ew 

II 

1 C306, 

T 

//IV 
/9130) 

0µi0 

w:aX1ox :0v 

.11zV s0u3cE 

H 

--- 
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1.8 VPP 
Horiz. 

21 

410 0. 

A 

B 

c 

20 VPP 
Horiz. 

0102 
AUD. DRIVER 

13-!!125-2 

OF 
030 

sa 2 
SOR 

2.6 VPP 
Horiz. 

29 

iióñ 

TO11 

8 
O .16 VPP 

3.58MHz 

scmo 
]-17sx-s 

0202 
VIDEO 
BUFFER 

. 19Úl3-] 
Rº32 
33011 

0104 
AUD. OUT 

-340.6-3 

ºv! T 
C S6 

OM CASINE 

100 
35v I 

1,0.539 
0106 
AUD 
OUT 

13-3404. 

.3 VPP 
Horiz. 

23 
2 VPP 
Vert. 

TRANSISTOR LAYOUT - 
. ... ur 

4e, 

o,;r. 

,..... R-1 . 47 

ARO 1 19 

at°f 4 
4. 

Mot 

LE. ,.}. 
CUD .,,e1 ,.4.,. 

'.ez w ... -if.> -e 

4u I. I 

64101rt 4116.0 
16164 
0.044-3.661 

ever. " 
-6h 

II 

6® 1 -- 

4.1z 

,.,.®.>. 

727 

zak 

- 
w Nr 

h- . , ,» .... 

y::fry° 

-6 
-14 

-. 
rI,I1.1ÍI1, ' qa11Q11 ffl 

wI *LI J 
41 41.12 *NO 000 

*13-29033-3 
'41:23 .RaL. »V...., 

11421.4014 10661111.4441 

WI's- IMPORTANT - 
DO NOT REMOVE OR 
INSERT TRANSISTORS OR 
IOS WITH POWER APPLIED. 

CgC5°.J*74k 
11.41411164164.211 

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION SYLVANIA PART NO. 

C506- three section electro 41-39071-1 
A -10/200v 
B - 50/200v 
C- 100/250v 
L244-4.5MHz trap 50-35309-1 
L418- horiz freq early prod 50-39121-1 
1418- horiz freq later prod 50-39121-2 
L648 -tint center 50-39053-1 
T100-4.5MHz sound input 50-39084-1 
T400- HV 50-39234-1 
T440- horiz drive 56-39101-1 
T500 -filament 55-39078-2 
CB500-circuit breaker 29-39696-4 
R276 500K RF delay 37-14576-12 
R328 -600K vert height -2 CH. 37-33036-17 
R338 -15K vert lin part of R328 
R514 -20K, +112vadj 37-33036-18 
R616 -200K color -1,-3 CH 37-29783-24 
R616 -5K color -2 CH 37-15902-4 
R634 -25K color kill 37-14576-19 
R636 -25K tint -2 CH part of R616 
R906- 1 K contrast 37-15902-5 
R921 -25K brite range 37-14576-19 

9(8X(5 8411 

1 

VIDEO 

T0 24 

F 

N9a6 

é: á77r 

PART Or 1 

ro.tROl 
1 

1 

30. 

C '3 

:5v 

W7 
sraoo -- 1 I r[RW- OIF- ntti 

0N 

jj 

YY 

. t - 
y24V SC650 

m-navc-9 

C6ö ilÑ 3Icöb 
I 

T'3 

Rsm pLe2o ELATIIN 

-4- Rºza 

c1Y /I.pn 

= 7;-',g5. IO 

0904 
VIDEO 
DRIVER 

9932 
56 0 

N640F C6p0 lUN K 
Sa)0 1.50 2 ¡` iii! 
an 5% jl 

iióñ 
0625 1 CO°iV 1 R65. 

TO .2.11 

o .en. 
ì5óv ïav ?N 

6U 

R646 

1 
T CE 

060 5% 

Z 5a11 I.a:r 

,L 

R;S 

IC600 sa 
CHROMA 

PROCESSING 0'ESSING 
075-I 

L«o E..s 

646 
{00 2rr i2W1 'a 

R644 1CN 
390n T' 

0604 
3.38 MHz 

AMP 
1-29776a /NNI, 

0448 IMO 

SECONOAR7 I 

L1 
CONTROL 

2000 ÌMÓ1Ki 
T 

<oloR coxrsols 

e 

6 
'SO011 

26v 

L440 

CENTER 
0 

óñT-66e 

;3' 

67 
7R0 IOOK 

1 

1[N00 

DENOD 

C 
ONIVEN 

(5 

1i239CÁVICE 
NIHSERVICE 

270ÚN 

O4 0 

6W 

4011 
IGOR (1/30P/Q,.. 

PTA' RED OUT AMP 

____---.1 R1Y 

O 
13 

i le IC402 
CHROMA DEMODULATOR 

TD' 13.3,0-1 

IÖÑ ;3112 1N512 T 1 [G 
IOOV IOOv 

1 

0800 
PINCUSHION 

AMP 
13.29033] 

5532 

If10r9n 
11t9Jvl T 01 

TD 24V 

Ark irr Irjr 711, 

1914 
ó129n 

822 
20011 

iii* 

scSJO 
rasaT2-1 

s36 
mn 

TO T2Y 

112E 
13000 

SN900S 
[ !(5V1<[ 

NONN 

CORP 

I C326 

l(5V 
N-1 

I 100vCJ00 

F__.ÿ ' 

I ee 

{'-1I 

Tg v 

1 Ey1 
q1 

wó11 

_f. 

E. 
1Yi o1 

3lÓ131 

1124, 

Rl 

.)S 001_ 

R)!4 

R340 

.Úw0vEj31 T 

DRnER1ANP 

RTICAL FLAMK M4 

150V 
0300 

x37 DOT VERT OUT 
5-38100-1 

12211 

IC302 
/11í.5v1 

VERT. DRIVER 
6-39600-1 

z-10ó wo1 
T.oca as 

V 

íáóñ 

6; 
sts2 
nrsv/ 

/111 

TO 0404 
T24O HORI2 BLANKER /BURST GATE SHAPER It F9,1 

1 29063- 

] 
'56 r y yer(*ASV) O + lß/ -1/r 152 0456 2Prr 

SCJ4 ºM 
3.77693-10 2.rR 

11 so 4 
5434 
mR 

!.p C 

(13.177 53 124-1 I3 T4 -I T asV (I SV/ TOP VERT OUT 8300 C342 
sn 2500 

13.390991 

R35: cvo 6r R as 

R361 , 3), 2!v 11I4) PTAS* 

R90. 
2.20 

0400 
HORIZ DRIVER 

U00 90.-I 
22 
160v/-_ß,/ 

rio 441 
47011 
pa 

x44z 
rnn4-r 

óir 

t ION CHASMS/ 

0402 
áéw HORIz OUT. 

TUÌ2 
NUR 

sow 
-l. 

ne+ .L 50 

C7 -1- 

@.u, 

SSOPF II 

C446 R416 50 

c. rii 3W 
IDOº 

z-- 
RQT ATT[MR TD 

AiGR D.L. vOITAR. 

% on cuo 
01 

TEFT 

m 

1.14: 

6_ 
200V 

rSó1i Ì.LÑEARITV CRN71 

L 

T400 

I wT:. 
o 

T.. c.1cR 

sc446 
1311x -I= 

t COIL 

+--o- 

ION CHA43181I 

z 

144.111 Of CONVERGENCE: 

i_ö^IE r 

r) 
0 

rtlW 1-I m 901 
M 

]a T 2zrr 

0f 
1H5 

gor 1á'rt 
OR vL 

º2 

5 3/20N 

s ivn 
' !.] T 

/43v Z r 1116v1 ] 59 224R940 

00. 
1- 70PP 2N sW 

15-33174-1 

116.514 
11014, 

6 Rºs4 

1/21. sov 

N35a 
mon 
Ú^SEN 

'2900 
zºo11 
sa 

v[ 

Ì/L 
IK.! 

R002 

T229(* 
a.sR 

i r 
.2áv 

1)191141 

0908 
GRN. OUT. AMP 

a -w7-1 

1 3!111 

0910 
BLU. OUT. AMP. 

/8J-53111-1 
44.9 

R922 
1000 

R97! 5911 
zºon zi 

® 

1 

2Se2-1 
]-290]l-] 
m-29774-2.-3 

13-35176-2 
I3-3500. -1 

m 

1 

1;i3 
772 

SYLVANIA 
Color TV Chassis 
E08-1 

-TRANSISTOR ASINGS- -IC REV (TOP VIEW) - 
fePIM01CATE3 ALTERNATE 0.0100.31 

0-29o13-3 
D-2nn-s.a 
3-33175-2 
ra-35907-1 

01.00) 

IJ-23624-1 

CRT SOCKET PANEL I 

2.211 2014 
I/ 211 

R. 
20% 

00 

13-1001-1 m-331,4-1 
I]-39099-1 

q-l)I76-I 13-33181.1 
J-00166-2 

13-33170-1 

NA. 

AT 

.173-7i1 

NETAL/lURPAGE 
13.39000-1 
13-39100-1 

13-30074-1 
13-3044-3 
m-340.7-3 

123 12! 

i'v- oR icY 

MOTES 
ARROWS DESIGNATING POINTS NOT CONNECTED -POINT 
IN THE DIRECTION OF THE COMPONENT OR TIE POINT 
WHERE THEY ARE TO BE CONNECTED. 

EXAMPLE. 
TO R.- 

TO C..JI.._ 
R-. 

PANEL 

'Ck" CAR. MODELS 

Te 

00.312 04 

.00031,117031 3.71311 
SIOV 

11004 

3990 
2.0404 

134014 (AMOY) 

050. 
Wi L- 

I C996 

300 
PL 

r DEFLECTION/ -I 
CONVERGENCE 
PORE 000 I 

VIM NOT 089041TM ST -MET -Il 
ION 0.400131 144.34V TO .44041 

0292113011. AS> 

=ATOM I 

10-11174-1 

_L CO04 
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1582 
ADMIRAL 
TV Chassis 
T9 K6 

APRIL 1975 

ELECTRONIC 
ii -Wt \ rfit.4 

COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS 
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 5 NEW SETS 

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION ADMIRAL PART NO. 

C502A -250 u f, 165e electro 67A30-11 
C502B -150 0f, 150v electro 67A30-11 
C502C-20031 f, 150v electro 67A30-11 
L401 - horiz lock coil 94A480-1 
T201- audio output xformer 79A124-7 
T402- horiz drive xformer 79A167-1 
T403- horiz output xformer 79A166-1 
R203 -25K vol on/off T7K6, 113K6 75A1-219 

/ R snip r 
puma II tom 
mum 

i 18b 

AO1-IELr 
m115 2 1 

110113 1 1 

1101 

6203 - 25K vol, on/off T9K6 75A1-206 
6326 - 500 n contrast T7K6, T8K6 75A 1-220 
R326-5000, contrast T9K6 75A1-222 
R333- 100K brite T7K6, T8K6 75A1-221 
R333- 100K brite T9K6 75A 1-223 
R339-400 0 AGC delay 75A101-50 
6342-2000, AGC 75A101-49 
6407- 1.2M vert hold 75A191-1 
R410 -1.5M vert size 75A101-57 
F501 - 1.5a fuse 84A7-15 

VHF TUNER 944434-1 
1 I 

-¡ I T LIOtI Ú02C 

T' 

1101 

rya 101 

- Clou 27 

cou 
CULE 
551 

P154 

L103/ 

C103 

5.1 

300A 44F 
YT 11101 

L 

r01! #10019001. R105 
51010110 1/0105 n 
010150104t. 11/1. 

L1031 1103C 
r ¡ 1000s- 600 
1 3 1 1 1 1 -- 

( I^L9r 
01 

u01 
CIII 

t1--4.15 

6111101 

VHF AP 
c,oi 

0101 3 Clot 

C101 TI 

6i/0 fi 
.F) 'Vs u 

n01 
I N' 1 I1 1115 

C101 
p0f W 

!il II199 S II 
, 

CI I 

2 ,--I IC116 

39 

ICLINIC 
II06 

LII6 120 

_0115 -IS 

VHF MIXER 

0102 

r-U030 001 

VHF OSC 

21sA 0103 

CITI Cui 
m 10 

FERAIT/ 

RAO 

C105 0110 

}I 
C IQACC Ì5óá S16Ì 01 

CHO 
/1//,ISr1 L"11 

I 

tCIH21 
.w 

RIW 
271 

os A 

iü4IC CR3 

11 
t-iSl 

51 

ulI SRn1O6 

2.71112 l 1 

"-GIN 
it 

0120 
f_121 

f1 p 

012$ 

111F 1*OL 

0 Q UHF -T* ER 944461-1 
UNF 300,1 I.IIEC 
Ur. IMUi 

2151 

TACI 

10375 --- 
1 221 

T000 

ISI UNF L11E H F---- F -T- 210 UNf 111F 

IOU : l0 fl1YKlIl[f01 
/II1$ 0014/110 SCNCIO/C 
101I11fIf0C! 0011 

2.21 

tt 
T0 

UHF MIXER 
93459-I 

-___i 

120 

-4.2 ICI I1/4 
MIMI 

57821-2 
UHF OSC 

II 

%J/,%4 + 
OSC. L 1E 

10 21I+/ 

CONTRAST 
#926.500 

S CK1lIf 10115 
115/5101141115 WW1, 10% CITI!/Ì K/ 1,0(5 / 01 1,0011 UI 1181, C///C/III( r0l0/5 r/55 II'41 /lI/ II H 
K5/511001 NtU(S O/ C0í151/SS 1141 117 IS 1O1 ter" Ir 10/C4105 rYC,15 a/l S/C010. 
Y011C/ 110 Ne011 lOrIS, 
IC YOl1I1I5 ritti n11 r11, re 11S1(C1 10 (011104.0110,1-,11111 MOO /1011C l/K rllr(/0115410 1 0#1C11 

YA/! 0/'l10/l61 Cil/14//10/ /1SI /0U/'1/1I Il0 a1I15 1011III0/5 Neil /100C w1116,5III 1101f11/0 1/40/K 
11/7 VIA /Y SIAM /S SNNI1 11001, I(O/IC 141fI n/l N 5/Clll S SIONN 1/11001 NOfA 011 S/1041 50114110 /4111 
1 11/S/0 Y1/ 0141111 111I Ill/Nd 1/IIIINS 5101/10 101UI/ 01.1/,101 Il Ill/IUI. 11/6x/I/5S IND C011145/ C.111015 
If WW1 III Orel [01140151I10111111111IC/05/1r1. 0A 5/10N 0,01/41/51NO14rI1015111/11/1111/151//110 
10/S1 1401 5161/1 11000CIK 4/0 5 rOl1S IC/ 4/ 1/51 ,1bNl I. 0114451 410 114.1/1/SS CiJlllni S 5/ 1 111011, HC/u40. 
11/5/Slal 1401/08; 
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LB 0-506 
5" Dual Trace/Dual Channel 
Automatic Triggered Scope 
An outstanding value that does 
your work automatically ... with 
auto hztl sweep, auto vert'l input 
gain and auto trigger (TV -V and 
TV -H) to reduce errors. Has 
sep./simul. sweep mode display; 
X5 mag; X -Y display; direct RF in- 
put; vectorscopic display for color 
phase adj.; with 10 MHz b'width; 
10mV to 20Vp-p/cm vert'l sensi- 
tivity in 11 calib. steps. PC 
board construction assures high 
reliability. It's beautiful! Complete 
with 2 probes, 2 adapters, lead, 
plug & clips. 

A Trend Setter! $569.95 

While the Others Keep Raising Prices, 
Leader Fights Inflation to Save You Money 

.,- ., 

LBO -501 

5" Triggered Scope 
w/Calibrai+ad Input 
& Time Base 
A professional grade solid state 
instrument recommended by the 
experts. Vertical input is calibra- 
ted (v/cm) for high accuracy. Hztl 
deflection is lime calibrated, with 
triggered sweep range from 
0.2µ sec/cm to 0.2sec/cm sweep 
operable in free running or auto- 
matic. Offers 20mV to 10Vp-p/cm 
vert'l sensitivity; 10MHz b'width; 
lighted graticule and tilt stand. 
A quality performer you can 
depend on. Complete with probe, 
leads and adapter. 

SAVE $60.00 NOW $399.95 

LBO -502 
5" Triggered Scope 
w/Graded Scale 

Solid state dependability lets you 
put this versatile scope to use for 
most every electronic purpose. Has 
automatic and triggered sweep, 17 

steps calibrated, from 1µsec/cm 
to 0.2sec/cm, plus X5 mag at 
0.2µsec/cm; 15MHz b'width; 10mV 
to 20mVp-p/cm vert'l sensitivity 
w/1-2-5 graded scale readings. 
Lab grade accuracy and push 
button ease of use make it a real 
winner. Complete with probe, leads 
and adapter. 

SAVE $80.00 NOW $449.95 

LEADER"Put Us To The Test" 

LBO -511 
5" Solid State 
General Service Scope 

State-of-the-art design for lasting 
quality and performance. Features 
recurrent sweep with automatic 
sync and calibrated vert'l input; 0- 
140' phase control; TV -V and TV -H 
inclusive with 4 sweep ranges to 
100KHz; 10MHz b'width. FET input 
stages, DC coupling and push-pull 
amplifiers account for distortion - 
free displays and rock -like stability 
for every use. Complete with probe, 
leads and adapter. 

SAVE $50.00 NOW $299.95 

Instruments Corp. 151 Dupont St., Plainview, L.I., N.Y. 11803 (516) 822-9300 
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A new 310 -Type 3. 
Made to take 
a fall. 
The rugged new "drop -resistant," 
hand size Triplett Model 310, 
Type 3 is priced at just $49. 

The latest addition to the rugged 
Triplett 310, general purpose, multi - 
range V -O -M family-the Model 310, 
Type 3-has impressive new features. 
Its case and clear front are made 
of high impact -resistant plastic. 

The low Ohms range Rx1 has been 
fused to protect against damaging 
overloads. These two improvements 
should eliminate over half of all 
repair requirements resulting from 
field use damage. 

But that's not all. The case of the 
new Triplett 310, Type 3 sports an 
elegant new non -slip "finger -tread" 
surface finish. The meter movement 
brackets and pointer feature a new 
rugged design as well as newly 
designed lead jacks and Model 10 
jack. Added to this, the front range 
and tester dial markings are changed 
to read easier when used with 
Triplett's Model 10 Clamp -on - 
Ammeter. 

Outstanding features: 
1. Drop -resistant, hand size 

V -O -M with high impact 
thermoplastic case. 

2. 20,000 Ohms per Volt DC and 
5,000 Ohms per Volt AC; diode 
overload protection with fused 
Rx1 Ohms range. 

(Actual Size) 

3. Single range switch; direct 
reading AC Amp range to 
facilitate clamp -on AC 
Ammeter usage. 

The durable new 310, Type 3, self - 
shielded for checking in strong 
magnetic fields, is an extra -rugged, 
high -torque, bar -ring instrument with 
spring back jewels. An interchange- 
able test prod fits into the top of the 
tester, making it a common probe and 
freeing one hand. All this for only $49. 

For more information or a free 
demonstration, call your Tripleit 
distributor or sales representative. 
For the name of the representative 
nearest you, dial toll free (800) 645- 
9200. New York State, call collect 
(516) 294-0990. Triplett Corporation, 
Bluffton, Ohio 45817. 

TRIPLETT 
ALL YOU'LL EVER NEED IN V -O -M's. 

See this VOM and the amazing new Series 60 at NEWCOM Booth Cl 4/D15. 

Triplett. The easy readers. 
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